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FLUOROCARBON BAN POSES INDUSTRY-WIDE THREAT/65
Single-chip microprocessor achieves bit-slice performance/91
TV receiver displays picture within apicture/ 102
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... 10 turn precision,
in a / square package.
5 8 "

Now custom design precision in your equipment! Boums modular line of 10-turn wirewound potentiometers offers virtually infinite selection of standard options, with specs
that are unequaled in any other line of modular controls, potentiometers and switches.
SMALL SIZE— The 3
4 " square design saves up to 35% of panel space compared to
/
standard circular models. Position them closer or in an area simply not possible before
POW.

LOW ASSEMBLY COSTS— Easy and economical mounting on P.C. boards. Only Bourns
offers achoice of P.C. pins or solder lugs!
MANY OPTIONS— Single shafts of 1/
8"or 1
/
4"diameter are each available in 3standard
lengths, or choose dual concentric shaft options - all with plain or locking bushings.
Specify to your application and gang up to two modules.
You'll find these smaller modular precision pots offer the same electrical specs as the
larger circular types - such as independent linearity of only -± 0.25%.
"FEEL-APPEAL"—As with Bourns other styles of controls and switches, this precision
line offers the same smooth, consistent feel. The low rotational torque is still only
.3 to 2.0 oz. inch!
CALL TODAY— for complete information on this versatile off-the-shelf, modular constructed potentiometer. Find out how to custom design precision in your equipment at
standard cost and leadtime.
MODULAR PRECISION.

BEAUTIFUL'

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside,
CA 92507, Telephone 714 781-5122—TWX 910 332-1252.

International Marketing Micas: European Headquarters — Switzerland 042/23 22 42 • Belgium 02/218 2005 • France
01/2039633 • Geimany 0711124 29 36 • Italy 02/32 56 88 • Netheilands 70/87 44 00 • United Kingdom C1/572 6531 •
Norway 2/71 18 72 • Sweden 764/20 110 • Japan 075/921 9111 • Australia 02/55-0411 03/95-9566 • Israel 77 71 15/6/7

For Immediate Application — Circle 120
For Future Application — Circle 220

HP's new
Display Trace
says alot:
Large 500 cm" ( 77.4 in')
viewing area says the
1304A is excellent for
applications in electronic
analyzer systems; analytical
instruments; weather, harbor or fire-control radar;
plus medical patient monitoring systems.

Complex graphic display
plus alarge number of characters says high-writing
speed and fast settling time.
HP's new 1304A Large
Screen Display has alinear
writing speed greater than
25 cm/psec, and settles to
within one spot diameter in
300 nsec.

Small spot size ( 0.020")
and high brightness says
sharp pictures and good
readability.., even in normally lighted industrial
environments.

So does the
quality behind
the trace:
A variety of options means
the 1304A is easily tailored
for your specific system
requirements. For example,
choose from various X and
Y input configurations,
analog or digital blanking,
various CRT phosphors and
graticules, UL medical
equipment listing, and more.

Electrostatic deflection
means low power consumption (just 60W average), thus higher reliability
due to lower operating
temperature. Light weight
compared to magnetic displays is another plus.

The price of just $2400*
means benefits and performance of electrostatic displays at acost approaching
that of magnetic displays.

Modular construction and
an uncluttered interior
means easy servicing and
calibration.

Controls and user-settable
adjustments concealed
behind afront-panel door
means fast access while discouraging knob twiddlers.

D8'

It all adds up to value. Low cost, high
performance, high reliability, flexibility and
after-sales service. A good combination
for any display system. Ask your HP field
engineer for all the details including OEM
and quantity discount prices. He can also
give you details on other models in HP's
growing family of large and small screen
displays.
*Domestic U.S.A. price only.
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HEWLETT eik PACKARD
1507 Page % II Road. Palo Alto, Caldornla 94304

For asaslance call Washongton ( 301) 948.6370. Cnonago ( 312)
255-9800 Atlanta ( 404) 955.1503. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282
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Introducing HP's 3438A system DMM...

The right DMM decision for
low-cost data acquisition
If you're looking for low-cost data acquisition using the
HP-IB* here's a new DMM alternative... HP's new
3438A. It's the first 31
2 digit DMM that's HP-IB compatible.
/
And it's priced at just $875".

Wide AC bandwidth. Measure AC voltages from 30Hz
up to 100 kHz with midband accuracy of 0.3% of reading
plus three digits. DC voltages up to 1200 V are measured
with afull-year best accuracy figure of 0.1% of reading plus
one digit.

Simple or complex. Use the 3438A in simple data
gathering applications with HP's 5150A low-cost printer.
Or for automatic data acquisition and analysis, use your
3438A with an HP 9815A or 9325A computing controller
and 3495A scanner. Of course the HP-IB interconnect
system solves your interface problems and makes system
integration as simple as plugging in interconnecting cables.

Self test modes. Internal circuitry checks for proper
DMM operation by quickly verifying proper conversion
and data transfer. Should troubleshooting be required, the
3438A is designed to use HP's 5004A Logic Signature
Analyzer for rapid problem isolation.
Rugged and versatile. Using the latest in LSI technology
and packaged in HP's System II rackmount configuration,
the 3438A adapts to avariety of needs— in bench systems, existing HP-IB systems or new instrument systems.
Your local HP field engineer has all the details. Contact
him today.

Autoranging. The 3438A automatically selects the
proper range on AC or DC volts and ohms eliminating the
need for range programming. Any one of the five DMM
functions is conveniently selected on the front panel.
High sensitivity. Sensitivities of 10 milliohms, 100 µV
and 100 nA allow you to monitor low-level transducer
signals directly. And long-term stability assures accurate
readings over long periods of unattended operation.

•HP's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975
•• Domestic U.S.A price only.

HP—IB

3438A DIGITAL MULTIMETER
HEWLETT • PACKARD
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Highlights
Cover: Analog I/O adapts to microprocessors, 81

Linking analog inputs to microprocessors
and vice versa can take considerable hardware and software. To simplify system
design, new converters have begun to
resemble miniature systems and to relate to
the processor as aperipheral.
Color TV abright spot in Europe, 69

As European television-set makers pack for
their biennial trip to West Germany's International Radio and Television Exhibition,
they look to a bright future for their color
models— for both the short term and the
long run. In fact the entertainment sector is
one of the European electronics industries'
few strong areas.
Bipolar microcontroller chip rivals bit slices, 91

Advances in bipolar Schottky technology
allow the design of a single-chip microprocessor with performance that approaches
that of bit-slice machines. Yet the device
has an easy-to-use fixed-instruction set.
TV receiver shows two pictures at one time, 102

Providing a small inset monitor picture
simultaneously with the main picture poses
some tricky technical problems for television-set designers. One solution is the
careful tailoring of two bucket- brigadedevice memories and a control integrated
circuit to the job.
In the next issue . . .

Wescon 77: the widening horizon of the
microprocessor . . . a special report on
flexible circuitry . . . nonbinary logic in
today's designs.
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Publisher's letter
There

has long existed a healthy
rivalry between bipolar and metaloxide-semiconductor technology— or
rather between the proponents of the
two approaches to integrated-circuit
fabrication. Advances in one area, it
seems, stimulate workers in the other
to take some more steps forward.
There's no reason why the complex lc called the microprocessor
should be immune from the rivalry.
It should be no surprise, then, that,
thanks to bipolar Schottky technology, there is now a single-chip
microprocessor that bridges the gap
between the computational abilities
of mos devices and the performance
of bipolar bit-slice units. You'll find
the full details on the 8X300 microprocessor in the technical article
that starts on page 91.
Design of the 8X300 began three
years ago at Signetics Memory
Systems Inc., which was asubsidiary
of Corning Glass Co. sms, asystems
house, initiated the design and
planned the architecture, and another subsidiary of Corning, Signetics
Corp., did the fabrication. Then,
when Signetics was purchased by
Holland's Philips, it obtained the
rights to the 8X300 design and was
free to market the device as a
commercial product.
Author John Nemec was a newcomer to the semiconductor industry, having been a systems designer
in Ford Motor Co.'s aerospace operations. "One of the first projects I
was assigned to at Signetics was the
8X300," he says. " But Ifound that,
as people were assuring me, it was
easy to use and understand. Iwas
able to pick up the instruction set
quickly, and Ibegan working with
the chip right away."
He then went on to support the
September I. 1977

marketing effort for the device. And
though he is no longer associated
with it— he is now marketing manager of custom programs in the logic
division of Signetics—he is pleased
with its success. "The strong points
about the 8X300 are that it was
designed by a systems house, and
that it's been in extensive use for a
few years," he notes. " It's a wellseasoned part— not something new
with bugs in the design that people
have to worry about."
speaking of microprocessors,
you'll want to read about what
the need to interface efficiently with
them has done to the design of
components for analog data conversion. On page 81, our components
editor, Lucinda Mattera, describes
the ferment that is going on in the
field and sorts out just what all the
latest developments mean.
From new chips through hybrid
circuits and modules to whole
boards, the key to the frenetic pace
of change is the microprocessor.
"One thing is clear," she says. "The
microprocessor is changing the
whole design process, right down to
the very terminology of analog data
conversion, and that has caused
some confusion."
For example, she says, "such
terms as 'data converter' and 'dataacquisition system' are giving way to
'analog input/output system.' Designers are going to have to learn a
whole new vocabulary and ' microprocessor-compatible' is going to be
the biggest buzzword."
And,
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KEPCO
SN-488
programming
system
Kepco's new SN-488 digital interface provides you with aconvenient way to
put our programmable power supplies on your General Purpose Interface
bus. The model SN-488 responds to the " listen" instruction, provides the
"handshake" interaction and gives you two addressable channels on each
card. Up to eight cards can be addressed through asingle bus connector.

For complete specs,
write Dept. BY F-14

Each channel provides 12 bits resolution with programmable range ( 10:1)
and programmable polarity ( for use with bipolar power supplies). Kepco
makes hundreds of power supplies that can listen on your bus through the
SN-488 interface: fast models, slow models, high voltage and low; unipolar,
bipolar, voltage stabilizers and current stabilizers .. . power supplies designed
for today's automatic test equipment.

KEPC D
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A SMART WAY TO BEAT YOUR
POWER SUPPLY SIZE PROBLEM Readers' comments
Pardon our gremlins
To the Editor: Irecently derived a
program for my SR56 from the one
for the HP25 that you published
[Calculator Notes, July 7, p. 117].
Unfortunately, it would seem that
gremlins attacked the noise figure
equation published. The denominator of the last term should be:
log -1(g i/10)
—a small but significant difference!
P. R. Minchinton
Welwyn Garden City
Herts., U. K.
United we stand

l'A" thin, 2
3
/B" '
mow, 6'A" shut
yet this converter produces 50 watts of
regulated DC power from an input of
20-32 VDC! It weighs less than 2pounds.
This is only one of our wide variety of
many small lightweight converters, inverters and power supplies — there are
over 3500 models listed in our newest
catalog, including size, weight, and prices.
If you have asize problem, why not send
for an Abbott catalog?
— All of the
hermetically sealed power modules listed
in our new catalog have been designed
to meet the severe environmental conditions required by modern aerospace and
military systems, including MIL-STD810C. They are hermetically sealed and
encapsulated in heavy steel containers.
New high performance units meet MILMIL SPEC ENVIRONMENT

STD-461A for conducted and radiated
electromagnetic interference.
RELIABLE — Highest quality components
are used in Abbott power modules to
yield high MTBF's ( mean time between
failure) as calculated in MIL-HDBK217. Typical power modules have over
100,000 hours MTBF — proving that the
quality was built in from the beginning.
WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS — Any voltage from 5 volts DC to 740 VDC is
available by selecting the correct model
you need from our catalog wtih any of a
variety of inputs including:
60-P-• to DC
400 Ae- to DC
DC to DC
DC to 400
DC to 60 4%.

Please see pages 1836-1848 of your 1976-77 EEM ( ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
or pages 676-682 Volume 2 of your 1976-77 GOLD BOOK for information on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED
"SEE US AT WESCON!77 SHOW IN SAN FRANCISCO, BOOTH NO. 710-712

Circle 6 on reader service card

GENERAL OFFICES
5200 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90016
(213) 936-8185
Telex 69-1398

EASTERN OFFICES
1224 Anderson Ave.
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 224-6900
Telex 13-5332

To the Editor: Ido not see the solution of engineers' problems [
Electronics' career survey, " Part 3: ERS
appraise career trends for 1980s,"
Aug. 4, p. 87] in hard work only.
Instead, Isee the need for concerted
action, since, while some succeed as
aresult of their expertise or management ability, others suffer and never
make the grade.... The solution is
union or unity, lobbying in Congress,
education of the public with something other than Star Trek, up-todate registration requirements: a
union (
and Isay "union") similar to
the American Medical Association.
Eugene F. Pereda
Albuquerque, N. M.
Peak prices
To the Editor: In your article on the
Office of Technology report on
photovoltaics [" Report by Congressional committee favors small power
installations," Aug. 4, p. 32], there
are two figures quoted that should be
corrected. The article states: "Silicon costs, OTA says, represent about
$2 of the $ 17/kw charged for typical
cells in 1976. ERDA'S goal is
10e/kw."
Silicon cells in 1976 cost approximately $ 15 to $ 17 per peak watt, not
per kilowatt. ERDA'S eventual goal is
500/peak watt by 1986, rather than
10¢/kw. Photovoltaics priced at
$17/kw would turn the market
loose, just the stimulus it rightfully
deserves!
Blaine Ouimette
Kansas City, Mo.
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PMI
announT two
monolithic
10-bit DA's.
Good news! Two new ten-bit digital-to-analog converters
from the folks who know how to make them monolithically.
And each is completely "complete:' Includes internal
reference and output op amp. They are fast ( 1.5 µsec
settling time), with voltage outputs, yet consume only
350mW ( max) over the entire military temp
range (- 55°C to + 1.25°C).

DAC-05: signmagnitude coding
DAC-06:

( sign-plus-ten-bits).

Fwo's complement coding.

Both DACs are available now specified over the
full temp range. Off the shelf to MIL STD-883A
Level B. Reliability is enhanced by 100% burnin,
hermetic packaging for all parts, PMI's famous
triple passivation, low noise process and no
laser trimming.

Data sheets are ready. Parts are on the
shelf. Write, wire or phone. Precision
Monolithics, Inc., 1500 Space Park
Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
(408) 246-9222. TWX: 910-338-0528.

rimi]
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor

News update

Our " Instrument Professionals"
will tell you which scope will
do the job best, at the lowest
cost, make immediate delivery
and guarantee performance.
Write or call for data on our other
specialties: Instrument Leasing •
Computer Peripherals • Equipment
Sales • Instrument Service.
Circle 8

ireader service card

Div. Continental Resources, Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford,
MA 01730 ( 617) 275-0850
FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE CALL
N.E. ( 617) 275-0850; LI. ( 516) 752-1622;
NY, NJ ( 201) 654-6900;
Gtr. Phila. ( 609) 234-5100;
Wash., D.C. area (301) 948-4310;
Mid West ( 312) 439-4700;
So. Central ( 214) 690-1706;
Costa Mesa, CA ( 714) 540-6566;
L.A., CA ( 213) 638-0454;
Santa Clara, CA (408) 735-8300.

FIGARO
GAS
SENSOR
TGS

• The experimental millimeter- wave
radar system designed and built for
the U. S. Army by United Technologies Corp.'s Norden division in
Norwalk, Conn., has passed preliminary tests. The 95 gigahertz radar is
destined for the Aquila remotely
piloted vehicle, a small unmanned
aircraft for battlefield surveillance
that the Army hopes to field by the
early 1980s [
Electronics, Sept. 30,
1976, p. 30].
The brassboard model is built out
of off- the- shelf components to demonstrate the utility of the millimeterwave radar concept. It has three
modes of operation: high- resolution
ground mapping, moving target indication, and fixed- target enhancement. " We successfully proved out
the three modes in static tower
tests," says Russell J. Wagner, technical project coordinator for the
U. S. Army Electronics Command
at Fort Monmouth, N. J. The tests
were conducted at Norden's plant
and at Fort Fluachuca, Ariz.
The Army and Norden are now
preparing for flight tests of the
brassboard model in a manned
aircraft "some time during fiscal
1978," which begins Oct. 1. " We
will be making some minor modifications to the equipment to upgrade
the system," Wagner says.
Norden's RPV radar is designed for
foul weather, when electrooptical
sensors are ineffective. " As opposed
to optical systems, which are limited
to operation in clear weather, a
millimeter- wave radar sensor is effective in adverse weather, including
dense cloud cover, fog, and rain,"
says Norden's Robert S. Graziano, a
senior research engineer. While millimeter- wave radars offer much better resolution for agiven of antenna
size than radars operating at lower
frequencies, their range is not as
great. But that is no problem with
RPVS,
says an Army spokesman,
since they have to be close to the
target anyway. The importance of
the millimeter- wave radar, the
spokesman adds, " is that we can look
at real-time information, as opposed
to aphoto that has to be developed,
if the [ conventional] RPV returns."
Bruce LeBoss

'\

quickly senses
,7n small
amount
of gas.

Applications
1. \ JIUrdl ras Leak Alarm
2. Propane Gas- Leak Alarm
3. Carbon Monoxide
Detector
4. Automatic Fan Control
5. Fire Alarm ( Detecting

combustible gases
contained in smoke)
6. Alcohol Detector
(Detector for drunken
driver/
7. Air Pollution Monitor

Please contact an,
the addresses below direr ils
ra(abqis and p,“

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.
•Head Office .
3
ii.gasiiito
Toeunaka
City. Osaka. 560. JAPAN TELEX 05286155
FIGARO J CABLE: FIGARO TOYONAKA
TEL 106) 849-2156
:eiNorth America: 3303 Harbor Boulevard. Suite
D-8, Costa Mesa, California 92626. U S.A.
TELEX 678396 CABLE FIGARENGIN
COSTAMESA TEL 1714) 751-4103

Circle 156 on reader service card

TENDER 980/9/13
AUTOMATED
PRESENTATION
EQUIPMENT
FOR
RADIO STATIONS
Radio New Zealand invites
tenders for the supply of
completely automated radio
presentation
equipment
consisting of cartridge replay
units, reel-to-reel tape machines and time announce
facilities. Tenders close on
September 13, 1977 and
copies of specification may
be obtained from:

Broadcasting
Corporation
of New Zealand
P.O. Box 98
Wellington, New Zealand
Telex no. NZ3867
attention R.E. Wilson
Circle 157 on reader service card
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Designer's guide to the
hot numbers in LICs.
BiMOS Op Amps:
they mix technologies
to match
circuit needs.

Variable Op Amps:
as easy to use as
a transistor.

CA3080

Programmable op amp: differential voltage input, current output. Variable voltage,
power. bandwidth, slew rate, input and
output current $0.59 @ 1K.

CA 3140

Most useful op amp since the 741.
MOS/FET input plus bipolar speed and
4-44 V supply voltage. Does most jobs
better than 741 or many premium op amps
—at far less cost.

CA 3160
CA3130

Programmable power switch/amplifier.
Adds integral Darlington output to CA3080
circuit to provide 300 mA peak current.

CA30

Variable op amp array: 3variable op
amps plus zener bias regulator to use as
current control or voltage reference source.
All on one chip.

Wideband op amp (40 MHz) tor both
large and small signals. High open- loop
gain, slew rate (25 V/ sec) and output
current, plus fast settling time.

The metalization is gold, and the chip is
hermetically sealed with alayer of silicon
nitride. The result is corrosion-free, extended
life added to the economy of an advanced,
rugged plastic package. In short, Gold CHIP
(Chip Hermeticity In Plastic) gives you
better than standard plastic reliability at the
same price as plastic.
There are over 25 Gold CHIP types
including these popular numbers: CA301A,
CA307, CA311, CA324, CA339, CA555,
CA741, CA747, CA748, CA1458, CA3401,
CA3724, CA3725.
Circle 274

ARRAYS

RCA amplifier, diode and
transistor arrays help you
reduce parts cost, save space,
cut insertion costs and increase reliability. Choose from
24 different arrays that allow
you to create new circuit
designs and do the jobs you
want done.

Universal op amp, available with compensation (3160) or without ( 3130). Very low
priced, yet with features for general purpose,
FET input ( 1,500,000 Mi/), wideband
(15 MHz), micropower and high current uses.

CA 3100

Gold CHIP

Circle 272

Micro 'Power Op Amp.

BiMOS combines the best of Bipolar and
MOS in versatile, easy- to- use, low-cost op
amps that are simple to manufacture in high
volume. It's the op amp technology of today
—and tomorrow. Millions of BiMOS devices
have been produced and sold. Most are
available off the shelf.

Delivers up to 6.5 milliamps with standby
power as low as 0.7 microwatt. Programmable input terminal for tailoring response
and slew rate without sacrificing power

Circle 271

Circle 273

RCA Array circuit
diagrams and tree
sample offer

Circle 275

For more information, contact your
local RCA Solid State distributor.
Or write: RCA Solid State. Box 3200,
Somerville, NJ 08876; Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex TW16 7HVV, England;
Ste.-Anne- de- Bellevue, Quebec, Canada;
Fuji Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.

RCA Linear experience
is working for you.

RCA

•

You want to combine
a28-key calculator with
a7-function wristwatch.
Now find aMOS company
that knows the
right combination.

Hewlett-Packard dd.
Not surprisingly, they came
to AMI.
We'd already helped them to
develop circuits for most of their
hand-held calculators. And we're
also one of the world's leading
producers of CMOS watch chips.
We needed every bit oi this
experience. The specs for HP's
incredibly powerful " wrist instrument" were extremely tight.
Yet by working closely together,
we were able to shrink the five

circuits' size even further.
And, with power acritical factor, we helped to develop a
"sleep mode" to shut down the
voltage when not in use.
For all its state-of-the-art
features, there wasn't asingle
chip failure during life tests.
That kind of reliability is one
more reason twice as many
major companies come to us for
custom designs than anybody
else. This leadership goes back

to 1966, when we were the first
company to mass produce MOS.
So, if you want to know how
to make agreat idea work,
maybe it's time you got in touch
with us. Write to AMI Marketing,
3800 Homestead Road, Santa
Clara CA 95051. Or call your
nearest AMI sales office. Between us, we'll find another
combination for
success.
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC

Circle 11
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People
Lt. Gen. Marsh prefers to
define systems in phases

NEW
Socket/Carrier Systems
Highlight Expanded
TEXTOOL Flat- Pack
Test Series
Two new socket/carrier systems highlight an expanded TEXTOOL flat-pack
test series capable of handling the
larger LS! and MSI packages ( 1
4 x
/
3
11
/"maximum) with up to 96 leads.
4
A unique feature of the - 2620 plastic lid
socket ( above with carrier) is the availability of up to 192 contacts
(96 lead Kelvin) for single
i for Kelvin measurements.
The 96 pin - 4160 socket
"(left) is basically a metal
lid version of the - 2620
socket, yet pin for pin, is
less expensive for such applications as
burn- in where Kelvin contact is not
necessarily required.
Standard or custom " snap-together"
carriers fit both sockets to completely encase and protect device leads, yet are
open for circuit repair.
The new series also includes aversatile new staggered axial lead ZIP
STRIP ( below) offering zero insertion
pressure testing without lead damage
to flat- packs for which
no carriers are
available.
led I

TEXTOOL s
complete flatpack test socket line
now includes units to accept devices with
50, 52, 64, 70, 76, 82 and 96 leads ( two
and four sided). All sockets feature
maximum device protection while insuring consistently good electrical contact.
Wiping contacts eliminate "dimpling" or
gold removal, and lids are reinforced in
the contact area.
Detailed tedmical information on these
and other TEXTOOL flat-pack test sockets is
available from your nearest TEXTOOL sales
representative or the factory direct.

PRODUCTS, INC.
1410W Pioneer Drive • Irving, Texas 75061
214/259-2676
14
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The new commander of the Air
Force Electronic Systems division
would like to see changes made in
the way Congress funds the development and procurement of the bigticket command, control, and communications systems he oversees
from his headquarters at Hanscom
Air Force Base, Bedford, Mass. Lt.
Gen. Robert T. Marsh says such
programs are too big and complex to
be precisely and completely defined
from their inception, as Congress
traditionally wants.
"These systems are a different
animal from space, missile, and
aircraft systems, which have pretty
definable characteristics such as
thrust, payload, and penetrability,"
he says. As an example of the
systems with which he is dealing, he
cites the E-4 advanced airborne
command post from which military
operations could be directed in an
all-out war. Equipment is housed in
a Boeing 747, with three purchased
and three more under consideration.
Depending on the equipment, the
cost of six command posts is
projected as high as $924 million.
Data demands. The problem with
defining the system at the outset lies
in the great amount of data processing it must handle, Marsh states.
Just how much equipment is needed
will not be known until the system is
tried. " We had to re- scope the
program along the lines of what we
knew could be done in the near
term," he says, while providing for
growth in on- board data processing
and, possibly, alarger on- board data
base. " But the extent of those additional requirements isn't even yet
defined, and we won't move on them
until we have abetter understanding
of what's needed."
The cigar- smoking Marsh, who
looks younger than his 52 years, sees
it as part of his job to push for
acceptance in Congress of phased,
evolutionary definition and funding
of such systems. He plans to do that
by first selling the concept to his
superiors at the Air Force Systems

Definer.

Lt. Gen. Marsh says funding must

often evolve as the system is defined.

Command and also to the service's
Air Staff.
He realizes his views may not find
ready acceptance, but his easy affability, combined with the determined
grasp he conveys of what he wants to
accomplish, suggest his voice will be
heard. Marsh says it is better to
admit that the Electronic Systems
divison's kinds of systems cannot be
precisely defined from the start than
it is "to go back [ to Congress] and
alter what we exquistely defined last
year and ask for changes."

For Hayes, knocking on doors
was way to get the job done
J. L. "Jerry" Hayes, the man behind
the Navy's innovative approach to
test gear calibration, did not at first
realize how tough the task of automating the procedure would be. " If I
had sat down and rationally faced
the obstacles, I probably wouldn't
have even tried it," says the technical director of the Navy's Metrology Engineering Center, Pomona,
Calif. His goal was for his Mecca
system to make it easier for relatively untrained technicians to handle complex calibration chores.
"Our major obstacle was money,"
continues the Navy civil service
veteran of 25 years, 20 of them in
metrology. " We hardly had any."
Test equipment makers also believed
the market was a long way off. But
the new types of control and calibra -
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Hewlett-Packard's newest programmables are dedicated
to you.

HP-29C.
Continuous Memory.
$195.00*

HP-19C.
Continuous Memory.
Printer $345.00*
You've made it clear, you want to be
able to solve your problems your
way. Our newest programmables let
you do just that, at aprice you can
comfortably afford.
Their secret: continuous
memory plus fully merged keycodes. The combination lets you
store up to 175 keystrokes' worth of
your programs and 16 registers'
worth of your data for as long as
you wish.
You're in the driver's seat. You
decide what you want to store and
how long you want to store it.
Continuous memory means the
HP- 19C and 29C are never "off.'
Their 98-step program memories,
16 of 30 storage registers, and
displays and formats stay "on" all
the time even when turned off. You
don't have to re-enter.
Fully merged keycodes increase
capacity and efficiency.
All prefix functions and operations
merge so one memory location can
hold up to four keystrokes.
Programs require fewer steps.

Typical capacity rises up to 175
keystrokes and beyond. Your
sophisticated needs ( today's and
tomorrow's) are accommodated.
Speaking of sophistication, both
the HP- 19C and the HP- 29C
provide you with three levels of
subroutines, 10 decision tests, 10
labels, conditional and unconditional branching, indirect addressing and insert/delete editing.
This latter feature, which lets
you add or delete program steps
without reloading, is another
example of our personal approach.
We know you like to try out alternatives, so we made it easy.
Our HP- 19C is the world's first
handheld printing programmable.
Add awhisper-quiet thermal printer
to the programming features
described above, and you have an
exceptionally capable handheld
calculator.
Both are easy to use.
Our straightforward parenthesisfree RPN logic system lets you run
through all problems— no matter

how complex— the same way. No
false starts. No wrong turns. RPN
makes the control you want easier
to get.
(800) 648-4711. The toll-free
number to call for details and the
name of anearby dealer ( unless
you're in Nevada, in which case
you can call 323-2704 collect).
Or send the coupon.

HEWLETT ilk PACKARD
DePi. 2I4K

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd... Corvallis, OR 97

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Dépt. 214K
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Please send me complete details on
the HP-29C and the HP- 19C.
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE

ZIP

*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state- and local
taxes— Continental U.S., Alaska & Hawaii.
Displays photographed separately
typical
appearance.16/47
61
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New i111 «hture
metallized capacitors
for professional and
consumer electronics

People

Cajoler. Door-to-door discussions got Jerry
Hayes' calibration system off the ground.

WIMA MKS 2 min
5 and 7.5 mm lead spacing. Up to 1.0 pF
Ultra miniature size, previously unattainable.

WIMA MKS 3
7.5 and 10 mm lead spacing. Up to 1.0 pF
Subminiature size and suitable for most
applications.
Long term reliability with high dielectric
and case insulation. Designed for easy
mounting and for double- sided printed
circuit boards.

WILHELM WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb elektronischer Bauelemente
P.O.-Box 2345 • Augusta-Anlage 56
D-6800 Mannheim 1 Fed. Rep. of Germany
Tel.: ( 621) 40 8012
16
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tion gear that Hayes envisaged
[Electronics, August 19, P. 31] are
starting to be produced by industry
leaders like Tektronix and John
Fluke Manufacturing.
Hayes' campaign to persuade industry to do much of the development with its own funds began five
years ago. For a time, it was a
matter of making the rounds of
instrument houses lugging a prototype and cajoling executives, Hayes
recalls. On one side, they had to be
convinced of the business prospects,
he says, while on the engineering
side, " none were really aware technology was exploding so fast." What
made the system possible, he believes, was the " marriage of the
microprocessor, the plasma-display
panel, and the IEEE- 488 standard
instrumentation bus."
Hayes' door-to-door approach not
only worked, it paid dividends. The
bargain- basement cost to the Navy
has been in the region of $ 750,000,
or about one quarter the investment
that would have been required had
the project been contracted through
normal procurement channels,
Hayes says. This figure is further
dwarfed by industry spending to
come up with production hardware.
Says an official of a major instrument maker: "Jerry and his guys
deserve immense credit. When was
the last time you heard of a good
idea coming to us out of a government agency? Usually, it's the other
way around."
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MIL-SSR UPDATE

Another SSR first
from Teledyne!

Experience, design know-how, and advanced solid
state relay technology bring you another industry
milestone with Teledyne's M640 Series — the first
solid state relays to receive QPL approval to
MIL-R-28750:
M28750/5 (Teledyne P/N M640- 1W)
M28750/6 (Teledyne P/N M643- 1W)
M28750/7 (Teledyne P/N M643-2W)
These SSRs have already established a high
reliability record that spans a broad spectrum of
switching applications for both airborne and ground
support equipment. Our M640 Series features all-

solid- state circuitry utilizing hybrid microcircuit
techniques in a hermetically sealed TO- 5 package.
And they're available with bipolar output for AC or DC
loads up to 60mA/40V and DC outputs for loads up to
300mA/40VDC or 100mA/250VDC.
For complete specification data, contact your nearest
Teledyne Relays sales office listed in EEM, Gold
Book or Electronics Buyers' Guide. You'll find we have
the experience, products, and technical support to
meet all your SSR needs— including a quick reaction
capability to design SSRs specifically for your
application.

TELEDYNE'S MILITARY SSRs
A. P/N 683-1 DC SSR
DIP package, with output rated at
600mA/50VDC
B. P/N 682-1 AC SSR
DIP package, with output rated at
lA / 250VAC
C. P/N M640-1W B5polar SSR
Mil P/N M28750/5. TO-5 package, with
bi-polar (AC/DC) output rated at 60mA/40V
D. P/N M643-1W DC SSR
Mil P/N M28750/6. TO-5 package, with
output rated at 300mA/40VDC
E. P/N M643-2W OC SSR
Mil P/N M28750/7, TO-5 package, with
ouput rated at 100mA/250VDC
F. 652 Series AC Power SSR
Output rated at 25A/250VRMS

ir TELEDYNE

RELAYS

3155 West El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California 90250

Telephone ( 213) 973-4545
Electronics/September 1, 1977
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AMP ZIF connectors
stack up savings in materials,
space and costs.
And that's what
progressive designers
are tooking for.

•40adiewe
• >MOM.

ar.000.,
• imeree

Take our stacking zero insertion force connectors, for
example. They effectively reduce costs, not only because they
prevent board insertion damage but also because they
eliminate board routing, beveling, and gold card edge fingers.
Their stacking design permits high density, bus organized
packaging, eliminating backplanes and allowing shorter
electrical paths from board to board. And card cages are no
longer necessary. Add all these advantages and you can see
why AMP stacking ZIF connectors are ideal for the new
generation of microprocessors, intelligent terminals, and
distributed processing systems.
There's another important advantage, too. AMP technical
support. And it's available even when your product is in early
development. In fact, that's when we urge you to get us
involved. So you can take full advantage of the capabilities
and willingness of our people to help you find abetter way
to increase your product's effectiveness.
There are more benefits in AMP ZIF stacking connectors:
Maintenance is simplified because every board is accessible
without the need for extender boards. Contacts are on . 100"
grid spacing and feature the AMP Action Pin to reduce board
hole damage.
Why not get the complete story on our Zero Insertion Force
Stacking Connectors, as well as card edge types with
side-entry capability. Just call Customer Service at
(717) 564-0100. Or write AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP has a better way.

SEE US AT
WESCON, SAN FRANCISCO

ARA Fi
INCORPORATED

1111111111111111111 11111111111

AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated
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Meetings
ESSCIRC 77— Third European Solid
State Circuits Conference, IEEE et al.,
Ulm University, Ulm, West Germany, Sept. 20 — 23.

International Electrical Electronics
Conference & Exposition, IEEE, Automotive Building Exhibition Place,
Toronto, Canada, Sept. 26 — 28.

Eascon—Electronic and Aerospace
Systems Convention, IEEE, Sheraton
National Hotel, Arlington, Va.,
Sept. 25 — 28.

Thirteenth Electrical/Electronics Insulation Conference, IEEE et al.,
Palmer House Hotel, Chicago, Ill.,
Sept. 26 — 29.

Fifth Data Communications Symposium, IEEE and ACM, Snowbird,
Utah, Sept. 27 — 29.
Advanced Techniques in Failure
Analysis Symposium, IEEE, Marriott
Hotel, Los Angeles International
Airport, Sept. 27 — 29.
International Conference on Thinand Thick- Film Technology, IEEE,
Congress Center, Augsburg, West
Germany, Sept. 28 — 30.

Pinpoint
Therroblem
IIP's Current Tracer locates
By tracing current to sources or sinks. it can find the one had
component on abus, pinpoint hairline solder bridges or backplane
shorts. It quickly troubleshoots wired AND/OR and 3state
busses in all logic families. No cutting circuit traces or removing
gtxxl circuit elements. Sensitive only to AC currents with
fast transitions: adjustable sensitivity of 1mA to 1A: single lamp
readout displays relative current levels. Model 547A. S350?
Also available are HP 's546A Programmable Logic Pulser for
single pulse or streams ( S150*) and HP 'sLogic Probes and Clip
for voltage based problems. 'Domestic U.S. prices only.
Northeast. contact Schweber: Westbury. NY: Somerset. NJ: Danbury. CT.
West. contact Wyle-Elmar: Denver, CO: Mt. View. CA.
Wyle-Eiberty: Seattle, WA: Phoenix, AZ: San Diego. CA: El Segundo, CA.
Elsewhere. contact your nearby HP sales office, or write.

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

1507 Page Mill Ro, I Palo Alto. California 94304

Industry Applications Society Annual
Meeting, IEEE, Marriott Hotel, Los
Angeles, Oct. 2 — 4.
Euromicro — Third Symposium on
Microprocessing and Microprogramming, IEEE et al., Free University,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Oct.
3 — 6.
Nepcon 77 Central, Industrial &
Scientific Conference Management
Inc. ( Chicago), O'Hare International Trade and Exposition Center,
Chicago, Oct. 4 — 6.
Gidep—Government-Industry Data
Exchange Program Conference, Gidep ( c/o Dennis Starling, Datagraphix, Inc., San Diego, Calif.), South
Coast Plaza Hotel, Costa Mesa,
Calif., Oct. 5 — 7.
Interkama 77— International Congress and Exhibition for Instrumentation and Automation, NOWEA
(Düsseldorf, West Germany), Fairgrounds, Düsseldorf, Oct. 6 — 12.
Electrochemical Society Electronics
Division Symposium, The Electrochemical Society ( Princeton, N. J.),
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.,
Oct. 9 — 14.
IntelCom 77— International Telecommunication Exposition, Horizon
House International ( Dedham,
Mass.), Georgia World Congress
Center, Atlanta, Oct. 10 — 15.
Tenth Convention of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers in Israel, (
c/o
Daphna Knassim Ltd., New York,
N. Y.), Tel Aviv, Oct. 10-13.

SEE THEM IN ACTION AT WESCON BOOTH # 1243, 1344.
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Mostek's $995 SOB 80 delivers
Z80 power and 16K bytes of RAM.
The solution
for OEM applications.
For OEM applications, the
SDB-80 is one of the most
powerful, yet low-cost
microcomputers available in the
industry. For $ 995 (single unit
cost), the SDB-80 single- board
microcomputer provides
Mostek's Z80 CPU ( MK 3880),
eight MK 4116 16K RAM
memories, two PIO's ( MK 3881),
one CTC ( MK 3882), serial
ASCII interface ( 110-9600 baud)
sockets for up to 5K bytes of
PROM or 20K bytes of ROM,
plus afully- buffered and

highly-sophisticated system bus
for complete expandability
(including multi- processor
applications).
The solution
for software development.
For software development,
the SDB-80 is available with a
complete package of software
development aids in ROM. This
optional 10K byte firmware
package may be located in
sockets on the board to provide
the ability to generate, edit,
assemble, execute, and debug
programs for all types of
280 applications.

For users requiring even
greater system capability, the
SDB-80 is expandable with the
use of optional add-on boards.
In this way, the user may
configure his system to include
any amount of PROM, ROM,
RAM or I/O desired, plus add
such features as in- circuit emulation, floppy-disk interfaces, and
PROM programming capability.
For more information on the
SDB-80 and the complete range
of optional support boards,
software, and boxes, contact
your local Mostek sales office
or representative.

MOSTEK
1215 West Crosby Road • Carrollton, Texas 75006 • ( 214) 242-0444 • MOSTEK GmbH • West
Germany • Telephone: ( 0711) 701096 • MOSTEK ASIA • Hong Kong • Telex: 85148MKA HX
*Single unit cost. Prices apply within the U.S. and canada. Eurocard version available. Contact Mostek GmbH.
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It also means that you don't have to
relearn your software development
system each time you use adifferent
microprocessor chip. And that can
save valuable time.

A new
direction in
microprocessor
design aids.

Introducing asoftware development
system that supports avariety of microprocessors: currently the 8080, 6800,
Z-80, and 9900, with awide selection to
follow. Assembler software for two
microprocessors is provided from
those available at the time of purchase,
and software for each additional microprocessor may be purchased as an
option with aminimum of added
expense.

This feature alone means that you
can change direction without having
to make amajor investment in anew
design aid. Choose acomponent on the
basis of its suitability for aparticular
project, then, if it seems desirable,
switch to another for the next project.

The 8002 offers several other timesaving features to ease the task of
program creation: atext editor that
simplifies software entry and revisions,
an assembler with macro capability,
and dynamic trace for software
debugging.
Since microprocessor-based program creation and prototype design
typically go hand in hand, the 8002 also
offers three progressive option levels
for program emulation and debugging,
prototype emulation and debugging,
and real-time prototype analysis.
The 8002 Program Emulation and
Debugging System, which adds an
emulator processor and software for
aselected microprocessor, enables the
developmental software to be run,
tested, changed, traced, and debugged
on the desired microprocessor. The

THE TEKTRONIX 8002
MICROPROCESSOR
LAB

number of different microprocessors,
its many convenience features for
emulator microprocessor is identical
to the microprocessor in the designer's
prototype; if the software is to be
executed on an 8080 in the prototype,
for example, an 8080 microprocessor
chip is used in the emulator processor.
The 8002 Interactive Prototype
Emulation and Debugging System adds
aPrototype Control Probe for a
selected microprocessor. With the
probe inserted into the prototype,
developmental software and hardware may be tested, traced, and
debugged together.
The 8002 Real-Time Prototype
Analyzer System adds real-time trace
and an 8-channel Analyzer Probe. At
this level bus transactions and events
external to the microprocessor may
both be monitored.
One final advantage: the Tektronix
name. Tektronix has always been
responsive to the instrumentation
needs of the design engineer .... and
the 8002 Microprocessor Lab is no
exception. Its ability to deal with a

software development, and its capabilities for software/hardware debugging, make it a unique design tool.
As a leading electronics instrument
company, Tektronix offers you afull
;ine of options and peripherals, from
the three 8002 option levels ... to
PROM programming facilities for the
1702 or the 2704/2708 MOS PROMs
... to aline printer and choice of
system terminals.
Backed by years of experience,
Tektronix also offers you a
rare commodity in the field
of microprocessor development tools: local Field
Engineers and local service.
A nation-wide network of
Field Offices and Service
Centers is ready to help
you realize the full
benefits of the 8002.

The 8002...
with multiple
microprocessor
support.

For more information or a
demonstration of this new
software deve opment tool,
write Tektronix, Inc.,
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97077.
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MIER
Tighter tolerances
at tough-to- beat prices.

Now you can have metallized polyester
capacitors with tighter tolerances, without paying
higher prices. At Panasonic, we offer you ± 10%
tolerances for what you'd expect to pay for
metallized polyester capacitors with It-20%
tolerances. And that's just another example of the
Panasonic Plus.

Tougher leads.

Our specs call for our leads to withstand 2.2 lbs.
of steady pull applied radially to the lead wire for
5 seconds. That's really tough. And we back
up our specs with a special offer: send back
any Panasonic Type ECOE ( Z) metallized
polyester capacitor that loses a lead in
normal manufacturing, and well replace it
with two units free of charge.

Tighter lead times.
Our popular 250V DC capacitors are available for
immediate, off- the- shelf shipment in OEM
quantities. And our 100, 400, 630, and 1,000VDC
units are available almost as quickly, with normal
factory lead time.
For free samples and a catalog of Panasonic
metallized polyester capacitors, write: Panasonic
Electronic Components, One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, N.J. 07094. Or call ( 201) 348-7268.

Electrical Specifications
Rated Voltage: 100V.D.C., 250V.D.C., 400V.D.C.,
630V.D.C., 1,000V.D.C. Capacitance Tolerance:
10%(K),
20%(M). Insulation Resistance:
Less than 0.33µF T 9,000U.1.:0.33µ.F, or more
3,000M!2',u F. Dissipation Factor:
1.0% at
1kHz. Withstanding Voltage: Rated Voltage
X1.5 ( 1 min.) Operating Temperature:
25 C
85 C.

The.
Panasonic Plusmetallized polyester
capacitors...
±10% tolerances at
±20% prices.

ECQ-E2473(K)ZS
ECQ-E2563(K)ZS
ECO-E2683(K ZS
ECO-E2823(K)ZS
ECO-E2104(KIZS
ECO-E2124(K)ZS
ECO-E2154(K iZS
ECCI-E2184(K)ZS
ECO-E2224(K)ZS
ECCI-E2274(K)ZS
ECO-E2334(K1ZS

Capacitance
-±- 10%(K)
Rated tu F)
0.047
0.056
0.068
0.082
0.10
0.12
0.15
0.18
022
0.27
0.33

ECQ-E2394(K)ZS
ECO-E2474(K)ZS
ECCI-E2564(K)ZS
ECO-E2684(K)ZS
ECO-E28241K)ZS
ECO-E2105(K)ZS
ECCI-E2125;K)ZS
ECCI-E2155(K)ZS
ECo-E2185K)ZS
ECO-E2225(K)ZS

Panasonic

just slightly ahead of our time
Circle 24 on reader service carc

Capacitance
±10%(K)
Rated (p.F)
0.39
0.47
0.56
0.68
0.82
1.0
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.2

Electronics newsletter
SMC gains patent on
1-transistor
memory cells

Algol- based structured
language offered by
Data General

Intersil to unveil
Ilne of standard
n-MOS memories

Sylvania develops
radar detector
for combat troops
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Standard Microsystems Corp. of Hauppauge, N. Y., which recently
received fees from Texas Instruments, ITT, and others for nonexclusive
licenses on its basic patent covering an oxide-isolated mos process called
Coplamos [
Electronics, Aug. 4, p. 72], is receiving another patent that
could have as profound an effect on the $8million mos L.s1 manufacturer.
The new patent covers an advanced mos one-transistor cell with divided
and balanced bit lines, coupled by regenerative sense amplifiers, and
balanced access circuitry. This technique, which is now being used by some
major manufacturers to design and build 4-k dynamic RAMS, could " play a
major role in the eventual realization of single 5- v- supply 16-k and 65-k
dynamic RAMS," says Paul Richman, president. Also, Richman says, the
Patent Office has notified him that it will allow all claims relating to the
company's still undisclosed Clasp technology [
Electronics, Aug. 4, p. 72].

Data General Corp. is releasing its version of an Algol- like language that it
claims is the minicomputer industry's first high-level structured programming language. Called DG/L, it is for sophisticated original-equipment
manufacturers and systems houses and has been used by the Southboro,
Mass., minicomputer manufacturer in-house for several years. Since it is
Algol-based, the language is highly efficient; but the beauty of DG/L, says
Data General, is that it can be used on every product in the company's
line, from the Micronova right up through the Nova and Eclipse series.
The nearest competition to DG/L is the Hewlett-Packard Co.'s version of
Algol— System Programming Language, or SPL, which runs on its HP3000 series only. Digital Equipment Corp. offers aversion of Algol, called
Bliss, on its DECsystem 10 and 20 computers only. DG/L will be available
at aone-time cost of $ 5,000, which includes an on-site engineer on loan for
40 hours.

One year after the Intersil — Advanced Memory Systems merger, look for
ablitz of sophisticated standard memory products from the new Intersil
Inc. Using advanced n-mos processing, the Santa Clara, Calif., company is
now going into production on a4,096- bit 2114- type static random-access
memory that is as fast as the Intel original but dissipates 30% to 60% less
power; a4- k-by- 1 - bit static RAM with the same specs; ahigh-speed- 150
ns — version of Mostek's 4-k 4027 dynamic RAM; and a2708 ultravioleterasable programmable read-only memory. By the end of the year the
company also expects to be in production with a5-v, 16-k 2716-type uverasable PROM; ahigh-performance, 8-k static RAM; and asecond-source
version of Mostek's 16-k 4116 dynamic RAM.

A hand-held unit that detects radar signals and warns combat troops that
they are under surveillance before the radar can pinpoint their position has
been developed by GTE Sylvania Inc.'s Electronic Systems Group,
Waltham, Mass. It's said to be the first off- the-shelf product for this
purpose in the U.S. The 8-lb device, designated the RWR-1000, consists
of awideband receiver, asignal-processing and self-test circuit, a lightemitting-diode display, and acontrol panel. Having afrequency range of
8 to 18 GHZ, it can detect continuous-wave or pulsed signals from
antipersonnel radars and can monitor and locate front-line anti-aircraft
gun radars plus fire-control and mortar- locating radars.
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Rockwell's first
n-MOS ROM to be
a32-k device

Motorola becoming
second source for
TI 4- bit controller

Boston bank gets
microwave data link

Fast 65-k ROM
due this month

Addenda
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Rockwell International's first n-mos memory will be a32,768- word readonly device. The Anaheim, Calif., microelectronic device operation
previously specialized in p-channel technology. Featuring a 250-nanosecond access time, the Rockwell ROM is "essentially available" now, a
marketing official says, with delivery eight weeks after receipt of user
codes. Initial price is about $ 20 in 1,000 lots.

Watching the ever-growing popularity of Texas Instruments Inc.'s 4-bit
controller, the TMS1000, Motorola Inc. has decided to copy it. When it
sees its first parts this month, Motorola's Austin, Texas, operation will
become the 4-year-old microcomputer's first true second source.
But while maintaining hardware and software compatibility with TI'S pchannel mos device, Motorola will implement it in complementary-mos,
opening up markets that may need the better noise immunity of c-mos,
including automotive and power-systems control. And where TI'S 15-volt
TMS1000 uses 90 mw, Motorola's MC141000 dissipates only 2.5 mw at
5v, or as low as 500 12‘v with a3v supply.
TI is not far behind, however. It is readying its own c-mos version,
designated the TMS1000C, for fourth-quarter availability. It will be fully
compatible with other TMS1000 families, and will carry specifications
roughly similar to Motorola's.

One of the first microwave data-communications links tieing a bank's
central computer to remote terminals has been installed at the First
National Bank of Boston by Microwave Associates Inc., Burlington, Mass.
The link connects the bank's central IBM 370 to cathrode-ray-tube terminals at the main office four miles away. The $ 177,000 system handles
64,000 characters asecond and is designed to compensate for component
failures with no loss of data — acritical consideration in financial transactions.

Watch for Mostek Corp. to join American Microsystems Inc. and
National Semiconductor Corp. in sampling 65,536-bit read-only memories
this month. Although built with an n-channel process, the new part,
according to Mostek, will have a typical access time of 150 to 200
nanoseconds, and maximum speeds well under 300 ns with under 200
milliwatts maximum active power dissipation and under 50 mw standby
power. The Carrollton, Texas, memory maker is building its MK36000
with its standard n-channel silicon-gate mos process, yet has kept chip size
to 34,770 square mils.

Motorola Semiconductor's Integrated Circuits division is evaluating the
first devices in its low-power version of Texas Instruments Inc.'s 4-bit
TMS-1000 microprocessor series. Motorola expects to be marketing the
device, the C-MOS 14100, before year-end, officials say .... Low-cost
microprocessors are responsible for a whole new area in the navigation
field, particularly in Omega and Loran equipment, according to Frost and
Sullivan Inc., aNew York market- research firm. The firm projects atotal
accumulative Omega market for airborne and marine applications ranging
from $118 million to $ 144 million for calendar years 1977 through 1982.
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Intel is agood
second source
for the 80 OA
microprocessor.
What's that you say?
Intel is the primary source
for the 8080A, not asecondary one?
Sez who?
Let's look at the facts.
National Semiconductor as
more of the things you want and
need in microprocessing systems.
We have twice as many support
products (our 8000 Series).
We have abroad line of other
electronic components, which Intel
doesn't, to provide atotal solution to
any design problem.
We just sunk amillion and ahalf
dollars into state-of-the-art microprocessor testing facilities.
And finally there's price.
We make all our 8000 Series
products on the larger, 100mm dedicated wafers. Which means more
stuff for less bucks.
And there's National's legendary
volume manufacturing efficiency.

So, we can beat Intel's prices.
Right down the line.
It's up to you.
Buy from the first.
Or buy from the best.
National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Gentlemen: Please send me information on
your 8080A family.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

All 8000 Series products are available from your
local National Distributor: Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, Liberty, Carlton Bates, Avnet, Bell Industries, Elmer, Hamilton Electro Sales, Century,
Harvey, Schweber, Wilshire, Hammond, Pioneer,
Advent, P.I. Burks, Lionex, R-M, Summit,
Radio, Almac/Stroum, CAM/RPC, Mace,
Sterling, Taylor, Bowtec, L.A. Varah,
Electro Sonic, Preico, Semad.

M National Semiconductor
Electronics/September 1, 1977
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The 8080A diagram
At this writing, National Semiconductor is offering 60
support products for its 8080A microprocessor. (Most are off
the shelf; all are compatible with National's standard
MICROBUSTm and with microprocessors of the future.)

Micro Bus

Digital I/O
Part No.
8202
8203
82LSO5
83006
8208
8212
8213
8216
8226

Description
Tri-State 8- Bit Bus Driver
Tri-State 8- Bit Bus Driver ( Inverting)
1Out of 8 Binary Decoder
8- Bit I/O Latch
8- Bit Bidirectional Bus Driver
8- Bit Input/Output Port
Bidirectional 8- Bit I/O Port
4- Bit Bidirectional Bus Driver
4- Bit Bidirectional Bus Driver ( Inverting)

Peripheral Control
Part No.

Description

8244*
8245
8246
8247*
8248*
8253*
8254
8255
8257*
8258*
8259*
8272*
8276*
8285
8292

90- Key Keyboard Encoder
16- Key Keyboard Encoder
20- Key Keyboard Encoder
4- Digit Display Controller
6- Digit Display Controller
Programmable Interval Timer
Programmable Bit Addressable Interface
Programmable Peripheral Interface
Programmable DMA Controller
Advanced Programmable DMA Controller
Programmable Interrupt Controller
Floppy Disk Formatter/Controller
CRT Controller
Character Generator
8- Bit A/D Convertor with 16-Channel
Analog Mux
3- 3/4- Digit DVM with Multiplexed
BCD Outputs
LLL 8080A " Basic" Interpreter Plus
Hex Debugger

8294
8298*
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Intel couldift run.
Intel offers only 29 support products.
Which leaves us with 31 more ways we can help you
get the job done.
And that's kinda nice.

8080A Microprocessor
Part No.

Description

8224
8228
8238

Clock Generator and Driver for the 8080A CPU
System Cortroller and Bus Driver for the 8080A CPU
System Controller and Bus Driver for the 8080A CPU

Communications
Part No.

Description

8250
8251
8252*

Asynchronous Communications Element
Programmable Communications Interface
Advanced Programmable Communications
Interface
Programmable Communications Subsystem
Multi- Protocol Communications ControllerSDLC, ADCCP Bisync, DDCMP
Advanced SDLC, ADCCP Protocol Controller

8261*
8274*
8283"

Memory
Part No.

Description

8356
8154
8364/
8364E*
8316A/E
8332E

2048X8 ROM, 128X8 RAM I/O
128X8 Static RAM with 16- Bit I/O
8192X8 MOS Mask ROM
( E is 2708 Compatible)
2048X8 MOS Mask ROM
4096X8 MOS Mask ROM
(2708 Compatible)
1702A
256X8 EPROM
8704
512X8 EPROM
2708/8708
1024X8 EPROM
8101A-4
256X4 Static RAM with Separate I/O
8111A-4
256X4 Static RAM with Common I/O
8102A
1024X1 Static RAM
74C920
256X4 CMOS Static RAM
with Separate I/O
74C921
256X4 CMOS Static RAM
with Common I/O
74C929
1024X1 CMOS Static RAM
2114
1024X4 Static RAM
MM257
4096X1 Static RAM
DM87S296* 512X8 Bipolar PROM
5290
16K Dynamic RAM
8316A/E
Mask ROM ( 2708 Compatible)
DM74S472* 512X8 Bipolar PROM/20-Pin DIP
M M 5204
512X8 EPROM

*Available soon.
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Pro-Log taught
the PROM programmer to think
so you can relax.
Way back in 1973,
Pro- Log revolutionized
PROM programming with
a microprocessor-based
programmer that simplifies
programming and
lets you relax.

Because it analyzes
PROMs as they're being
programmed, it minimizes
dropped data and
misprogramming, and
maximizes PROM yield.
It leads you step by step
through each programming
operation to lessen the
chance of mistakes.

Our microprocessor-based control
unit is so reliable we back it
with the industry's longest
warranty, 2full
years parts
and labor.
Using our
field proven
plug-in PROM
Personality
Modules, each with
its own full-year
parts and labor
warranty, the
stand-alone Series
90 PROM Programmer programs, lists,
duplicates and verifies every major
MOS and bipolar PROM. Its master
control unit costs only $1,800.
The single-button Series 92
Peripheral PROM Programmer/
Duplicator control unit, including aTTY
interface, is $995.
PROM Personality Modules cost
from $360 to $450 and plug into either
control unit.
Pro-Log routinely submits PROM
Programmers and PROM Personality
Modules to PROM manufacturers for
evaluation and approval.
Contact us for approval status
on the PROM Personality
Module you want.

PROM
Programmer
options include
fly, paper tape
reader,
parallel I/O,
RS232 and
CMOS RAM
buffer.
If it's equipment
obsolescence you're worried
about, consider this. We
currently have about 2,000
Series 90 PROM Programmers in use
worldwide. And every one, oldest and
newest alike, accommodates every one of
our field- proven PROM Personality
Modules including our new Generic PROM
Personality Modules.
Try programming your next PROM the
relaxing way. For ademonstration or for
the latest version of our 48-page PROM
User's Guide, contact Pro-Log Corporation,
2411 Garden Road, Monterey, CA 93940.
Phone (408) 372-4593.
Circle 30 on reader service card

Düd

PRO- LOG
CORPORATION

Microprocessors cat your fingertips.
Vist us at Wescon Booth 1359-1360

Electronics review
Significant developments in technology and businea

New committee
opposes Hogan in
IEEE election
that developed for many of our advising him against using the
members at the turn of the decade. description IEEE/GGG.
They appear to want the institute to
In his turn, Willenbrock, who is
rapped for being ' elitist';
return to the narrow technical base dean of the Southern Methodist
fight is over extent of
of that period."
University School of Engineering,
Engineers' committee member regrets any confusion of GGG with
professional activities
Robert Rivers, president of Aircom official IEEE groups and adds that in
Inc. in Union, N. H., declines to the future it will be calling itself "the
In the series of offensives and counidentify other members of the San Good Government Group, an indeteroffensives that by now characFrancisco-based group. His reason: pendent organization of IEEE memterize the Institute of Electrical and
"The GGG is avery powerful group, bers." He further notes that the
Electronics Engineers' annual elecand the potential for retaliation is group has indeed bought the IEEE
tions, the latest is the formation of a very great." What's more, he says voting list using voluntary contribugrass- roots committee to oppose the
the Good Government Group's refer- tions and plans to make a full
Good Government Group set up ence to itself as the IEEE/GGG "is mailing in support of Hogan.
recently by top industry officials and
illegal, since it's not a duly constiPresidential opinion. Where do
academicians.
tuted IEEE committee." And "they presidential candidates Ivan Getting
Called the Electrical and Elecare pretty well-heeled, with enough and Irwin Feerst stand in all this?
tronics Engineers' Committee for a money to buy the entire IEEE Hogan says he's "completely satisMember-Oriented Institute, the new
member voting list."
fied" with Getting, the president of
committee wants to reelect Carleton
A spokesman for the IEEE in New Aerospace Corp. in El Segundo,
Bayless as IEEE executive vice presiYork confirms its voter mailing list Calif., who, however, is noncomdent and defeat his opponent, GGG
"was supplied to the GGG at acost of mittal on whom he is endorsing for
candidate C. Lester Hogan (
Elec2.20 per label," or about $ 3,100. the executive vice presidency.
tronics„ Aug. 4, p. 70]. The broader
Also, he points out that IEEE presiFeerst, on the other hand, in his
issue is whether the IEEE should give dent Robert M. Saunders wrote to September newsletter calls the GGG
priority to professional or technical
GGG secretary F. Karl Willenbrock
"a hard core of moneyed Neanderactivities. Bayless, a division manager for Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., won the seat of IEEE execIEEE, Guarrera counter Hogan criticism
utive vice president as a petition
candidate last year. He was renomiThe IEEE and its professional activities vice president, John Guarrera, are
nated for the post by the board of
objecting to accusations to the effect that Guarrera led a takeover of the
directors this year. Hogan is vice
IEEE's leadership and that the institute's response to professional interests
has since been at the expense of technical activities.
chairman of Fairchild Camera and
In a letter to members drumming up support for his campaign to become
Instrument Corp.
IEEE executive vice president, C. Lester Hogan charged that a group under
In its initial solicitation sent to
Guarrera "led a revolt in 1971 and took control" of the IEEE. " Instead of
about 400 IEEE members, and in a
serving their terms and passing from the scene... they have formed an
follow-up mailing to 4,000- plus IEEE
insidious machine that has kept control of our organization."
activists, the new committee says
Says IEEE president Robert Saunders, the "development of the profesHogan "is supported by agroup [ the
sional aspect of the institute has occurred at the same time that the institute
GGG] that is primarily appealing to
has been advancing its technical programs beyond all expectations." Guaran 'elitist' point of view. Some
rera, also a former IEEE president, says that the attempt to label him the
members of this group held high
"sole candidate for leadership of the ' 70s is sheer demagoguery" and
"nothing more than atransparent attempt to create dissension internally."
IEEE offices during the 1960s and did
nothing to avoid the painful situation
Good Government Group is
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thals who have banded together to
return IEEE to its previous existence
as a purely technical society." The
election of Getting or of Hogan
"would be a disaster of the first
magnitude," he claims. " It is not
merely that professional activities
will be discouraged, they simply will
not be tolerated."
A consultant and perennial petition candidate, Feerst notes the

$3,100 spent on the IEEE member
voting list represents asmall fraction
of the cost of GGG'S planned mailing.
He estimates it will cost a further
$5,700 to $ 19,000 for postage to the
IEEE'S 20,600 foreign and 122,400
American voting members, so that
the Good Government Group has
committed between $ 8,800 and
$22,100 to inflict its will on the
American working EE."
E

tage over byte-oriented processors.
Rallipalli also points out that afourchip approach means less density per
chip and the chance for higher yield
in manufacturing than the larger
single-chip mos designs. Moreover,
Fairchild's bipolar injection logic is
faster than mos.
"There are numerous computerto-computer communications and
data-storage applications where a
10- MHz capability is needed, and
Data security
which also must be kept safe," Rallipalli says. Single-chip devices capable of 2-to-4- MHz cycle times are
adequate for terminal- to-terminal
and terminal-to-computer communications.
Fairchild's four chips encrypt and
Another semiconductor maker is when it became clear that it was decrypt 8- bit data bytes in 2- bit
taking aim at the requirements of adequate only for data terminals, a slices. The chips are virtually identithe National Bureau of Standards' small portion of the total market cal except for the microcoding in
new data-encryption standard for available for data encryption," says their read-only memories— each has
Government computing facilities. Krishna Rallipalli, advanced two 64- word- by-4- bit Roms. This
This time it is Fairchild Camera and products marketing manager at the difference in microcoding is necesInstrument Corp., which joins Mo- Lsi division in Mountain View, Calif. sary because the Fairchild approach
torola Semiconductor [
Electronics,
Ten-plus megahertz. Fairchild's splits the data-encryption algorithm
July 7, p. 40] and Rockwell Interna- 9414 set of four bit-slice chips is among the four chips. The 8- bit
tional (see " Rockwell's data encryp- capable of data rates as high as 10 to data-word input and the enciphered
tor bows," below).
12 megahertz, four to six times output are also divided among them.
But Fairchild's high-speed, bit- faster than the rates possible with
Availability. The Fairchild devices
slice approach has a different aim the single metal-oxide-semiconducwill be available in sample quantities
from the others' single-chip solu- tor chips. The goal of speed virtually in November. Target price for
tions. " We considered the single- dictated the choice of a bit-slice production quantities, available by
chip approach but abandoned it design and its inherent speed advan- January, is $ 30 per set, and Rallipalli looks for a $ 10 price as volume
increases.
Rockwell's data encryptor bows
For storing the data, each chip has
apair of 8- bit shift registers, loaded
A new competitor in the market for data-encryption systems meeting the
so that eight words are operated on
NBS standard is Rockwell International Corp.'s Collins Government Telecomat atime. Also, the encryption key, a
munications Group in Dallas. Unlike Fairchild, Collins, a supplier of secure
56- bit data word plus error-checking
communications systems to the military and national security agencies for
bits that operates on the data, is
more than 20 years, will not sell chips. It is going after the end user, such as
broken up into four chunks and
the financial community, with a 15-pound unit suited for desktop or rack
stored within four other 8- bit shift
mounting. Introduced last month, the CR-100 network encryptor stores the
registers also on each chip. The
standard encryption algorithm on a 40-pin chip. The encryption key can be
devices also contain error-checking
entered in hexadecimal format on thumbwheel switches under a locked
cover. The CR-100 actually has apair of encryption chips, so it can operate
circuitry.
synchronously or asychronously in full-duplex mode.
The chips communicate over 10
The Rockwell-fabricated encryption chip is large. It is built with p-type
input and 10 output lines, and three
depletion-load metal-oxide-semiconductor technology and contains 16,500
control lines are used to specify the
devices. Designed to operate under microprocessor control, the chip is
desired operation— encrypt, decrypt,
capable of a 19,200-bit-per-second data rate when driven by a 1.6or change keys. (Actually, two keys
megahertz clock. Higher data rate options will also be offered.
can be stored at any one time and
Original-equipment manufacturers will be able to encrypt Rockwell-style
the encryption system can choose
when a single-board version of the system bows in October. Called the
one or the other. But it is also
CR300, the board will operate at lower speeds than the CR-100 and will find
possible to alter a key simply by
its way into terminals and mini- and micro-computer systems that transmit
data over communications links. Price of the units has not yet been set.
changing the bits stored in any one
chip.)

Fairchild introduces set of bit-slice chips

for high-speed data-encryption marketplace
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Besides the standard market for
communication encryption, Rallipalli sees an even bigger one in data
storage, such as disk memories.
"Here it is important to keep the
information confidential not only
while it is being communicated to a
host computer or terminal but also
while it is in storage," he says.
"Computer crime, the altering of

computerized records, for example,
does not usually occur while the
information is being communicated
from one place to another. More
likely, it is done while it is sitting in
memory." Encrypted data- storage
systems, he says, would make this
kind of computer crime harder.
"And if it did occur, it would be
easier to trace," he says.

bathroom scale," Guinter says. So,
like its mechanical counterparts,
Brearley's new Digi-Tell scale relies
on a lever system that transmits the
load to an elongating coil spring. In
the mechanical model, the spring's
position is read off a geared dial
printed with numbers and visible
through awindow in the platform.
Dial count. On the electronic
model, however, slots are cut in the
Consumer
dial equivalent to every 4 pounds,
and a pair of phototransistors count
the edges of each slot as it passes by.
"The second phototransistor is a
half-slot off, so each edge as seen by
the two phototransistors represents
1lb," Guinter explains. The half-slot
For no very weighty reason, bathmakes some three million scales a differential puts the sensors' squareroom scales are starting to go elec- year. The company originally pegged wave outputs out of phase, which
tronic, and the price leader emerged volume of the new scale at 100,000 also enables the scale's custom
last month, when the world's largest units through 1978; based on orders complementary- metal- oxide- semibathroom scale maker, The Brearley at trade shows where prototypes conductor chip to determine the
Co., Rockford, Ill., started shipping were shown, however, the firm has direction in which the dial is rotatan under-$ 50 scale with electronic since doubled its commitment to ing. It counts both up and down and
readout.
Fairchild Instrumentation and displays weight readings as the
The scale is no more accurate than Systems group, San Jose, Calif., its
mechanism oscillates around its final
its mechanical forebear, since both electronics supplier.
position. The chip also handles
use the same weight-sensing device,
"The only approach we found
pound- to- kilogram conversion if the
and the lure for the customer is more economically feasible was to use a user wants it.
intangible than real —"space age shaft- encoder on a conventional
Fairchild supplies a circuit- board
styling" and technological snob appeal. Other manufacturers are also
introducing bathroom units, as well
Electronics plays role in other scales, too
as electronic versions of the slidingbeam scales found mainly in hospiOther scale manufacturers are weighing into the consumer electronic market,
tals and doctors' offices, but for
too, but with more expensive products aimed less at homes than at doctors
prices of $ 140 to $ 300.
and hospitals. They forecast unit sales in the thousands, rather than the
hundreds of thousands that Brearley plans to sell. Detecto Scales Inc., New
To get the volumes it wanted,
York, for example, is readying a $300 home scale with waist- high LED
Brearley first "determined the price
readout accurate to 0.2 pound, built around a PIC 1650 one-chip microcomand then designed toward it," says
puter from General Instrument Corp. Available this month, the scale relies on
chief product engineer Robert
a foil strain gauge bonded to a solid metal beam that deflects only
Guinter. With its Counselor brand
thousandths of an inch; sensor resistance changes in proportion to the load
and various private labels, Brearley

Bathroom scales go electronic with lure

that appears more intangible than real

On a different scale. Four light-emittingdiode digits display weight on $ 50 Digi-Tell

applied.
A similar mechanism is used in the $ 400 Computer Scale Brearley
introduced last fall. It has a pair of strain gauges that function as a voltage
divider to achieve 0.1- lb accuracy. Analogic Corp. of Wakefield, Mass.,
supplies all the electronics on a single printed-circuit board. Chicago's BorgErickson Corp. started shipping a $150 scale earlier this year. The scale's
mechanism is similar to Brearley's $50 Digi-Tell, but the light-emitting-diode
readout is in a separate box that can be mounted on a wall. A single
phototransistor reads lines on a printed disk that is held in place until the
weight-sensing mechanism has stopped at its final position. The disk is then
released, spins to the mechanism's position, and the weight is read out.
Finally, the Heath Co. got into the bathroom scale business last month with
an electronic scale built around four strain gauges, wired in a bridge, and a
handful of standard complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor circuits. The
Benton Harbor, Mich., kit producer sells the fully assembled scale for about
$140 and the kit for $99.95.

electronic scale introduced by Brearley.
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module measuring 2.0 by 4.8 by 0.5
inches. It carries the c-mos counting
chip, apair of binary-coded-decimalto-seven-segment decoder and lightemitting- diode driver chips, a
biasing network to convert the
phototransistor outputs to logic levels, aseries protection diode to guard
against reversed batteries, and LED
die that form the display's four 0.8inch- high digits. The integrated circuits are unpackaged chips, and the
entire circuit board is dipped in
urethane for protection against humidity. Finally, a plastic light- pipe
assembly over the LEDS brings the

images of the digits up to the scale's
display window.
The unit operates from four
penlight batteries, good for about
1,000 readings, "and the chip is
always powered from somewhere
between 5 and 25 microamperes to
keep internal counting circuitry at
zero when the scale is turned on,"
adds Ken Rinaldo, manufacturing
engineering manager for Fairchild.
The scale is turned on with a kickswitch on its base, gives a live
readout that settles in 4to 6seconds,
and turns off after about 12 seconds
to conserve the batteries.
El

Data acquisition

Industry's first one-chip data-acquisition
system lowers the cost of analog interface
While the microprocessor has
slashed the cost of asystem's digital
circuitry, the analog portion has
remained stubbornly expensive, often costing more than all the chips in
the microcomputer itself. That situation is changed by the industry's
first- ever data- acquisition chip.
From National Semiconductor

Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., the package costs less than $ 20, yet it can
replace $ 100 to $ 200 worth of hybrid
or discrete-component analog cards.
The complementary- metal-oxidesemiconductor ADC 0816 has a 16channel analog input and 8-bit-word
digital output and uses a single
5-volt supply. The one restriction on

its usefulness is a conversion speed
specified at 100 microseconds. For
most hybrids the figure is 25 gs. But
National chip designer Jake Buurma
points out that the ADC 0816's
typical speed is 50 ea— quite fast
enough for many applications with
slow-changing inputs from, say,
pressure, temperature, and velocity
sensors. ( Fairchild Semiconductor
will be introducing a bipolar dataacquisition chip in October.)
On the chip. With its high-density,
low-voltage analog c-mos process,
National designers were able to pack
onto the chip aclassically structured
data-acquisition system. Included
are a true 8- bit analog-to-digital
converter with bus-oriented ( microcomputer) outputs, a 16-channel
expandable multiplexer with address
input latches, latched tristate outputs, provision for handling external
signal conditioning, and all the logic
control needed for interfacing the
chip to all the standard microcomputers.
Yet these functions consume only
15 milliwatts of power between
them, thanks to National's micropower c-mos process. Also, by using
achopper-stabilizer comparator, the
design reduces both long-term drift
and temperature coefficient errors to
hybrid-version levels, yielding a linearity error of less than ± V2 least
significant bit over the commercial
temperature range of— 40'to +85° C.
As shown in the diagram at left,
the heart of this single-chip dataacquisition system is the 8-bit a-d
converter. The converter consists of
a comparator, a 256-step resistor
ladder network, and a successiveapproximation register. Since the
comparator is responsible for the
ultimate accuracy of the entire
converter, National chose to use a
tougher-to- implement but more accurate chopper-stabilized comparator design.
In operation, the chopper-stabiChip design. Key to accuracy of dataacquisition chip from National is chopperstabilized comparator ( in

color),

which

minimizes drift of on-chip a-d converter.
Converter elements include resistor ladder
and successive-approximation register.
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Introducing
the 16-bit
microprocessor
with an 8-bit
price tag!

GI has made the unbelievable... believable!
You can buy our new powerful CF- 1610 single
chip 16- bit microprocessor for only $8.00.
Think what that means in terms of your product capabilities and features! Now, for the
same price as an 8- bit MPU you can buy all
the computing power and designed- in- future of
a16- bit microprocessor.
With the new CF- 1610 you get the most ad- \
vanced features of a 16- bit architecture. After all,
General Instrument Microelectronics' experience
with a 16- bit MPU started more than *our years
ago. We were first to introduce asingle chip 16- bit
MPU, the CF- 1600.
The new 8- bit price is only the beginning of aseries of
important developments to be announced by GI in the CP1610 series. Powerful interface chipswili provide direct interconnection with the CF- 1610 in many popular applications.
GI also makes a full line of memory circuits—ROMs,

RAMs and EAROMs—for the CF- 1610
system. Applications encompass telephone switching networks. Process
control systems. Intelligent terminals.
Programmable TVgames.Data acquisition and digital communications processors to name just afew. And the GIMINI
microcomputer hardware / software
system will help simplify your development time.
Whatever product you make, we
have or can create the circuits to make
it do its job better, more reliably, at lower cost.
After all, our business is creating and making microelectronic circuits—millions of them for all kinds of needs.
Write or call today and ' ind out how our new CF- 1610
16- bit microprocessor system can cut your design and production costs. Genera! Instrument Microelectronics, 600
West John Street. Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, ( 516) 733-3107.
We help you compete.

GENERA— INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS
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lized comparator converts the dc
input signal into an ac signal. This
signal is then fed through a highgain ac amplifier where its dc level is
restored. "This technique limits the
amplifier's drift," Buurma says,
"since drift is adc component that is
not passed by the ac amplifier, and
makes the entire a- d converter
extremely insensitive to temperature,
long-term drift, and input offset
errors."
As for the resistor ladder, Buurma
points out that the 256-step resistor,
or 256R, ladder network was preferred to the conventional R/2R
ladder " because of its inherent
monotonicity. Monotonicity is particularly important in closed- loop
feedback control systems. A nonmonotonic relationship can cause
oscillations that could be catastrophic." Additionally, the chip's 256R
ladder network in the converter does

not cause load variations on the
reference voltage.
One especially nice feature of the
new data acquistion chip, according
to Buurma, is its ability to perform
without external components in
systems using ratiometric transducers, such as potentiometer strain
gages, thermistor bridges, pressure
transducers, and so on.
"Since in these systems, only the
change in the parameter is measured, the device can operate without
an external voltage reference," he
says. Here the transducer is hooked
directly across the supply voltage
and the outputs connected directly
into the multiplexer inputs. "On the
other hand, for systems that require
an absolute-value measurement, a
standard commercially available
voltage reference will be required, in
addition to the ADC 0816," Buurma
says.
D

Consumer

Blaupunkt adds many program-selection
features to microcomputer-based TV tuner
European TV addicts afraid of missing a favorite program can relax.
One of West Germany's major set
makers, Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH,
has unveiled a color television set
that turns itself on automatically
according to instructions keyed in up
to ayear ahead of time.
German consumers seem to go in
for such Tv-set gadgetry, but the
technology behind it — a standard
three-chip F8 microprocessor from
Fairchild Semiconductor — is of interest to many others. The application of the microprocessor in the
$1,100, 27- inch-diagonal set represents the latest trend in TV design.
Other set makers are also adding
microprocessors, primarily to simplify channel selection and tuning. In
the United States, for example, both
GTE Sylvania and Quasar have
already announced such top-of-theline sets. But Blaupunkt has added
many extra features.
"Strictly speaking, the viewer no
longer controls the set but instructs
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the microcomputer to control it for
him," says Wolfgang Baum, who
developed the new receiver at Blaupunkt's design and applications laboratories that are in Hildesheim,

which is near Hanover.
The microcomputer automatically
tunes the set's digital tuner to any of
19 channels selected by the viewer
with a30-key remote-control unit. It
stores the dates and hours of as
many as 20 TV programs as far as
one year in advance, turning the set
on and switching to the desired
channel automatically. It also will
search for transmitting stations and
turn the receiver off at preset times
and when the broadcast day ends.
The microcomputer system also
stores digital equivalents of a half
dozen analog operating parameters
set by the viewer as he or she adjusts
the picture. Implemented in earlier
German sets with a lower level of
circuit integration, these parameters
are the coarse and fine tuning levels,
volume and picture contrast, brightness, and color-saturation levels. The
microcomputer then ensures they are
maintained every time the set is
turned on, although the viewer can
override them.
F8 plus ROM. The Fairchild F8
microprocessor at the core of the
system consists of acentral processor
unit plus apair of one-kilobyte readonly memory chips that are the
program-storage units. Channel information keyed in by the user or
adjusted on the set is stored in a
1,400-bit electrically alterable readonly memory, a nonvolatile p-channel metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor chip supplied by General Instrument Corp. This device stores as
many as 20 program-selection instructions, the frequency data for as
many as 19 Tv stations, and the six
operating parameters.
The F8's on-chip clock, which
accepts the input from aquartz crystal, supplies the system's timing
signals, ensuring in part that the
computer switches the receiver on
and off at the programmed dates and
hours. Sample- and- hold circuits
keep the volume, contrast, brightness, and saturation levels at the
preselected values and also control
Terminal. Keys on infrared-transmitting remote-control unit adjust channels whose
frequencies are stored in a microcomputer
memory inside anew Blaupunkt receiver.
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ThE SWEETEST AM/FM
MOdULATiON METER

This Sig:1E OF HEAVEN.

...with features that are simply
unavailable on competing uriits
at any price.
Like adigital display for better accuracy on
either AM or FM than any other meter; like
built-in post- detection Butterworth filters; and
the ability to be controlled and talk to your
system through the IEEE-488 Bus.
Even more, the 82AD combines the. "easy
on the mind" features of automatic tuniag and
leveling found in the latest service- type modulation meters, with the versatility and accuracy of
high-quality lab- type manual meters.
Music to your ears? Well listen to this:
Carrier Range:
10 MHz- 1.2 GHz Sensitivity: 10 mV to 520 MHz, 30 triN.T to 1.2
GHz FM Deviation: 10, 100, 300 kHz fs
FM Accuracy: 2% of reading at rates from
30 Hz to 100 kHz AM Range: 10, 100% fs
AM Accuracy: 2% of reading from 10 to
90% AM, 30 Hz to 100 kHz BW Options:
IEEE-488 Bus Interface; battery supply
Ask your nearest Boonton rep to let you see
the 82AD, and he'll also bring along afree
record album containing hits of the Big Band
Era. The record is yours to keep. Bet we're
betting you'll want the 82AD, too. Write or call
Boonton Electronics, Rt. 287 at Smith Rd.,
Parsippany, N.J. 07054; (201) 887-5110.

BOONTON
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Sylvania, Quasar have microcomputer tuning
GTE Sylvania Inc. and Quasar Electronics Co. are two companies in the
United States that have introduced microcomputers into top- of-the- line TV
sets. But every manufacturer of television receivers is probably looking into
the possibilities of microcomputer tuning and control. " It's the kind of thing
you'll find in every major TV set in the next couple of years," says Ed Sack,
group vice president for microelectronics at General Instrument Corp., Hicksville, N. Y. " Those that haven't introduced it yet are probably a little embarrassed." Sack quickly ticks off the advantages of electronic tuning over
mechanical techniques: " It's more reliable, instantaneous, and holds tuning
on all channels. It's also easily remote-controllable and allows random
access to the channels." He points out, too, that the microprocessor is not
only cheaper than earlier small- and medium-scale approaches to electronic
tuning but lends itself to other applications, including playing games and
processing the inputs from external sensors in the home.
Sylvania and Quasar use their microcomputers in 82-channel electronictuning systems. With a push-button control unit, the microcomputers " give
the customer a very easy and understandable interface with the set and the
flexibility to handle unusual reception conditions," points out Joe DeMarinis,
director of engineering for Sylvania's Entertainment Products division in
Batavia, N. Y. In its new Supersets, Sylvania uses the Omega Supreme
electronic-tuning system and its dedicated microprocessor developed by
General Instrument [
Electronics, April 1, 1976, p. 86]. ( GI has also sold its
system to Philips and Electrohome in Canada, as well as a smaller 16- or 20channel system called Economega to Telefunken and other TV makers in
Europe.)
Quasar's Japanese parent firm, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., developed a custom microprocessor for its Franklin Park, Ill., manufacturer. In
addition to push-button tuning, it does such things as handle a search-andstop feature, ramping the tuning voltage until the presence of a TV signal is
sensed. The processor also enables the system to tune in carriers that are
offset from their correct frequency, a condition that is common in master
antenna installations and in some cable TV hookups.

the coarse and fine tuning settings.
They scan the stored values 130
times each second and correct for
any deviations long before the viewer
can recognize them.
For all the jobs the F8 handles,
programming it by the remotecontrol keyboard is child's play,
points out Blaupunkt's Baum. In
addition to the numbers 0through 9,
function keys represent such items as
program, date, and time. For example, a viewer wanting to watch a
show on Sept. 9at 8p.m. on channel
2 would first push the P ( for
program) key to signal the computer
that an instruction is coming. Next
to be keyed in is: 0909 ( for Sept. 9),
D ( for date), 2000 ( for 8 p.m.), T
(for time), and 2 ( for channel 2).
Finally, the instruction is entered
into the memory by pushing the E
key.
As data is keyed in, it can be
checked for accuracy on a six-char-
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acter light- emitting-diode display on
the set that uses inch- high digits. On
command the LEDS also show such
information as time ( hour and
minutes), the date and hour of the
preselected TV show, and the channel
number.
El

Audio

Special algorithm
strikes out noise
Present audio filters are upstaged by
a combination of real-time digitalprocessing and audio technology
from Rockwell International Corp.
that can clean a signal as it is
received or enhance arecording.
"The processor can remove from
40 to 50 decibels of noise with
virtually no degradation," says
James E. Paul, who developed
ADAP— the automatic digital audio

processor— at Rockwell's Electronics
Research Center in Anaheim, Calif.
"Present audio filters are simple
bare- bones affairs that typically take
out only about 30 dB," he says. " And
I'm not aware of any other digital
audio processing, except on aspecial
basis, taking less than hours of
computer time."
Paul stresses that his machine is
not merely a filter: it is a new
approach to noise cancellation that
relies on noise that is correlated—
repetitive and predictable. " We observe an audio waveform continuously, while aspecial filtering algorithm takes 300 to 400 milliseconds
to converge to an optimum solution
and eliminate the noise. It arrives at
its solution by looking for components in the waveform that are 'stationary' and for those that are not."
Pauses, word changes, and the
frequency components in a spoken
work are not stationary— they
change rapidly with time, explains
Paul. On the other hand, noise—
such as background music, traffic
sounds, room reverberations— is stationary and predictable to varying
degrees for relatively long periods.
Rockwell's machine has aspecialpurpose digital computer with pipeline architecture to facilitate speed.
It takes out background noise and—
amore subtle problem dogging even
high-performance recording and
transmission equipment — convolutional noise. Paul says this is the
signal interfering with itself because
of poor acoustics, resonances, and
noise in the recording gear.
Twin modes. The algorithm works
in one of two ways. In what Paul
calls a " predictive deconvolution
mode," it detects noise only when a
single channel of audio is available.
Such noise is correlated. The algorithm estimates the noise on the
basis of a statistical analysis of
components in the waveform. After
subtracting this estimate, the signal
is fed back into an adaptation
processor that continuously adjusts
for optimum audio output.
In the second, the adaptable- filter
mode, two input channels are used.
On the first channel goes the audio
to be cleaned up. The second channel
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Mi chiquita, si...mi &Meter, no.
Don't ask. This man isn't going to compromise.
He knows that the pushbutton speed, high accuracy (0.1%), compact size and versatility (0.1 pf to
0.2 farads) make him faster on the draw than any
reactionary still shaping up circuits by measuring
resistors.
With the C-Meter4 ,
you'll measure capacitors as
standard operating procedure. You'll waste no time
twiddling and nulling, and you'll cut the need for

costly tight- tolerance capacitors or tweak pots.
You'll be as speedy as Gonzales...and popular too.
People just can't keep their hands off the C- Meter.
You owe it to yourself to try one. Our reps are friendly
and stock them at $289.
Capacitors supplied by Apollo Electronics, Inc.

ECD CORP.
196 Broadway, Cambridge
Mass. 02139 (617) 661-4400

SALES OFFICES: AL, Huntsville ( 2C5) 533-5896; AZ, Scottsdale (602)947-7841; CA, Costa Mesa ( 714) 540-7160; CA, Sunnyvale (408) 733-8690; CO, Denver ( 3037750-1222;
FL, Winter Haven (813) 294-5815; GA,Chaniblee (404) 457-7117; IL, Ek Grove Vi II (312) 593-0282; IN, Indianapolis (317)293-9827; MD, Silver Spring (301)622-4200;
MA, Wakefie Id (6171245-5940; MN Minneapc.lis ( 612)781-1611: MO Kansas City ( 816) 358-7272; So. NEPhiladelphia (25)674-9600; NM, Albuquerque ( 505) 2997658; NY, Great Neck
(516)482-3500, ( 212) 895-7177, Syracuse (315)4-46-0220; NC. Raleigh' (919) 787-581h; OH, Centerville ( 513) 433-6171 TX, Houston ( 713)688-9971: TX, Richard! on ( 214) 231-2573.
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NEW
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featuring
•Fiber Optics
•Non- Destructive Testing
•Lasers in Manufacturing
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News briefs
Collins gets $ 100 million for Saudi microwave net
Collins Systems International Inc., Dallas, has received a contract in excess
of $ 100 million from Western Electric for microwave radios to be installed in
the $400 million intrakingdom network in Saudi Arabia. The network will
interconnect all major population centers with transmission facilities for
automatic long-distance telephone service and television distribution.
Low-cost TI solid-state switch bows
Looking for new markets to conquer, Dallas' Texas Instruments is getting
into the solid-state switch business with a Hall- effect integrated circuit that
sells for a low 36 cents each in hundreds. Housed in a TO-92 plastic
package, the chip contains a Hall- effect sensor and signal- conditioning
circuitry that triggers its output transistor. Designated the TL170, the device
offers bipolar operation so it may be triggered by either pole of an external
magnet. It requires a minimum magnetic field density of ±350 gauss over its
full operating temperature range of 0°C to 70 °C. Major applications include
keyboards, push-button switches, and pinball machines.
RCA unveils $1,000 video cassette recorder/player
Forecasting a $ 1 billion video cassette recorder market only three years
away, RCA Corp.'s Consumer Electronics division in Indianapolis chose this
month to begin selling a $ 1,000 video cassette recorder- player. SelectaVision VCR, $300 cheaper than Sony Corp.'s Betamax, is based on a new 4hour-format video home system from Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. of
Tokyo [
Electronics, April 14, p. 46]. It records 2 or 4 hours of color TV
programs. Meanwhile, development of RCA's video disk recorder continues.
Hinkelman to be new director of SIA
the Semiconductor Industry Association, Cupertino, Calif., has picked its first
full-time executive director, Thomas Hinkelman, who has till now been the
director of product management at Monsanto Commercial Products in Palo
Alto, Calif. He takes over from Bernard Marren, one of the founders of the
organization.

•Electro Optical Instrumentation
•Optical Materials
•Laser Gyros in
Navigation & Guidance
•Electro Optics & Lasers
in Medicine
•Plus Many More...

9th

ANNUAL

Electro
Optics Laser
CONFERENCE

S. EXPOSITION

OCTOBER 25-27, ' 77
Anaheim California
Convention Center
Further Information:
Electro-Optics/Laser
222 W. Adams
Chicago IL 60606
(312) 263-4866
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monitors the noise in the area
surrounding the input microphone.
The signal to the second channel is
considered a white- noise source and
uncorrelated in nature. However, the
noise appears on both channels in
phase, so it is correlated. The
processor continuously analyzes the
noise components common to the
two inputs and cancels them. Depending on the amount of noise, it
does this in 200 ms to 5 seconds.
Although the two-channel method is
preferred, the application— such as
cleaning up a " bugged" phone
conversation— may restrict operation to the single-channel mode.
"We've successfully demonstrated
ADA P by cleaning up a number of
law enforcement voice recordings
and cockpit recordings from aircraft
accidents," Paul says. " We've also
used it to enhance vintage music
records by eliminating the tinny

sound and bad acoustics." The
Rockwell unit is entirely selfcontained; measuring 3V2 inches
high, 19 in. wide, and 21 in. deep, it
weighs slightly less than 40 pounds.
Although the $ 25,000 price tag
puts it out of reach for the stereo

Cleaner. Rockwell's automatic digital audio
processor eliminates unwanted noise from
audio signals and recordings in real time.
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The Rockies may crumble,
Gibraltar may tumble, but
Our MC1403/1503 Linear
VREFs will never drift away.
Keep Your MC14433
Honest

Your leading linear source announces another rock- solid w.nner
a family of precision band- gap voltage references designed for critical
low- voltage instrumentation and D/A
conversion.
The MC1403/1503 linear units
are stable, 2.5 V references powered
from 4.75 to 40 V sources. Tc is
laser trimmed to guarantee low
maximum selections and VRE F to

20 PProirC Accuracy
2.5 V
Nom.

Laser- trimmed T
Ce

Load Voltage
versus
Temperature

o

>
o

-55"C

mliar2

11

125°C

Ever see a delta curve that flat?
At load currents down to zero?
Change in VREF over the - 0° to
+70°C range for the MC1403 is typically 3 mV— less than 20 PPM/°C or
a change of only 0.1%.
Equal accuracy's offered for
Vout versus 'load and Vivie ,too.
Change in VREF over the cQmplete
0 to 10 mA load current range is
typically 2.8 mV, or 0.1%, and change
in voltage over the 15 to 40 Vii ne
reg spec is 0.5 mV typical, or less
than 0.0.2%

0

The 1403 was just made for it.
With its accuracy, stability and lowvoltage pull, it's ideal for use with
MC 14433 3- 1/2- digit DVMs. Or, for
that matter, D/As using MC1406/
1506, 1408/1508, 3410/3510 and
3408 D ' A converters. All need
stable current referenc'ng and all
you do is add a series resistor or
two.
An additional variable Dot
provides full-scale adjust.

6

.
1D ii irr-nrel

-Qv

1:0!

will be before it goes into the package. In fact, we can MAKE the Tc
what we want rather than leave it
to chance.
Then we automatically 100%
test over temperature range. The
highest possible yields to the tightest possible spec— and the lowest
possible cost to you— result

DownTo-Earth
Price

Yes.
We ve learned to adjust
Tc with lasers. Unique circuit configuration allows correlating Tc; to
an absolute voltage value allowing
trimming at probe level to that voltage. We know exactly what the Tc

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

$1.75, 100- up, for the MC1403
... or 12.5% less costly ( and 76.470%
more accurate) thar the closestspec'd competitor. If anybody says
they can do better, they've got rocks
in their head.
Linear
VpEp

L

MOTOROLA

MC1403U
MC1403AU
MC1503U
MC1503AU

Accuracy
PPM/°C
40
25
55
25

Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.

Package
- -Ceramic Dip
Ceramic Dip
Ceramic Dip
Ceramic Dip

Temp.
Range ° C

Price
100- Up

0-70
0-70
-55 to . 125
-55 to . 125

5 1.75
$ 5.25
5 5.00
$12.00

Refer to your authorized
Motorola distributor for evaluation units and the reader number
for data sheets. Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box
20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.

MOTOROLA Semiconductors
The mind to imagine.., the skill to do.
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candidate for illuminators in military surveillance and target-acquisition systems, in underwater mining
and in commercial holography.
Chiklis says the material's performance— a single-shot pulse width of
100 nanoseconds— makes it ideal as
an illuminator in covert photography
and for gated-viewing systems.
Lasers
One advantage of er:YLF over
gallium arsenide as an illuminator is
that the newer material needs no
cryogenic cooling but operates at
room temperature. Further, its beam
divergence is only about 0.1° versus
A laser material that can outperform approximately 30° for gallium arsesome of the most widely used lasers nide. "The beam divergence of
in many military and some civilian gallium arsenide dictates expensive
applications has reached commercial optics to collimate the beam,"
reality at Sanders Associates Inc., Chiklis explains, adding that with
Nashua, N. H. The host material is er:YLF only converging and collilithium yttrium fluoride, which, mating lenses are required at the
when doped with erbium, emits at a rod's output. ErYLF has the same
wavelength of 0.85 micrometer beam-divergence advantages over
[Electronics, May 26, p. 36]. That is gallium aluminum arsenide, he says.
Sanders investigated the material
in the near infrared and a good
match as an illuminating wavelength because it is one of the few fluorides
with readily available detectors, say with a natural rare-earth site in its
Sanders engineers. Those detectors lattice in which to deposit dopants.
And as afluoride, it is easier to grow
include silicon and infrared film.
Solid state. The material, which than most oxides, Chiklis says. The
Sanders calls er:YLF, has been under er:YLF is a low-threshold, four-level
development at Sanders' Defense material in which engineers have
Systems division since 1971, with observed more than 20 transitions.
company, Air Force, and Defense Three- level lasers, such as ruby,
Advanced Research Projects Agency require more power to operate,
funds. It is used in a flash-pumped, Chiklis says. That is because half the
solid-state laser transmitter that puts ions must be pumped from aground
out 50 millijoules per pulse, has a level through a pump band to an
pulse- repetition rate of 1to 10 hertz, upper level.
In contrast, " in a four- level laser,
and could be built to order for
approximately $ 35,000, including we start with more ions at the upper
level," he points out. Combined with
power supplies and cooler.
Evan Chiklis, manager of the er:YLF's much lower threshold than
Sanders division's laser department, ruby, this means that an illuminator
stresses that the initial 0.85-µm using the Sanders laser would need
product is specified conservatively, less than 10 joules compared with
and that the material is capable of some 200 joules per pulse needed for
pulse- repetition rates up to 60 hertz. aruby laser to achieve threshold.
Chiklis believes the material has
There is nothing exotic in the technology, including the crystal pulling, advantages over Nd:YAG as well, for
he says, so that in volume production some applications. One he mentions
er:YLF lasers should be able to is in a gated-viewing system for
compete in price with neodymium- deep-sea mining. " In certain types of
doped YAG, ruby, gallium-arsenide, sea water," he says, " frequencyand gallium aluminum arsenide las- doubled er:YLF at 0.425 gm has very
ers, which are about half the price of high optical transmission, much
higher than frequency- doubled
the initial Sanders product.
Sanders sees the material as a Nd:YAG at 0.533 µm."

buff, professionals are not balking,
Paul says. "Of 20 or so law-enforcement- related Government agencies
that have seen demonstrations, more
than half have said they intend to
buy." Next comes demonstrating the
processor to broadcasters.

MITEL
Microprocessor
Display
Drivers

CMOS
7-SEGMENT
HEXADECIMAL DECODER/
DRIVER/LATCH MD43686
DRIVES COMMERCIAL ANO MILITARY LED, LCD,
INCANDESCENT, FLUORESCENT AND GAS
DISCHARGE DISPLAYS THE MD43688 IS PIN- FORPIN WITH THE TTL9368 DEVICE, BUT OFFERS THE
FOLLOWING ADDED BENEFITS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY THRU CMOS LOW
POWER ( 25NW TYP IAND DELETION OF OUTPUT
CURRENT LIMITING RESISTORS
•3 TO 18 VOLT OPERATION AND OUTPUT CURRENTS
OVER 50MA PER SEGMENT
OTHER IYHTEL CMOS DISPLAY DRIVERS AVAILABLE
INCLUDE
M0431 18 7- SEGMENT HEXADECIMAL DECODER,'
DRIVER/LATCH
M045116 1- SEGMENT DECIMAL DECODER
DRIVER/LATCH
M043306 30- BIT LCD DRIVER/REGISTER
MD405513 1- SEGMENT LCD DECODER/DRIVER
M040566 7- SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER/LATCH
for more information write or phone
Agembh.
18 AIRPORT BLVD
BROMONT. QUEBEC. CANADA
044 JOE 1L0
(514) 534-2321
TLX 05-267474

mITEL
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Sanders illuminator

emits at 0.85
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Individually Excellent.

Together...Superb!
like instrumentation with the

interface

answers, on your terms, in printed or
Individual HP measuring instruments
plotted form. A very flexible system,
and computers are excellent soloists.
so you can easily change the composiYou'll get amuch more powerful pertion and size of your measurement
formance, however, when you combine
ensemble. All at acost-effective price.
their capabilities interactively via the
Why not assemble an HP-IB
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB).*
solution tuned to your measurement
Thanks to HP-IB, you can orchesproblem, small or large? HP has more
trate asystem for making faster and
more accurate measurements. A system than 60 instruments and computing
controllers available with HP-IB —right
that can process data and provide
now—and the list is growing rapidly.
To learn more, send for our new
HP-IB brochure. It covers interface
HEWLETT
PACKARD standards applications, and available
HP-liB products.

â

For assIstance call Washington ( 301) 448-6370. ChIcago ( 312)
255-9800 Atlanta ( 404) 434-4000. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282

The widely- accepted HP-Ili is our impirmenuaudi of
the IEEE-488 Ituerface Standani. Internationally. HP-IB
is in cancert with the IEC main interface document.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
1507E Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304
E Send free HP-IB brochure.
LI Contact me to discuss HP-IB.
Name

Position

Company

Address

Ca}

Phone

Stine

Zip
IPG 702

Make the switch to Fujitsu high
When it's time to put solid "switching
power" into your equipment, it pays to
select relays with proven performance
and top quality. And that's just what
you get when you specify Fujitsu relays.
The wide- coverage Fujitsu relay lineup is
here now ready to fill your total relay
needs, from space-saving flat package
units to powerful 10-amp general
purpose models. Each and every Fujitsu
relay is built to the quality standards
that are synonymous with the name
Fujitsu, and all feature proven performance that guarantees thousands of hours
of failure-free operation. Here are just
some of the features in store for you
when you choose the name Fujitsu for
your demanding relay needs.
Fujitsu flat package relays

The Fujitsu lineup of flat package relays
offers exceptional coverage and the
advantages of flux-contaminationimmunity. Within the lineup are our
FR L410-series low- profile and our
BR-series miniature GP models. The
former are available in both DPDT and
4PDT contact arrangements and coil
voltage ratings to 48V DC enabling the
widest selection to meet demanding
applications including those for communications. And our BR-series models
offer you similar wide choice including
0.5A ultra- miniature models that enable
exceptional component densities for solid
savings in both equipment size and cost.

Fujitsu general-purpose relays

With awide model choice, including
units capable of handling loads to 10
amps, the Fujitsu general-purpose relay
lineup is awinner. Most models are
available in both DC- and AC- rated coils,
and with asolid selection of mounting
configurations. You also get solid load
handling and achoice of contact
material to meet your exact operation
requirements. Contact arrangements
available are from SPDT to 6PDT,
depending on models, with 12POT or
18PST available on special order with
our 491-series miniature models. Yes,
whether compact or high load, the
Fujitsu GP relay lineup is solid to meet
your total switching needs. And for
special applications, Fujitsu relays with
fixed, knob-adjustable, or driver
adjustable time delay are also available.
Fujitsu reed relays

Featuring Fujitsu- built reed switches of
exceptional quality, the Fujitsu reed
relay lineup is the unbeatable choice for
today's high-speed, low current switching
applications. As standard features, you
get low contact resistance, compact size,
awide choice of contact arrangements
and coil ratings, the availability of
shielding and other features, and
models including abuilt-in
latching function via

the Fujitsu MEMOREED ® switch. You
even have achoice of mounting grid
patterns when you pick the FRL 640series, low- profile reed switches. Fullfeatured and available in awide range of
models, Fujitsu reed relays are the solid
choice for today's demanding data
processing and control applications.
Fujitsu mercury wetted contact relays

Built to provide exceptional reliability
for avariety of equipment applications,
Fujitsu mercury wetted-contact relays
are top performers. Among the
advantages of our mercury wettedcontact models are freedom from
contact bounce, low and stable contact
resistance, wide load- handling capabilities (from micro-ampere levels to afull
2amps), low unit profile, and the
capability for being driven by ICs. In
our five- model lineup, you can choose
coil ratings to 24V DC, with all models
guaranteeing at least 10 x10 9 operations.

auall111111114....

Í
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FUJITSU LIMITED
Communications

and

Dectronics

FUJITSU AMERICA INC./Chicago Office: P.O. Box 694, Lake Forest, IL 60045, U.S.A. Phone 312295-2610 TWX 910 651 2259
FUJITSU LIMITED/Components Group ( Head Office): Syuwa Onarimon Bldg., 1-1, Shinbashi
6-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan Phone: 03-437-2111 Cable: FUJITSULIMITED TOKYO
Telex: 2424511 FT SIN J London Office: Norman House, 105/109 Strand, London W.C. 2, England
Phone: 240-0461/0462 Tlex: 51 22305

The Fujitsu relay lineup. It's full coverage and high quality for unbeatable
performance, and at prices that will
make you wonder why you didn't think
Fujitsu before. So, join the growing
number of makers who specify Fujitsu
quality products. Call or write now for
additional information. You'll be glad
you did.

U.S./CANADIAN SALES REPRESENTATIVES: Application Specialists, Inc.: 6806 Newbrook Ave., E. Syracuse, NY 13057 Phone: 315-437-2813
Telex: 937201 Electrical Components, Inc.: Box 172, Natick, MA 01760 Phone: 617-655-2225 Telex: 948437 Swedelco, Inc.: 65 Court St., White
Plains, NY 10601 Phone: 914-946-1122 Telex: 13-1468 Hughes Associates, Inc.: 717 Pratt Ave., N.E., Box 33, Huntsville, AL 35801 Phone: 205-5362127 Branslcy Sales: 1279 Lincoln Ave., South Highland Park, IL 60035 Phone: 312-433-2375 McFadden Sales, Inc.: 4645 Executive Dr., Columbus,
OH 43220 Phone: 614-459-1280 TWX: 810-482-1623 Technical Representatives, Inc.: 6515 E. 82nd St, Suite 110, Indianapolis, IND 46250 Phone:
317-849-6454 T1NX: 810-260-1792 Shonin, Inc.: 1485 Bayshore Blvd., San Francisco, CA 94124 Phone: 415-467-8700 Electronic Components International: 450 Denison St., Markham, Ontario L3R 1B9, Canada Phone: 416-495-6202 Telex: 065-24011
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The complete
$655 line printer.
It's ready to plug in, has an 80-column
format, aremarkable MTBF and is
14 times faster than ateletype!

the paper is inexpensive and readily
available, costing about
for an
81
/ x11" equivalent.
2

Breaking the hardcopy barrier
It's finally happened! The Axiom
EX-800 provides full performance
hardcopy at aprice compatible with
today's low cost micros. This little
80-column machine zips along at 160
characters per second ( 14 times faster
than ateletype)— at abreakthrough
single quantity price of $ 655 for a
complete printer.
When we say complete
we mean it
The EX- 800 is astand-alone unit
with case, power supply, 96 character
ASCII generator and interface, paper
roll holder, infra-red low paper detector, bell, and multi-line asynchronous
input buffer. You won't find these
standard features on any other
printer, regardless of price!
Our only option
Our printer is so complete, that we
offer only one option. A serial interface ( RS 232C or current loop) good
for 16 baud rates from 50 to 19,200
and thoughtfully provided with a
switch for either Centronics or Tally
compatibility. Might we call it aTallywhacker? At $85.00 it certainly
should be!
Built-in LSI microprocessor
The heart
of the EX-800
is a printed
circuit card.
containing a
custom LSI chip made by Intel to
Axiom specifications, which controls
all printer functions. Microprocessor
power means flexibility. Such as the
built-in self test routine and variable

[a
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character size. It also means reliability.
Several industry surveys have shown
LSI to be many times more reliable
than equivalent conventional circuitry.

THIS LIFE-SIZE SRMPLE SHOÏS THE 80-COLUMH PRINTOUT FROM FIXIOM'S EX-8@@ PRIHTER
There

are. 3 character

SiZeS

lower

case)

be

which

can

(upper

MI X' E

and
.

TkiE: cal have the sale effect as UNDE RI_ I11 ING or chaigiig COLOR.
The advantages of
electrosensitive printing
The EX-800 can print 80, 40, or
20 characters across the five inch
wide electrosensitive paper Under
software control, single characters or
words may be printed larger for
emphasis. The permanence of the
hardcopy is archival, because once
the aluminum coating has been removed, there is no way to put it back.
It's unaffected by sunlight, moisture
or heat. Although the printer doesn't
provide multiple copies, excellent
quality photocopies can be made
from the high contrast printout. Also.

Just unbox and plug it in
That's all you have to do to the
Axiom EX- 800 — apart from pay
for it, and at $ 655 that's_almost
apleasure.
amm ali
ini mmm ac
•
Send to:
• 5932 San Fernando Rd.,
I Glendale, CA 91202

Luateu,

Urgent. Please phone me at ext _
Have rep contact me
E I'd like to have ademonstration
Send lit including sample of printout
Name
Company
Dept
Addmss_
Stale

AXIOM CORPORATION

5932 San Fernando Rd., Glendale, CA 91202 • ( 213) 245-9244 • TWX 910-497-2283
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Light, small, quiet, reliable,
and versatile
Our EX- 800 weighs in at 12
pounds, is just 91
/ inches wide, 4
2
inches high, and 11 inches deep, and
is delightfully quiet which makes it
ideal for office and other low noise
environments. The simple print
mechanism is virtually maintenance
free. In fact, tests show an incredible
MTBF, many times greater than
impact printers. This versatile printer
is the ideal mate for micros, minis,
CRTs, instruments and systems.

Zip_

_ Telephmre

LIMMMMIMMMMai

Washington newsletter

Medical device
notifications to FDA
to begin Sept. 22

Interface compromise
will complicate

Manufacturers of hundreds of different electronic medical devices, from
pacemakers to electroencephalographs, will be required to register with
the Food and Drug Administration by Sept. 22 and submit apremarketing
notification for each sophisticated product that is new or substantially
different from others already on the the market. Rejecting objections from
device manufacturers, the FDA has ruled that companies are prohibited
from marketing new devices until 90 days after submitting all information
requested by the agency.
The industry says the 90-day clock should start ticking the day the
original notification is submitted, because repeated FDA requests for
information could indefinitely delay new product marketing. The FDA
replies that it will expedite reviews of supplemental information. The
industry gained one key concession: notifications will not be available for
general public review for 90 days as long as the company itself does not
disclose its product.
The FDA'S notification requirements include: name of the device; its
intended uses; samples of proposed labeling and advertisements; and
engineering drawings, photographs, and data that indicate the similarity of
the device to others. The company must prove that its device is similar to
others or conduct elaborate tests to prove safety and efficacy. The FDA has
printed registration forms for device manufacturers, but each company will
be responsible for the format of marketing notifications. Information and
registration forms are available at regional FDA offices or at the Silver
Spring, Md., headquarters of the FDA'S Bureau of Medical Devices.

The National Bureau of Standards has come up with a compromise
input/output interface to guide Federal procurement of computer equipment. The technical specifications, as previously proposed, require IBM-

Federal EDP buys

compatible equipment — satisfying the makers of peripherals that already
meet IBM specifications. But the standard has a loophole that permits
Government agencies to consider systems that do not have the standard
interface —appeasing systems manufacturers like Honeywell and Control
Data. The loophole: the vendor must promise to sell an interface converter
later if the agency wants it. The compromise enables the Government to
"take advantage of the whole marketplace," an NJ BS official says, but he
warns that it will severely complicate the Government's computer procurement process.

Pentagon to seek

With the B-1 bomber dead and cruise missiles still an imponderable in the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, the Carter Administration is planning to
push the development of the Air Force's awesome Missile X. As aresult,
the Missile X guidance contractors— Northrop Corp., Rockwell International Corp., and Honeywell Inc. —can expect to split the lion's share of
the $260 million for the program that the Pentagon tentatively plans to
request of Congress in the defense budget that will go to Capitol Hill next
January.
Missile X funding stands at $ 140 million for fiscal 1978, starting Oct. 1,
and the Defense Department is scheduled to decide by September 1978
whether to put the weapon into full-scale development.

$260 million for
Missile X next year
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Washington commentary
Aerosat's cancellation: a festering sore
As fast as President Carter moves to bind up the
wounds in America's relations with its European
allies, someone in his Administration produces a
new one. What makes matters worse is that no
one in the White House seems to notice. The
Federal Aviation Administration provides the
most recent example.
In 1974 the FAA signed an intergovernmental
memorandum of understanding with the European Space Agency and Canada, committing
the U. S. to the joint development and operation
of Aerosat—the first transatlantic satellite for
commercial aeronautical communications. The
ESA, which committed itself to pick up a 47%
share of the estimated $ 75 million costs of Aerosat's space segment, was delighted. So were the
FAA, which also held 47%, and Canada, whose
6% share was determined by its anticipated use
of the system. Last month, however, the FAA
pulled the U. S. out of Aerosat, abrogating the
diplomatic agreement [
Electronics, Aug. 18,
p. 59]. Government and industry officials here
agree that "ESA is mad as hell." The FAA rationalizes its action by laying the blame on
Congress, which deleted the bulk of the agency's
fiscal 1978 Aerosat funds from the budget.
There is far more to it than that.
Congress makes many mistakes, but cutting
the money for Aerosat was not one of them.
"The FAA could have had every dime that it
asked for the program, but no one there pushed
for it. They seemed almost indifferent to it,"
explains one congressional appropriations staffer. "Then the airlines kept telling us it wasn't
needed and that it was too expensive. What else
could we do?" Congress covered itself by
leaving the FAA $1 million for "a feasibility
study" of the 10-year-old concept.
Advocates and opponents
Indeed, Aerosat's only remaining advocates in
America appear to be Comsat General Corp.,
which had been named by the FAA to carry out
U. S. end of the program, and General Electric
Co., the Aerosat consortium's selection to design
and build the L- band satellite.
But Aeronautical Radio Inc., the communications carrier for the U. S. airlines that control it,
is not unhappy. Arinc chairman and president
George F. Mansur says, " We are not opposed to
an ocean satellite communications system, but
Aerosat is not one we felt we could support."
Mansur will not say specifically why the airlines
oppose Aerosat, though a lot of them make no
secret of it.
Transatlantic communications between the
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ground and aircraft in flight using high- frequency — very- high- frequency equipment are " pretty
tacky, there's no doubt about it," concedes one
air carrier executive to Washington, "and if the
FAA had moved quickly on this a decade ago
when the satellite idea first came up, we would
have bought it." But that was back when transatlantic routes were becoming more and more
crowded and traffic continued to grow. Today,
the number of passengers is still high, but the
growth curve appears to have peaked. Moreover,
aircraft have become faster and larger, and
more of them carry foreign flags. Bigger planes
require fewer scheduled flights, so routes are
less crowded. Bigger planes also mean more
vacant seats per flight.
Cost-conscious U. S. international carriers
have no technological gripes about Aerosat's
proposed use of L- band communications. But
they will not accept the cost and weight disadvantages of new aircraft transceivers in today's
increasingly competitive marketplace, despite
the fact that each carrier's cost-per- plane would
be equal.
ESA versus U. S. A.?
The ESA has not said at this point what it now
plans to do, beyond protesting the American
pullout. But there is no question that the 10country consortium has the technology to go it
alone if that should prove necessary. About midSeptember, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration will launch ESA's operational
test satellite from Cape Canaveral as the forerunner of aEuropean Satcom network for intraEuropean telephone, telex and television relay in
the 1980s. Built by ateam headed by Britain's
Hawker Siddeley Dynamics, the OIS system will
expand its capability from 5,000 phone circuits
in 1980 to 20,000 in 1990, with the eventual
goal of expanding television transmissions to
earth stations both in North Africa and in the
Middle East.
If ESA proves it can coordinate its politics as
well as it has its technology, the Aerosat
program might still go— without U. S. participation. The impact of that on America's claim
to political and technological leadership could
be serious in Europe and the Third World. The
Carter White House needs to recognize this
quickly and seriously reconsider its options
before the Aerosat issue festers further.
For openers, the White House might begin by
asking Arinc and its airline owners what kind of
a transoceanic satellite communications system
they would like.
Ray Connolly
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9,245,897,100
solid tantalum
capacitor hours oi operation
with 0àlures

THAT'S RELIABILITY!
For nearly two decades, Sprague HYREL . ST
solid tantalum capacitors have performed flaw-

All of the special processes and quality control procedures that make HYREL ST capa-

lessly in Minuteman guidance systems. Vast
accumulation of life test data proves beyond

citors the most reliable in the world can help
you in your military, aerospace, or stringent

doubt that ultra- high- reliability capacitors are

industrial electronic circuitry. A Sprague solidelectrolyte tantalum capacitor engineer will be

not only possible, they're an actuality!
Backing this performance is Sprague's rec-

glad to discuss the application of these proven

ord of pioneering in highly reliable capacitors

capacitors to your critical high- reliability project.
Write or call John Moynihan, HYREL Compo-

which earned us the opportunity to participate
in the Air Force's Minuteman Component Development Program at Autonetics, adivision of
Rockwell International.

nents Coordinator, Sprague Electric Company,
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247.
Tel. 413/664-4411.

This represents an actual failure rate of 0.00001% per
1000 unit hours calculated at 60% confidence level.
THE BROADLINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
Electronics/September 1, 1977

SPRAGUE'
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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Just off the press:
Newest in Electronics
Magazine Book Series
New 408-page collection of electronic circuits
edited for ease and practicality of use by
Samuel Weber
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS

CIRCUIIS
CIRCUltS
CIRCUITS

foR electRonics

eneneeRs
engineeRs

engineeRs
engineeRs
engineeRs
engneeRs Electronics
engineeRs Book Series
Magazine

engineeRs
engineeRs
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41. Protection circuits
Phase-sequence detector
trips circuit breaker
by Tarry abilarkey

Some three- ph se 1 pote ad eq pme te sens toe
to the direction of rotation of the three phases. FOf example.
two of the connections to • three-phase motor
are inadvertently reversed, the motor will reverse damlion— adisaster if the motor is used to drive • pump or
the compressor of an air conditioner To guard against
this failure, • low-power circuit can be built from atar'
dotal complementary saos components that will detect
the phase inversion and tester acoma breaker. Moreover, the circuit, which interfaces directly with cmOS
loge, can be appended easily to aline-undervoltage or
line- unbalanced detector.
In the circuit t
Fig. Ik the tine voltages are stepped
down and isolated by control transformers. The sine
vim. for phases A. B. and C are half-wave-remilied
and shaped by the MR4001 diode and MPS5I22 granmoor. and shaped again by a cams inverter. The resulting rectangular waveforms are shown as A', B. and
C in Fig 2.
The shaped outputs A. B'. and C art now combined
with one another in the AND gates Gt. Gs. and Gv, to
produce the waveforms A-C'.
and
Mr X. Y.
and Z in Fig 21. The pulses X. Y. Z appear sequentially, this sequence will change to YXZ f. for instance.

the Band C phases are interchanged
The X. Y. and Z pulse trains are applied to Deype
fhp-nops FE, and FFa in such away that the 0, output
of FF, is high rf the sequence is XYZ ne
the line
phase sequence is ABC). and Os n low if the sequence
is YX2 For the XYZ sequence. an X pulse sets Q, and
Dk high, but then the Y pulse resets Q, and D, I. The
pulse then clocks hr low from Di to Or making Or
Ingh.

Either Q. or (): can be used to cop aarcuit breaker
a solid-state or electromechanical relay, and thus
pull avaluable pome of equipment off the line before it
is damaged
The MDA100 bndge rectifier. 10-k 'ohm resistor. and
100-microfarad capacitor. shown in the gray area of
VI*

e

Fig. I. are representative of typical appleations femur ,
mg line- voltage detection. They are included in Fig. Ito
demonstrate how easily the phase- sequence detector
can be added to other detection circuitry. They cm. of
course, be omitted, and the -bottom" of the ...net
can be connected directly worms, ground =

Current and power limiter
protects switching transistor
Oc o o
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turning on ...tor Q. arid Mu shunting
darne current away from the hase of Q s Therefore. Qt
begins to come mit of saturation so its collector voltage
rime This voltage acme Q i further turns on Qa through
and regenemuvely tuna off Q.
Diodes Di and Da form • switch 110 Stull the collector

neasaseasa /nag.,
ta

aao

lv coct,o

'
swan • sr

Ahhough aswitching transislor dissipates little power in
normal opmation. it must be protected from destrumve
current and power overloads Current- Miming alone is
not sufficient protect.; power- limiting is also ne
tarn But fonimately. • few components can be added
to 'conventional mrrent-limmng armory to provide
power- lending. A voltage ne across • transistor is
sensed and used roost down the dnve current
To understand why current- limiting alone fads to
provide edequate protection, con.. asmehms transistor controlling a 100-ohm load connected to a 1012.von supply The power dissipated in the load might be
about ICID watts. but the MaltUllY111 power dusipmed in
the transistor is merely the load current tine. the ran.
sntor's santratton voltage of switching losses are ne.
glued,. The load cunent as about Iampere, so the
transistor dissipates lem than tu A designer might use
a3-ts desne and provide anirrent.hmtUng level of 13
amperes.
Suppose. however. Nat the load is shorecirmited so
that the collector of the notching transistor ucomened
directly to the Inv supply. Then the transmor dimipalm l5Ow,wbtdmdettreysit
To prevent this des.ction, a pmeer-luder u requited. Posier-larnatng cm be added to • standard currennlimater by use of only four simple compone.. In
Fig. I, Q at the switching teanaalor. aod the conventional current-Beniror is formed by Qa. Ra, and R e.The
power-limater cmaists of capaa. C. diodes Di and De.
and resistor Re To illustrate the operation of the circuit,
amume that Qis saturated and in normal operation As
the load current ins-reams, the voltage drop acmes Ra

too
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voltage of Q. is sampled only whet tts input u high
This switch also resets lite power-lino:1g circuitry with
each cycle of the Input The value of capacitor Corhos« to pm the power-lanntmg portion of the circuit a
turn-on delay. allowing time for Q, to become mos.
rated TAIS delay also permis higher current transients
to flow dunng muchulg. such as those that might ucur
m a switching regidalon in which the catch diode most
be discharged dunng each cycle
The current-loaning ponton of the circuitry is active
at all tunes. pimentos the switching transistor from current overloads The Circuit was set up to he driven by a
Tfl-levM signal and so switch a 100- ma load at 400 Hi
SO • 15 v The protection arms, can easily be modified
for nearly any input and output configure,. I( • imp
.1111S10i SSVIICA IS to be protected. transistor Q, should
also be aon's. and the pol.tes of D iand Da should in
reverted.
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Two typical pages. Note valuable explanatory text.
After ten years of experience as an
electronics engineer himself, Samuel
Weber joined the staff of Electronics and
has been Executive Editor of the magazine
since 1970. In addition to his editorial
responsibilities he has authored many
articles on electronics and edited three
books on electronics circuitry.

Here is abook compiled and organized to save
electronics engineers many hours of drudgery designing
what's already been designed or " re- inventing the
wheel". This is the fifth in the Electronics Magazine
Book Series, following Microprocessors, Large Scale
Integration, Basics of Data Communications, and
Applying Microprocessors.
Circuits For Electronics Engineers is acompilation of
most useful circuits from the pages of Electronics
magazine, most from the well-known Designer's
Casebook series. More than acollection of circuit
diagrams, the designer will find step-by-step rules,
performance data, component values, manufacturers'
type references, follow-up references, and other material
for effective guidance.
The end result is acomplete, practical easy-to- use
manual for engineers and advanced technicians involved
in research, development, design, tests, or production
of any kind of electronics hardware.

346 circuits from all over the world—arranged by 51 of
the most useful functions designers use to implement
their systems, including— Amplifiers • Analog to digital
& digital to analog converters • Counters • Detectors •
Discriminators • Display circuits • Function generators •
Integrators • Logic circuits • Memory circuits • Operational
amplifier circuits • Power supplies • Protection circuits •
Switching circuits • Temperature control • Timing circuits •
Voltage regulating circuits • ... and many more.

Mail coupon now. Will pay for itself first time you use it.
Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
Send me
copies of " Circuits for Electronics Engineers" at
$15.95 per copy. Full payment must accompany order.

Discounts of 40% on orders
of ten or more copies.

Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund payment if the book is returned
after ten-day free trial examination.

E Payment enclosed
El Bill firm
Credit Cards Charge My Book To:

Name

E American Express

C; Diners Club

II Master Charge

Li BankAmericard

Title

E Bill me

Company
Acct. No,
Address
City

State

Signature

Zip

Country

Date Card Expires
Interbank No.
1st No's above name of Master Charge only

R-71A
—1
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You won't believe this
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PP- based automatic RLC tester
with keyboard control for only $1985.
This is it. The instrument you've been asking for.
Introducing the newest member of the DigibridgeTM
family, the GR 1658, designed with the greatest
versatility you've ever had for your impedance
testing requirements.
• 0.1% Accuracy for R, L, and C
• Measure R, L, C, D, Q.
• A microprocessor performs acombination
of measurement and control functions plus
lowers the GR 1658unit cost.
• Simple keyboard operation.
• Three test speeds to suit every testing
application.
• Three measurement modes: select continuous, average ( displays average value of
10 measurements), or single.
• 10 Bins for sorting. Set any symmetrical
(e.g.: ± 1%, ± 5%) or asymmetrical ( e.g.: — 20%
+80%, — 30% + 10%) Limits you des1re.
• Three types of display: programmed limits
for any bin, measured values, or bin number.
• Autoranging takes the guesswork out of
setting the proper range.
• Range hold: lock on to agiven range
indefinitely.
• Selectable test frequencies of 1 kHz
and 120 Hz. Several frequencies are
available for substitution.
• Selectable series or parallel
measurement modes.
• IEEE 488 bus option: provides both
IEEE 488 interface and autohandler
output for a handler, printer, or bench-top
calculator system.
52
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• Five full-digit display for R, L, and C. Four fulldigit display for D and O. All numbers go to 9.
• Wide measurement values aiiow you to test a
greater number of component types. Test R from
0.0001 SI to 99.999 MQ, Lfrom . 00001 mH to
9999.9 FL C from . 00001nF to 99999.µF, D from
.0001 to 9.999, and Q from 00.01 to 999.9.
• External bias of 0 to 60 volts can be applied.
• No calibration is ever required — lower cost
of ownership.
• Hi-Rel Kelvin test fixture accommodates axial
and radiai lead components.
Believe it! The GR 1658 is unbelievable at
$1985. Cali your GenRad sales office.

GenRad
300 BAKER A, NUE C1NCORD. 7.17•55AcsuSEnS 0, .42 • ATLANTA 404 394 5380 • BOSTON 6,, 646 0550
ERIC ‘GO 03. 834 69O0 • DALLAS 218 : 34 .• 57 • DAYTON SO 794 ' 5011.105 ANGERS 774 •••30 9830 • NEW YORK • N Y, 2,2964 2222
ITA JI 70' ' 9' 8996 • SAN TRANCISE0 4•N TIMC562 • WASHINOTON RC *01 948 7C7 , • TORONTO 416 252.3395*ZURICH ION 55 24 20
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International newsletter
Japan's VLSI effort
yields developmental

The cooperative very- large-scale- integration effort in Japan has produced
its first random-access memory. The static RAM, adevelopmental device
from Nippon Electric Co., is ahigh-speed, 1,024-word-by-4bit chip built

100-ns RAM

with diffusion self-aligned mos — the Japanese version of planar double
diffusion ( D-mos). It operates on a single 5-v (± 1 NO power supply
without an internal bias generator and is fully TTL-compatible. Typical
access time is 57 ns, and cycle time is 100 ns. Operating power is 520 mw,
and standby power is only 375 mw. Because the power drain is only 4.4
mw, the device can operate with abattery backup of about 1.1 v.

Great Britain buys

To sharpen the firepower of all three military services in the 1980s, Great
Britain will buy two U. S. missiles and upgrade two of its own in a $ 700
million, 20- year program. The U. S. missiles are the Raytheon AIM-9L,
an improved Sidewinder short-range air-to-air missile, and the Tow wireguided, antitank weapon from Hughes that the British army plans to fire
from Westland Lynx helicopters. In England, the Ministry of Defence will
have Hawker-Siddeley Dynamics build the P3T, an improved seaskimming, antiship missile that will be fired from Royal Air Force and
Navy planes, and arm the Sea Dart surface-to-air missile with better
electronic counter-countermeasure gear. In choosing the missile mix, the
ministry scrubbed one British program and rejected the French- German
HOT antitank missile.

two U. S. missiles
in $700 million program

Electronic- mail survey
attracts subscribers in
government, business

New consumer line
in Denmark
to use Wire-Wrap
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Seventeen European postal authorities are subscribing to ayear- long study
of electronic mail in the next decade, to be performed by British consultants Mackintosh International and a university-associated communications specialist group. Reportedly, other subscribers include such international companies as IBM and Rank Xerox, as well as U. S. and Canadian
communications authorities. The study will be as much on marketing,
legal, and labor considerations, as on technological aspects. It is scheduled to be completed by the third quarter of next year. In a related
development, the French post office is pushing ahead with its plans for
electronic mail. By mid- September, it intends to select suppliers of prototype models of facsimile systems. It sees the French alone using as many as
5million fax units ayear within adecade.

Bang and Olufsen A/S of Denmark is using wire wrapping to replace less
expensive soldering methods in the production of anew line of radios and
radio — record players it is putting on the market this autumn. Production
officials say they turned to Wire-Wrap because it is particularly adaptable to the makeup of the new line, which will be highly modular. Bang
and Olufsen uses a plastic- foam base plate with a number of metal rods
protruding through the plate for the Wire- Wrap connections. The rods
also serve as guides for the half dozen or more circuit boards mounted on
the plate. The wrapping machine comes from Gardner- Denver Co.'s
Pneutronics division, Grand Haven, Mich., while the Danes have developed the automatic feeding unit that directs the flow of assemblies to the
wrapping machine.
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ALTERNATE TIMEBASE DISPLAY...
gives you the whole picture!

p.

The PM3265E w!tn a oandwidth of 150MHz is the newest
.
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,1.f

de.

member of the high frequency family of Philips portables.
The acdition of
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Alternate Timebase Display to

the

completely separate delayed timebase controls section,
makes measurements a snap!
1.•:111
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•Sii •

•End back and forth switching!
•Forget mixed sweep limitations!

Having both timebases on the screen gives continuous
indication of where your delayed timebase
measurements are taken.

Vse.

For further informaticn — use our HOT LINE number — ( 800) 631-7172 INEw
In the United States:
85 McKee Dr ve
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
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In Canada:
Philips Test
5Leswyn Road
TororYo. Ontario Canada M6A 1K2

Jersey rssidents call

(
201) 529-3800

collect .I

& Measuring Instruments, Inc.

PHILIPS

Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

Telephone decoder combines
delta and pulse-code modulations
Bucking the trend to an all-PCM
codec, the British Post Office is
looking toward a combination of
delta modulation and pulse-code
modulation. Its goal is a coder/decoder cheap enough to be used on
individual telephone lines in a digital-switching telephone network.
The post office is seeking evaluation samples of the new design from
two firms. The basic setup has a
simple delta-sigma modulation circuit to perform the initial conversion
of analog voice to digital format, and
a large-scale-integrated chip to convert the digital modulator's 1-bitper-sample code to the PCM format,
which is used in telephone networks
for their digital transmissions.
Digital logic. " What we've done is
to match the codec design with what
could be easily done in this country,"
says John D. Everard, executive
engineer with the BP0 Research
Department, Martlesham Heath,
Suffolk. The codec employs mainly
digital logic, bypassing the problem
of getting precision analog components, he says. "We've obtained a
high-performance codec with aminimum of precision requirements for
the external analog components."
The digital modulator can be made

from a cheap operational amplifier,
a D-type toggle switch, and a few
resistors.
Ferranti Ltd.'s Electronic Components division has acontract for chip
samples, and General Instrument
Microelectronics is finishing negotiations with the post office. Should
the BPO decide to buy the codec
circuits, both suppliers could share
in a potential market among exchange manufacturers of more than
100,000 circuits ayear. Apparently,
the post office gave out only
performance specifications, because
General Instrument is designing the
Ls! chip in its tried-and-true n-channel, metal-gate metal-oxide-semiconductor process and Ferranti is
using its proprietary bipolar collector-diffusion isolation technology.
The U. S.-owned General Instrument Microelectronics eyes a potentially large international market for
the codec circuit. " Many people see
these as the Tv-game chips of the
telecommunications market," observes James Smillie, telecommunications marketing manager. Consequently, the firm is designing its chip
to be pin- programmable, so that it
may handle either the European Alaw PCM companding method or the

Dual modulation. Codec consists of simple delta-sigma modulation circuit and an LSI chip
(tinted) that converts the delta modulation to the PCM format and vice versa.

INPUT

ANALOG
LOW-PASS
FILTER

DELTA
SIGMA
MODULATION

LISM TO
LINEAR
PULSE- CODE
MODULATION

ANALOG
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

OUTPUT

ANALOG
LOW-PASS
FILTER
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LINEAR PCM
TO
DSM

LINEAR PCM
TO
A LAW PCM

A- LAW PCM
TO
LINEAR PCM

SERIAL
PCM
OUTPUT

SERIAL
PCM
INPUT

U. S. 455 variation. Smillie estimates that the volume price of the
codec chip could fall below $8.
The codec is designed so that the
chip handles most of the complexity.
In the conversion, the delta modulator receives the analog signal from a
low-pass analog filter and converts it
into the 1-bit- per-sample code. The
chip converts that to linear PCM and
then to an A-law PCM before sending
it out as serial PCM. In short, the
osm-to-Km conversion is somewhat
like digital filtering followed by
subsampling at the required output
rate of 8 kilohertz, Everard points
out. To save chip area and to keep
conversion speed up, the initial BP0
design largely relegates the mos
transistors to the role of transmission
gates.
D

Japan

Choppers to control
regenerative braking
Steadily increasing electricity prices
have brought about a change of
heart at the Japanese National Railways. The company is ready to
switch cars over to regenerative
braking, in place of the present
dynamic braking, thereby saving
30% to 35% of the energy used.
The regenerative scheme, which
uses athyristorchopper motor-speed
control, will appear in cars on the
railway's commuter lines, beginning
in 1980. These cars will join those of
several subway lines and two private
railroad companies in using regenerative braking.
The less expensive dynamic braking turns braking energy from traction motors operating as generators
into heat. It dissipates the energy in
resistor banks slung beneath the
coaches. Not only is the energy lost,
but the surrounding air is heated, an
often-unwanted side effect when the
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train is operating underground.
Subway and commuter trains are
well suited for regenerative braking
because of their mode of operation.
They accelerate to full speed when
leaving a station and usually coast
until it is time to apply the brakes in
order to stop at the next station.
Thus they have left a large part of
the energy fed to them.
Savings. Regenerative braking
turns the energy back into electricity. It makes for a more expensive
car— from $40,000 to $ 50,000 more.
But the Teito Rapid Transit Auth
ority of Tokyo, Japan's first operator to put in regenerative braking,
in 1971, figures savings in electricity
and maintenance pay for the added
cost in seven to eight years. Maintenance costs drop because the chopper controls accelerating and braking by varying the duty cycle of
silicon controlled rectifiers that send
current to the motors, rather than by
switching 100 or more resistive
elements.
The thyristors used are expensive
because they are specialized devices
with low demand— only the railways
and subways want such large power
devices operating above 200 Hz. But
the entry of the Japanese National
Railways, with its many lines, will
greatly expand the market, bringing
down device prices. Another factor
that should lower prices is improvements in wafer processing.
However, regenerative braking is
usually less efficient than it might
be. Substations convert the commercial alternating current to the dc
power necessary for the trains, and
generally they use electronic rectifiers. They will not accept power fed
back into the line by regeneration.
Only other trains on the same line
can accept the power, and if there
are too few trains running, the efficiency of the regeneration suffers.
The long- run solution will be to
follow the example of Kobe, which
put in its subway cars with regenerative braking after Tokyo. The rising
curve of electricity costs impelled the
city to design substations on the new
line so that they can operate in
reverse as inverters to feed power
back into the ac line.
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Around the world
Paging service will call more subscribers with digital coding
Thirty thousand subscribers will be alerted over each channel of the new
250- megahertz paging service from the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Public Corp., thanks to the use of digital coding. The channels occupied by
the present 150- MHz units have only a third of the capacity, and their
660,000 subscribers occupy all the available channel space.
The 250- MHz models also are more compact, in part because of largescale integration: acomplementary- metal- oxide- semiconductor decoder and
a bipolar programmable read-only memory. At 90 grams and 97 by 37 by 18
millimeters, they are two thirds the weight and three quarters the size of
present units.
The subscribers are divided into 15 groups by a code of 7 bits, of which 3
are redundant. The individual-subscriber code consists of 31 bits, 15 of
which are redundant to provide single- bit correction. Pagers are synchronized with the group transmission format, and all circuits other than those for
synchronization are turned off between transmissions to save the battery.
The decoder has about 3,000 elements and includes a crystal-oscillator
circuit and the synchronization circuitry. The PROM has only about 70 bits:
38 for the coding, and the rest spare.
Hybrids to star in digital telecommunications, says Philips
Hybrid assembly of monolithic transistor pairs will play a big role in gigabitper-second data rates for digital telecommunications, reports Philips
Research Laboratories in a paper to be delivered at next week's 7th
European Microwave Conference in Copenhagen. The British labs say this
approach offers higher yields and better cost effectiveness than more
complex integrated technologies like emitter-coupled logic and galliumarsenide junction field-effect transistors.
"The main advantage is that you have very well- matched components with
the transistor pairs, which is very important for high-speed switching," says
John B. Hughes, principal engineer for the Redhill, Surrey, lab. Thus it is
easier to achieve well-defined circuits at very high speeds.
He notes that the common- emitter connection with the beam lead is very
good, observing that this is important for high-speed digital switching where
the mutual terminal inductance must be low. Other advantages are flexibility— "You can have a new hybrid design within a few weeks," he says—
good performance in terms of temperature range and parasitic influences,
and inherent reliability because the bonds are gold- upon- gold.
"The only question to answer is whether the assembly technique is
economical compared with other devices," Hughes says. The best guess is
that the circuit concept offers a potentially good approach for repeaters,
terminals, and laboratory and professional equipment in quantities of 10,000
units or less. So far, the company has achieved 1-Gb / soperation, for such
functions as multiplexing, phase detection for clock extraction, and data
regeneration with decision flip-flops.
Electronics exports begin to boom
The Philippines is joining the list of Far Eastern countries that find electronics
a good way to earn hard currency. Exports of semiconductor devices
especially are zooming, says the government's Board of Investments. The 49
electronics and electrical firms registered with the board report 1976 sales
abroad of $25.7 million, up 92% from 1975.
These exports represent the second largest category among all products
sold abroad by board- registered enterprises. The major markets are the U. S.
and Japan, with Europe, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Australia seen as promising outlets. Semiconductor devices accounted for about 80% of the 1976
total of electronics and electrical exports.
Most of the balance came from electrical equipment, appliances, and
electrical tapes. Soon to swell the electronics category are clocks, watch
modules and digital watches. These timepieces are just going into local
production, both for domestic consumption and for export.
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Five new product lines
for electronic motion control.

Over 15 years ago PMI created a
new technology for motion control by
introducing the printed circuit motor.
An ironless armature with high pulsetorque capability and very low inertia
allowed designers to replace conventional motors, brakes, clutches
and hydraulics with an actuator that
provided higher performance, greater
reliability and lower cost.
Now PM ioffers five new product
lines for electronic motion control.

TorqueRine" Motors.
Ring-shaped moving -coil dc motors
with diameters from two to over ten
feet. Peak torques of over 25,000 lb.ft., negligible inductance, no cogging,
and only 7" thick. Improved performance compared to tcrquers and
Electronics/September 1, 1977

hydraulics for large rotating loads.

Hz, pulse currents from 10 to 75 amps.

Super Minertia Motors.

Variable Speed Drives.

Ironless cup- armature dc motors
with inertias as low as 0.00018 oz.-in.sec. 2,
high pulse-torque capability and
mechanical time constants below 1
millisecond.

EME sensing or tach feedback vebony controls matched for use with
Prvir pancake motors and gearmotors.
100:1 speed range, infinite resolution,
IC/power transistor design.

Mini Minertia Motors.

Wth industry's broadest line of dc
servo motors, PMI can help you apply
today's electronic motion- control
tecrTnology. Write PMI Moto's.
5 Aerial Way. Syosset, N.Y. 11791.
Phone: ( 516) 938-8000. A Division of
Kollmorgen Corporation.

Low- inertia dc motors providing excellent servo performance a/ low cost.
Nine models 1.5" to 3.35" in diameter,
mechanical time constants of 3to 12
milliseconds and thermal time constants UP to 27 minutes.

DC Servo Controllers.

Amplifiers designed to obtain maximum performance frogl PM i
servo
motors. Pulse width and frequency
modulation, full power bandwidth to 1000

PMI Motors

Moving ahead In motion control.
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Can your computer system
pass this test?
Recent independent studies show that the HP 1000 real-time computer system, with
its new 21MX E-Series high-speed processor, ranks head and shoulders above other small computers. Test your favorite against Hewlett-Packard's price/performance leader:
Feature

The HP 1000

CPU

2M bytes memory capacity. Standard I/O rates of 2M
bytes per second; burst rates up to 11.4M bytes per second.

Micro -

Full software for developing and running 8.5K 24bit words.
175 ns instruction execution time.

Memory

Cache speed 350 ns cycle time for all 2M bytes: just
$2100* per 32K bytes. 595 ns cycle time: $ 1600 per 32K
bytes (just 5¢ per byte!).

programm i
ng

Speed

Your old favorite

Dperating
Systems

One upward-compatible family of Real-Time Executives:
memory-based or disc- based RTE up to 2M bytes.
BASIC, FORTRAN and Assembly languages. Pick what you
need for today's job— expand when you're ready.

Data Base
Management

IMAGE, HP'S complete DBM capability, plus QUERY
language for easy access to related data, costs just $ 2500.

Networking

Over 150 RTE networks installed and running. Modems or
high-speed hardwired communications. Also RJE/1000
2780 emulator at 9600 baud.

IEEE 488
Interface

HP-Interface Bus ( HP-IB). HP'S implementation of IEEE-488,
allows simple link to instruments. Complete software
including driver, formatters, message subroutines.

Cost
(Every HP 1000
includes 21MX
E- Series CPU:
CRT with dual
mini-cartridges
and soft keys,
and RTE opersting system.)

Model 20, 64K-byte memorybased system: $ 21,000.
500K-byte flexible discs optional.

Delivery

Model 30, 64K- byte discbased system, 15M- byte disc
storage: $ 36,500. 5M- and 50M- byte discs available.
Model 80, 128K-byte data base management system with
15M-byte disc storage, IMAGE, mag tape, and line printer:
$61,700. 50M byte discs available.
12 weeks ARO
tA1! prices shown are US Domestic List.

I'd like to take acloser look at:
El HP 1000 system Model 20_, 30_, 80_, 21MX CPUs_.
Please send literature.
111 Call me to arrange ademonstration.
Send me support information for OEMs_, software houses_
Name

Phone

Company
Address
City/State/Zip

Any more questions about the
price/performance winner? Then call
your nearest Hewlett-Packard office
listed in the White Pages and ask an
HP Computer Systems Representative.
We'll be glad to arrange ademonstration
of the HP 1000. Or send us the coupon
and we'll get in touch with you. You'll
find that our computers are even better
in action than they are on paper.

Mail to: Robert Puette, Hewlett-Packard, 11000 Wolfe Road, Dept. 606, Cupertino CA 95014.
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the HP 1000 Models 20, 30, and 80.

OM

Circuits
for systems
that
count.

Save space, time and system cost with
Intersil counting and timing microcircuits.
For event timing, unit counting and frequency generation, Intersil has aline of circuits second to
none. You get solid state reliability and size reduction, plus the time- and money-saving benefits of just the
right product for your job...from Intersil.

Intersil stocking distributors: Advent Electronics, Inc. ( Indianapolis); Arrow Electronics; Century
Electronics; Components Plus ( N.Y.); Diplomat ( Fla.,
N.J.); Elmar/Liberty Electronics; Harvey ( Upper N.Y);
Intermark ( San Fran.); Kierulff Electronics; L Comp
(Mo.); R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. ( Van. B.C.); RESCO
(Raleigh, N.C.); Schweber Electronics; Sheridan
Assoc.; Zentronics ( Canada).
60
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Versatile low power counter.
7208 is a 7-digit frequency, unit or period counter which directly drives an LED display. For aunit counter,
add adisplay, 2resistors, acapacitor and control switches.

CMOS quartz crystal frequency generators.
7207 Frequency Counter Timebase (.01 and . 1second count window) or the 7207A Frequency Counter
Timebase (. 1and 1second count window) provide all the gating, store and reset signals necessary to
expand the 7208 into afrequency counter.
7209 is aversatile high frequency clock generator with adivide-by-8output stage for a5Volt system.
7038A is amicropower oscillator, frequency divider and output driver for 3Volt synchronous motors. The
70388 is designed for 1.5 Volt synchronous motors.
7213 is aversatile oscillator, divider and waveshaping circuit providing various outputs including 1-second
and 1-minute pulses.
7049A and 7050 are oscillator circuits which include adivider chain, output one-shot and output buffer for
1.5 Volt stepper motors.
7051A is aclock circuit for 12 Volt synchronous motor applications.

Battery operated CMOS counter/timers.
7215 industrial counter/timer has four functions ( start-stop, split, taylor and time-out) and times up to 59
minutes, 59.99 seconds.
7205 has split, taylor and reset functions for timing to 59 minutes, 59.99 seconds.
7045A times up to 23.99999 hours. All the above counters directly drive an LED display.

Externally settable counter/timer circuits.
8240 is one of afamily of programmable counter/timers which generate long pulse widths with inexpensive
RC components. Each circuit contains an oscillator and divider flip flops. Pin connections on the 8240
select an output pulse width from 1RC to 255 RC.
8250 can be used with thumbwheel switches to count from 1to 99.
8260 counts 1to 59 for timing seconds, minutes or hours.

Low cost precision timers.
555 generates time delays from microseconds to hours, with the addition of only one resistor and
acapacitor.
556 contains two 555s in asingle package.

Custom circuits also available.
We can develop custom CMOS LSI circuits for your special counting and timing applications.
Consult your local sales office listed below for information.

'utensil Sales offices: Boston ( 617)861-6220;
Chicago ( 312)986-5303; Dallas ( 214)387-0539;
Dayton (513) 278-4837; Denver ( 303)750-7004;
Los Angeles ( 213) 532-3544; Ft. Lauderdale
(305)772-4122; Minneapolis (612)925-1844; New
York ( 201)567-5585; San Francisco Bay Area
(408)996-5285.
Electronics/September 1, 1977
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Low cost. Low noise. Low power.
From the leader in BIFET op amps,
lèxas Instruments.
Now there are three BIFET op
amp families to serve virtually all
of your operational amplifier requirements. The new TL061 and
TL071 families join the TL081
family to offer you the most comprehensive line of BIFET op amps
available. Each family has its own
identical specifications so you can

standardize your requirements regardless of application.
You'll find low-cost general purpose BIFET op amps priced to
replace bipolars. Low noise audio
devices with low harmonic distortion. And a totally new concept, a
BIFET op amp with low power

consumption and low supply current. Four singles, four duals and
four quads. Six pinouts in three
series plus awhole lot more.
Check the prices and specifications. You'll find them more than
competitive. But more important,
you'll find all twelve BIFET op

TL061 TL071

TL080
COMP TCC ,

OUT

OFFSET
NULL

PUT

CM

OUT
NC . TLC.

OFFSET INN
NON
NUL L INPUT INV
NI
INPUT

OFFSET INN
NON %AMU/ INPUT NIV
COMP
INPUT

imi

TL062 TL072

Five general purpose devices with
identical specifications that allow
you to standardize your op amp requirements in one family to replace
such widely used bipolars as µA741,
MC1458, LM308, LM324, µA747,
RC4558 and RC4136.

Vcc

Compensated with
offset control.
Pin equivalents:
µA741, LF355, CA3140

OUTPUT

TL083

TL082

OMIT
NUU
OUT1N1 ACC. PUT

NON
MV
INN
IIIPUT INPUT

NC

PUT

Vcc.

amps available off the shelf from
TI and your TI distributor.

TL081 Series

OFFSET
NULL
NO

'POLNER CONTROL ON TIENT ONLY

Uncompensated with
offset control.
Pin equivalents:
LM301A, LM308, µA748

T9c.

Pin

TL081

OFFSET
NUI
TNT

TL071 Series
Low noise and low harmonic distortion make the TL071 series ideal
for high fidelity and audio pre- amp
applications. Equivalent input
noise voltage is typically 18 nV/
VI—lz with a low harmonic distor-•
tion of . 01%.

TL061 Series

OUT.
INN
PUT INPUT

ENV
NON OFFSET Du- OFFSET NON- ENV
INPUT ENV
TOLL
NULL
INN INPUT
INPUT TNT
itI2 INPUT

NON- Vcc INV
INPUT

NOTE PEN 9I IZARE INTERNALLY CONNECTED

Compensated with
offset control.
Pin equivalents:
1/A747

Compensated with
no offset control.
Pin equivalents:
MC1458, RC4558

TL064 TL074
OUT
PUT

NON
NON
INN
ENV
INV
INN
INPUT INPUT Vc,_ INPUT INPUT

OUT.
INV
PUT INPUT

NON Vcc.
ENV
INPUT

TL075

TL084

NON
INN
ENV
OUT ,
NIPUT INPUT PUT VCC9

SUT
PUT

NONINN
OUT.
INN INPUT PUT
INPLI7

ENV
INPUT

Compensated with
LM324 pinout.

BIFET op amp specifications.

NON- OUT
ENV
PUT
INPUT

Priced to
replace bipolars.
NUN
ENV
ENV
INPUT INPUT

NOW
ENV
ENV INPUT
INPUT

Yu

Compensated with
RC4136 pinout.

11081

11071

TL061

I
,
B

Input bias current (nA max)

0.4

0.2

0.4

V, 0

Input offset voltage (mV max) *

15

10

15

B1

Unity gain bandwidth ( MHz)

SR

Slew rate (Vet s)

3

3

13

13

Vr, Equivalent input noise
voltage (nV/ Vi-rz max)

47

18

'
cc

2.8

2.5

Supply current (mA max)

OUT
PUT

OUT
PUT

'A & Bversions available with 6mV and 3mV respectively tor all three families.

A totally new BIFET op amp series ideally suited for batterypowered and similar applications
requiring a minimum of power
consumption. Now you can get
BIFET de specs and ac specs better than µA741 and MC1458 bipolar op amps at less than one
tenth the power- 0.25 mA max Icc
per amplifier.

You'll find prices as low as 33 cents
each for the TL081 in 100 piece
quantities; 47 cents for the TL071
and TL061. Twelve devices in three
BIFET families offering low cost,
low power, low noise. To learn more
about how these new BIFET devices can serve all of your op amp
requirements, contact
your authorized TI distributor or the leader
in BIFET op amps,
Texas Instruments.

rTexas
- Instruments Incorporated
Inquiry Answering Service
P. O. Box 5012, M/S 308
Dallas, Texas 75222

Please send me a copy of the new BIFET
brochure.

1
3.5

Name

op

amp

Title

Company
Address
City

0.25
L.

State

Zip
Ei

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
©1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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The P400
sexcuses obsolete.
A new product comes
on line and the circuit boards
start piling up. This is when the
excuses begin:
"I can't get near the
computer."
"I need more programmers."
"I just got schematics last
week."

But Teradyne's P400 Automatic Programming System has
changed all that. Used with L100
series test systems, the P400
creates the entire test program

"Programming these
boards is a (deleted)!"

"I need five more
test programmers."

It's adifficult time for atest
engineer because the success of
an important product can hang
in the balance.

"I just got schematics
last week."

Just as important, the P400
spares you all the boring work it
usually takes to deliver new programs. You get typically better
than 95% fault coverage simply
by using the telephone to access
alarge computer containing the
P400 software.

automatically. It gives you all
input patterns, provides all diagnostic data, and resolves all races.
It cuts programming time from
weeks to days. And it does it all
without tying up the computer
on your production tester or increasing your programming staff.
Suddenly, new programs can
be ready on time, even in the
face of the tightest schedules.
And even for the most complex
boards.

The P400 Automatic Programming System.
Now there's no reason for
being late.
And we think that's the way
you want it.

"We'll have those
programs on time.
That's right. On time."
1,

letteüle

183 Essex Street, Boston, Mass. 02111
64
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

U.S. ban on sprays poses threat
Proposed elimination of chlorofluorocarbons used in cleaners
and as chillers for sophisticated gear viewed with alarm

by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager

The proposed Federal ban on chlorofluorocarbons could have anumbing
effect on the electronics industries
unless a suitable substitute is
found— and none is in sight. The
reason: CFCs used as cleaning solvents and chillers are essential to
the production, operation, and maintenance of sophisticated electronic
equipment used in communications,
defense, and aerospace. Strangely,
though, little protest has so far been
heard.
The Food and Drug Administration, Consumer Product Safety
Commission, and Environmental
Protection Agency decided to prohibit CFCS after reports that they
may deplete the earth's ozone layer.
This would increase ultraviolet radiation reaching the earth and lead
to higher incidence of skin cancer,
adverse climate changes, and other
ill effects.
The Environmental Protection
Agency, which supervises solvents
and chillers used by the electronics
industries, is dividing its regulatory
effort into two phases. Phase I
concerns only aerosol propellants.
But Phase Il addresses all other CFC
uses, including their presence as an
active ingredient in such aerosol
products as the solvents and chillers.
In Phase I, manufacture of the
basic chemicals used for the propellants would cease by Oct. 15, 1978,
and the manufacture of aerosols
using propellants would end by Dec.
15, 1978. The firms would be
allowed to sell these products from
inventory until April 15, 1979, and
distributors would be permitted to
sell remaining stock. Phase II deadlines have not yet been proposed.
According to an EPA spokesman in
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POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES TO CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS
Material

Major disadvantages

Carbcn dioxide

inconsistent spray action, higher pressure involved in manufacture
and use, lower purity

Hydrocarbons

extremely flammable, can only be used when equipment is not activated,
inferior spray characteristics

Hydrogenated
fluorocarbons

higher toxicity, corrosive

Sources:

DuPont, Miller- Stephenson Chemical Co., Department of Defense

Washington, D. C., the timetable of
the proposed regulations on nonessential aerosol uses will change only
slightly, if at all, following informal
hearings held last month. What's
more, "only three uses have been
deemed essential" thus far, and "not
many more are expected to be added
to the list. We believe there are
alternatives [ to cFcs] for every other
use," the spokesman continues. EPA
estimates that CFC applications by
the electronics industry are less than
1% of all uses.
Reprieve until Phase H. Of the
three classified as essential, one is of
direct benefit to the electronics
industries, namely, CFC use as a " release agent for plastic molds." Such
aerosols are useful also for epoxy
potting and encapsulating and will
be available to electronic-equipment
manufacturers at least until the
Phase II rules go into effect.
The EPA expects to publish its
final Phase Iregulations this December. Before then, in the first week of
October, it plans to begin public
hearings on Phase II, with regulations tentatively planned for next
June.

The problems created by the rules,
and perhaps even more so by the
proposed timetable, became apparent at last month's public hearing.
Commenting on the impact on the
Department of Defense, George
Marienthal, deputy assistant secretary of defense (environment and
safety), said that the Pentagon has
determined electronic and avionic
cleaning compounds and electronic
diagnostic chilling compounds,
among others, to be "essential to
defense programs."
"We believe that rather immediate elimination of CFC propellants
from some aerosol products will
result in shortages of these
products," said Marienthal. " If suitable alternatives are not identified
and qualified, the shortages could
impair national security and defense
readiness."
Thus the Defense Department is
requesting an extension for several
key categories of CFC. A triservice
program is also testing available
substitute aerosols and seeking to
develop new aerosols for applications
that lack substitutes. What's more,
the program aims to qualify substi-
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tutes, identify sources, and write
procurement specifications.
The problem here, says Edward
Dyckman, materials engineer in the
Defense Industrial Resources Support Office in Alexandria, Va., is
that "the process that culminates in
aspec change will take several years,
or longer than the time EPA's present
schedule will allow." For that very
reason, notes Perry Brunner, CFC
work group coordinator in EPA'S
regulatory group, "we are going to
have to consider giving DOD more
time. But, we don't know whether we
will." That decision will be made
toward the end of this year, he notes,
"just prior to publishing the [ Phase
I] regulations."
While the Phase 1regulations on
propellant uses of CFCs could be
costly and time-consuming, the impact of Phase II is that "it could kill
the electronics industries," says
George Stephenson, president of
Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co. of
Danbury, Conn., amajor supplier of
these specialty aerosols. " Phase Il is
really the discussion of Freon 113
and blends of it," he adds, and if
these are banned, "it will be deadly
for most electronics systems, since
the solvent is so much a part of the
system."
High technology. For example, he
notes, one high- purity aerosol is used
by the 51 NASA satellite stations
throughout the world in maintaining
ground equipment for defense and
weather satellites. It also helps maintain communications satellites and
avionics systems, both military and
commercial. What's more, adds Stephenson, "CFC-based aerosol and
tape- head cleaners are used on
communications systems operated by
the CIA, FBI, the White House and
even the famous computer of the
IRS." If these CFC-based products
were banned today, he adds, "it
would just shut down every military,
communication, data-processing and
transportation system, as well as the
banking and CIA systems," among
others.
The problem is two- pronged: qualifying alternatives to CFCS in time to
meet EPA's proposed phase-out dates,
and the fact that no substitutes are
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PM. Sprays such as these, whose active ingredient and propellant are both CFC, would be
banned under Phase Il of the proposed new EPA regulations controlling the gas.

in sight for many applications. Alternative propellants, including compressed gases, such as carbon dioxide
and nitrogen, and hydrogenated
fluorocarbons and hydrocarbons,
have serious limitations (see table).
Some of these are high dispensing
pressure, toxicity, and flammability,
which is why the Federal Aviation
Administration and International
Air Transport Association will not
allow these propellants to be airfreighted.
"Alternative solvents are not
available that can ;eplace F-113 in
electronic cleaning compounds,"
says the defense support office's
Dyckman, because, for example, it is
compatible with most substrates,
leaves no residue, is noncorrisive, has
low toxicity and is nonflammable,
and has high purity and high chemical stability.
The outlook for finding substitutes
for CFC propellants in time to meet
the Phase I timetable is not very
bright. In fact, it's rather grim. "We
are working on alternatives and may
be able to replace existing chlorofluorocarbon propellants, but it's
rather unlikely that substitute materials will be fully commercially
available by the time the aerosol ban
is effective," says Richard B. Ward,
technical consultant for E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co. of Wilmington,
Del., the major supplier of the basic
CFC materials.
"There's no need to panic yet," he
says. " However, the electronics industries should realize the Federal
Government is going to hold these
hearings and that those in industry
had better tell the Government why
their use of these products is essential, or such uses will be banned or

regulated." Cautions Ward, "The
danger is apathy."
Reaction lacking. The reaction
does appear apathetic. "Iwas disappointed that the Aerospace Industries Association and WEMA said
they weren't interested in the Phase
I hearings," says Edwin Shykind,
director of the Department of Commerce's Environmental Affairs division. Yet he is encouraged that both
the AIA and WEMA say they will
concentrate on the Phase II hearings. Other trade organizations may
also get involved.
When the proposed regulations on
nonaerosol uses of CFCs are issued,
"we're going to organize an effort to
provide an industry input to the EPA
regarding the technical effects of
those proposals," says Ken Hagerty,
WEMA's director of Government affairs. He says WEMA is " most
concerned" about Quik-Freeze, a
Miller-Stephenson aerosol that is
exempt from Phase Ibut subject to
being banned under Phase II. He
say the product is "used extensively
by our industry to locate and test
intermittent electronic components
on boards and assemblies."
Biff Halenbeck, corporate restricted articles manager at HewlettPackard Co. in Palo Alto, Calif., and
head of wEmA's technical task force,
says, " It's hard to get excited about
banning or restricting some of the
propellant uses of chlorofluorocarbons. However, some key aerosol
sprays used by the Government, the
aerospace industry, and manufacturers of state-of-the-art electronics
are essential. Unless Du Pont and
the other chemical companies come
up with alternatives, we will all be in
deep trouble."
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This is what counters
are supposed to be all about.
Model 5740, 7-digit, 100 MHz
Multifunction Counter/Timer.
$295*
Quality you can count on. Data
Precision's Model 5740 is a7-digit,
100 MHz Timer/Counter; asuperb
laboratory quality instrument.
Data Precision built the 5740 to
be exceptionally versatile. It measures frequency, period, period
average, elapsed time and total
events with the kind of accuracy,
sensitivity, and upper frequency
capability generally found only
in higher priced units.
Consider: 10 mV RMS sinewave to 20 MHz. 50 mV RMS at
100 MHz. That's excellent sensitivity in anyone's book. And this

sensitivity is aminimum specification (not atypical) allowing
lock-in measurements from even
extremely weak signals. The 100
MHz bandwidth means the 5740
handles everything from subaudio to VHF. Seven, not six digit
resolution, means 0.1 Hertz resolution at 1MHz, 1part in 10 million in period measurements,
with the decimal point always
automatically correct.
Want even more? A low-cost
optional BCD output provides
printer and/or computer/system
compatibility while providing
counter status timing and control/
signals as well as reading and
decimal-point data.

New Portable, 250 MHz
Frequency Counter
$345.00*
I
. 1
Wore, . 1.111

We have just introduced aminiature portable frequency counter
to give you measurement capability anywhere you need it. Our
Model 585 is afull 8digit, rechargeable battery and line
operated precision instrument.
Data Precision Corporation,
Audubon Road, Wakefield, MA
01880, USA, (617) 246-1600.
TELEX (0650) 949341.

*Price U.S.A.

r
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PRECISION

...years ahead

Visit us during Wascon, Booth Numbers 1554, 1556, 1558

Only one 100 MHz portable
STORES
a100 MHz single-shot waveform
Almost storing isn't enough. If you
want to capture and retain glitches in
a data system, pulsed rf sinewaves
in a radar system, or any other nonrepetitive phenomena at 100 MHz,
you need ascope that stores pulses
at very fast speeds. That's atough
job for all portable storage scopes
except the TEKTRONIX 466.
With 3000 div/gs ( 1350 cm/gs) stored
writing rate, the 466 is the only 100
MHz portable that stores pulses at its
full bandwidth and deflection. And
this makes it avaluable test instrument to carry in the field.

In either mode, aSAVE feature will
retain the signal for extended periods
of time.
To add even more speed and accuracy to storage measurements
made with the 466, the DM44 with a
built-in digital multimeter is now
available as afactory- installed option.
The DM44 also adds differential time
measurement capabilities to the 466.
Take the lab- type performance of the
466 into the field for on- site testing.
It weighs less than 30 pounds. And
when line power isn't available or
when you want to isolate the 466 from

The 466 is not only fast, it's versatile.
To study fast- rise, high-speed or
single- shot waveforms, use the fastmesh transfer mode. Or if you need
to study sharp, non-flickering displays
of slow- moving or low- rep- rate signals, use variable persistence storage.
11.11.84

—

A 100 MHz single-shot
waveform before there was
a portable that could
store at its full
100 MHz
bandwidth.

For Demonstration circle 68 on Reader Service Card

88888

•

noisy or intermittent power sources,
use the snap- on 1106 Dc Battery Pack.
(Option 07 required.)
For more information or a demonstration of the 466, contact a Tektronix
Field Engineer near you. Or write
Tektronix. Inc., P.O. Box 500,
Beaverton, OR 97007.
In Europe write Tektronix Limited,
P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands.

Tektronix
MRS II._
•

A 100 MHz single-shot
waveform captured with
the TEKTRONIX 466
Portable Storage
Oscilloscope.

For Technical Data circle 69 on Reader Service Card
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Electronics abroad

Business still centers on TV
World's biggest entertainment electronics exhibition underlines
importance of color television sales to Western Europe
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

West Berlin has moved into the limelight again. This time, however, the
reason is not East-West politics but
the world's biggest entertainment
electronics event as the city plays
host to Germany's biennial, 10- day
International Radio and Television
Exhibition.
Gathered at West Berlin's flowered fairgrounds are some 400 exhibitors from 26 countries in Europe,
Asia, and the Americas who will be
showing everything from simple
headsets to elaborate television receivers. And when the blare of hi-fi
equipment is silenced and the glow
from the iv sets extinguished on
Sept. 4, some 600,000 persons will
have visited the show.
At the exhibition, and for radio
and TV retailers in Western Europe,
color TV is the big item.
For the short term, market watchers at Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken,
the continent's leading consumer
hardware producer, see Western Europe's color set sales climbing by
better than 5% this year over the
1976 level. That should bring the
total number of sets delivered to
about 8.4 million.
In West Germany, Europe's biggest market, color TV sales this year
should be about the same as the
average for Western Europe. The
reason the country is not doing
better is its high color- set density
compared with that of most other
European nation— more than 50% of
West German households have color.
Grundig AG, the country's top Tv- set

maker, sees the number of color
without basis," concludes aGrundig
receivers sold domestically this year
market study. "Though the rates of
rising by about 6%. Portables alone
consumption won't reach those of
will shoot up by aspectacular 33%.
the early 1970s, the demand for
For British set makers, the cloudy color will continue to grow at a
color market appears to be brightensteady pace," the German firm says.
ing. "There are signs that it's beginGrundig backs up its contention
ning to pick up again," observes a by pointing to the Continent's still
spokesman from GEC Radio and TV.
relatively low market saturation levIf the short-term outlook for el. Last year, it was about 31% for
Western Europe is not bad, neither
Western Europe as awhole and 34%
are the prospects for the long term.
for the nine Common Market coun"The skepticism occasionally voiced tries. By 1980, the respective figures
over color TV sales prospects in West will be 51% and 54%.
Germany and elsewhere in Europe is
In France, as in many other Euro-

Game player. This grundig television receiver, which is being shown at the Berlin
exhibition, has a cassette for a video game
inserted into the side of its chassis.
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Now there are 3
circuitry configurations!

GraghiII
Rocker DIP
Switches SPST, SPOT, DPDT
All with exclusive spring
loaded, sliding ball contact
system...life rated at
50,000 operations.
• Positive wiping action and immunity
to normal shock and vibration
•SPST in 9sizes, from 2to 10 rockers;
SPDT and DPDT in 1, 2,3, and 4rocker
versions
• Double throw versions provide
simpler, more positive actuation than
bridging rockers, satisfy logic 0' and
logic ' 1' input requirements with a
single rocker.
Now Grayhill's DOUBLE- DIP" Rocker
DIP Switch ( DPDT) joins the DIP-C"
(SPDT) and the plain vanilla SPST, in the
industry's most comprehensive line for
cost-effective on- board switching.
Grayhill's Series 76 Rocker DIP
Switches offer the important advantages
of IC compatibility, compact highdensity design, and ease of mounting by
direct wave soldering or insertion into
standard DIP sockets. Positive positioning through the exclusive springloaded sliding ball contact system
provides immunity to shock and
vibration and life with 50,000 operations.
Detailed specifications and pricing are
available from Grayhill, 561 Hillgrove, La Grange, Illinois 60525 or
phone ( 312) 354-1040
for your free
Rocker DIP family
stmt.
literature packet.
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traditional function: it is taking on
the role of a " terminal" in the dataprocessing sense of the word.
pean countries, the most notable
This trend is underscored not only
change in the TV market between by TV games and tape-recorded
now and 1980 will be the decline in programs on the screen. A much
t.he rate of purchases by first-time bigger step toward the terminal
users. In 1970, first-time buyers function are the two Britishpurchased nearly 800,000 sets, while pioneered services: Teletext and
in 1980 there will be amere 268,000, Viewdata, both being demonstrated
according to aFrench market study. to a mass audience in Germany for
This means a drop of 66% in a the first time.
market that will expand 58% by
With Teletext, already a regular
replacement and second-set sales.
part of British broadcasting, digital
While annual growth rates of signals sent out by aTV station ride
color Tv sales are tapering off, piggyback on the analog TV signal
another market for abig- ticket item and put alphanumeric information
is shaping up— that for video cas- on an encoder- equipped Tv receiver.
sette recorders. Boosting the market Viewers can request up to 100
are recorders holding more than two "pages" of information. Viewdata, in
hours' worth of color programs.
premarket trials in Britain, connects
At the Berlin show, Philips is a decoder-equipped TV set through
introducing its N1700 cassette unit, the regular telephone network to a
a 130- minute color recorder that is remote data bank. By way of an
programmable for turn-on and turn- alphanumeric keyboard the viewer
off up to four days in advance. can carry on a dialog with the
Already on the market is Grundig data bank and tap avirtually unlimwith its VCR4000, also a 130- ited number of pages of information.
minute unit that is compatible with The West German post office, which
the Philips system.
is demonstrating the service at the
As for domestic sales, Grundig Berlin show, may introduce it on a
predicts that by 1982 a little more broad scale during the 1980s. Field
than 9% of West German color TV- trials with some 2,000 viewers will
set Owners will have a video recordbe held within afew years.
er. That works out to about 1.6
Television is changing in still
million units within the next five other ways. At the Berlin show,
years. Not until 1990 will a satura- there are at least three German set
tion level of 35% be reached.
makers — AEG-Telefunken, Saba
But European producers will not
Werke GmbH, and Grundig—with
have the recorder and color Tv color receivers into whose regular
markets all to themselves. " The picture is inserted asmall black-andJapanese, in an effort to offset white picture coming from another
declining sales in the U. S., are station ( see p. 102).
certain to increase their activities in
France's Tv producer, Thomson
Europe," says a spokesman for a CSF, has brought to Berlin television
German producer. In Britain, much sets with a so-called semimodular
of the increase in color Tv sales so approach. This allows easy repair
far this year has already been eaten and means that sets can be easily
up by Japanese and other Far and cheaply modified to comply with
Eastern producers. As if to underline receiver standards in any country.
their intention to launch a new
Britain's GEC Radio and iv is
attack on Europe, Japanese compa- showing two new color sets, both
nies are showing up in Berlin in full employing the Philips- pioneered 20
force- 68 of them.
AX picture tube. Also on display is a
What's ahead. More perhaps than
12-channel, 26- inch set featuring
its predecessors, this year's radio and ultrasonic remote control, an onTV exhibition is a show of innovascreen clock display using National
tions and avantage point from which Semiconductor Corp. chips, and a
to spot new trends in entertainment Teletext decoder from Texas Instruelectronics. One development showments Inc. The company also has a
goers are discerning this year is that
Viewdata set based on discrete
the TV set is no longer confined to its
circuits.
El
New products
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Introducing
Robert Bosch
Mini-Giants
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30- amp relays with aquarter-million cycles: smallest for the price
We invite you to compare the
high technology advantages of
Bosch Mini-Giants to the relays
you're now using. We're confident
you'll find Mini- Giants hard to
beat on all the important criteria.
Versatility. Bosch has engineered the Mini-Giants to be at
home in any 12- or 24-volt application— remote controls, generators,
automotive systems, construction
machinery, marine applications,
agricultural equipment. hospitals,
storage systems and more.
The same Mini-Giant that can
switch the low current of an alarm
can also control the high 30-amp
load of aheating system.
Size. Bosch technologists
have designed a PC board type
relay that is 1" x .8" x .7" or just
over half (. 56) a cubic inch. The
plug-in type ( not including the plug
prongs) is 1"x 1" x .87 still less than
acubic inch.

Capacity. Bosch plug-in MiniGiants cover the entire power
range up to 30 amps, with apeak
current capacity of 60 amps. Even
the standard 15-amp PC type is
available in a 30-amp version on
special order.
With one group of relays covering such arange of applications,
you can cut down substantially on
part numbers and simplify your
stocking operations.
Reliability. All Mini-Giants
are good for aminimum of 250,000
cycles at the rated current. This
compares with 100,000 cycles in
many comparable relays from
other manufacturers.
And Bosch uses the finest
materials for long life ( at least 10
million cycles at no load). For example, we build the leaf springs of
our plug-in relays from high-grade
silver and bronze.
Cost. Bosch Mini-Giants give
you all these benefits combined at

asurprisingly low price. You really
should compare.
For more information. Fill out
the coupon below and we will contact you to discuss your specific
needs and answer your questions.
Or call ( 312) 865-5200 and ask
about relays. Either way, do it now.
Robert Bosch Corporation,
Department 0/ESL
2800 South 25th Avenue,
Broadview, Illinois 60153
Name
Address
City,State.ZIP
Telephone
E/9/77
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Companies

Motorola speeds its comeback
Year after arrival of Stein from TI, reorganized IC division
reports increased bookings and backlog and anew outlook
by Larry Waller, Los Angeles bureau manager

When Alfred J. Stein took over
Motorola Inc.'s troubled Integrated
Circuit division in July 1976, he did
not lack challenge, to put it mildly.
The object of a life-or- death search,
Stein came from Texas Instruments
Inc., where he won his spurs by
straightening out floundering semiconductor operations.
At Motorola, he faced persistent
problems that dogged the No. 2
U. S. semiconductor firm even in
good times. Generally, the problems
grew out of weak divisional management, stretching back almost 10
years, that led to ruinous stop-andgo uncertainties in product planning
and to vacillating marketing tactics.
While Motorola chairman Robert
W. Galvin confessed to these [
Electronics, Nov. 13, 1975, p. 96] and the
new Semiconductor Group boss John
R. Welty and his assistant Robert
Heikes cleaned up the organization
somewhat, a hard-nosed semiconductor process specialist and manager obviously was needed to take
over.
Stein was tagged as that person.
He now presides over a sprawling
complex, with operations divided
between the Phoenix area and Austin, Texas. Austin is the metal-oxidesemiconductor specialist, divided
into three units: complementary
mos, microprocessors and logic, and
memory. In Arizona are bipolar and
microcomputer systems, including
software and support.
A year after Stein's arrival, there
are undeniable signs of a major
comeback for the once- shaky semiconductor operation, signs that were
there even before Motorola's recent
success on the automotive front
[Electronics, Aug. 18, p. 42]. The
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corporate parent reported semiconductor bookings rose 14% for the
first six months of 1977, with a
backlog of 21%.
So the question is: what did Stein
do to turn things around so speedily?
"One of the first things changed
was putting in true profit- loss product centers," he begins. Here, he did
away with a practice that gave
responsibility for manufacturing to a
separate group staff, not under the
control of product- line managers.
At the same time, he beefed up
marketing for each product line,
tieing it closely to group marketers— again, something new. Right
away, this combination of line
responsibility and better coordination of market planning enabled
each manager to get a better grip
and set specific sales goals that could
be checked and altered monthly.
Simple as 1-2-3. Alfred J. Stein has overIn manufacturing, where yield seen major reorganization of Motorola's
shortfalls especially kept the Austin semiconductor operations since July 1976.

Parts of the picture
In its comeback, Motorola is banking heavily on these major products:
• MC6801—the contemplated 8- bit one-chip heavyweight of the 6800
family: 64 bytes of random-access memory, 1kiloword of read-only memory,
plus clock and 30 ports of input/output. Second quarter, 1978.
• MC6802 — introduced in June, a RAM — I/0 chip with 128 words of
memory and clock combined with the MC6846, a 2,048- bit ROM,
programmable timer, and I/O.
• MC3870 — The Mostek Corp. one-chip F8, with 2 kilobits of RAM, 64
bytes of ROM, I/O timer. Samples in October.
• MC6809 — An enhanced three-chip 6800, with many memory and
peripheral options, including a cathode-ray tube and floppy- disk controllers.
Third quarter, 1978.
• MCM4027 — 4,096-bit dynamic Intel Corp. RAM. Released in June.
• MCM6614 — 4-k static RAM. In production.
• MCM2708 — 8,192-bit electrically programmable ROM from Intel, but
with improved data retention under high temperature. In production.
• MCM6616 — Motorola's proprietary 16,384- bit dynamic memory hope.
Scheduled for fourth quarter this year.
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California Improved*

Octal Latches
and Registers

The 20 pin Octal Interface Family
TYPE

California Improved'

Monolithic Memories introduces

SN54/74S373

the first two members of agrowing family of
20 pin Octal Microprocessor Interface devices.

Now you can get Octal Latches and
Registers from the World Leader in LSI
Bipolar memory. Our years of experience
in producing LSI Bipolar memories are
your guarantee of high quality devices,
on time deliveries and competitive
pricing.
As the preferred second source, we give
you everything that T.I. does, but it
doesn't stop there.
Check the chart and see the improvements we've made. Look at all of our
options. See if we shouldn't be your
first choice for Octal Interface.
For more information phone, TWX or write.
Europe

United States

Monolithic Memories, GmbH
Mauerkircherstr. 4
8000 Munich 80
West Germany
Tel: ( 089) 982601, 02, 03, 04
Telex: ( 841) 524385

Monolithic Memories, Inc.
1165 East Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: ( 408) 739-3535
TWX: 910-339-9229

PART NUMBER

s

LATCH

32 mA 1
0,

57/67S373

INVERTING OUTPUTS
INVERTING OUTPUTS AND 32 mA l
o,

57/67S380
57/67S382
SN54/74S374

REGISTER

32 mA I
o,

57/67S374

INVERTING OUTPUTS
INVERTING OUTPUTS AND 32 mA l
a

57/67S376
57/67S378

mè
NILe,e,
•‘‘" n
See'

We deliver more
Octal Interface
than anybody
except TI.

te- t,
,10P,
eete

laraMik

Far East
MMI Japan KK
Parkside-Flat Bldg.
4-2-2, Sendagaya Shibuya-Ku
Tokyo 151, Japan
Tel: ( 3) 403-9061
Telex: ( 781) 26364
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AO STEREOSTAR
Microscope. It has
everything from
A to Zoom.
ALL ESSENTIAL FEATURES FOR AN
OUTSTANDING INDUSTRIAL MICROSCOPE
Auxliary Lenses: . 5x, 2x
Body Rotation: 360c
Eyepieces: 10x, 15x, 25x
Field Size Range ( inches): . 13-2.25
Magnification: Standard 7-30x; Range 3.5-150x
UL listed Illuminator
Working Distance: Standard, 4.0 inches; Range, 1.4-5.7 inches
Zoom Range: . 7-3x; Zoom Control: Dual Side Mounted; Zoom
Ratio: 4.3-1
These are all features you want and need for eff cient assembly or inspec:ion of microcomponents. The AO STEREOSTAR ZOOM Microscope was
specifically designed for production -line applications. It's easy to use, with
lenty of working distance plus coupled zoom control conveniently located on both sides. And traditional AO quality optics give very high resolution for crisp, sharp images. Send for adetailed brochure. American Optical, Scientific Instrument Division, Buffalo, NY 14245.

American
Optical
74
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mos center from getting up to speed,
Stein focused on continuing basic
process improvements. A key new
face, James Fiebiger, brought from
ii to run Austin, served to spark a
new attitude there.
To plug short-term gaps identified
in his microprocessor lineup, Stein
quickly went outside to snag secondsourcing rights for the Mostek 3870,
convinced it is destined to be the
dominant onechip device in the
business. Before the end of this year,
parts will be rolling off Austin mos
lines. Concurrently, he got rights to
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp.'s transistor- transistor- logic
line, which he insisted Motorola
must have to round out its hardware
offerings.
For the long run, Stein and his key
planning aide, William Howard,
director of strategic operations, have
concluded Motorola has to fill out its
own 6800 processor line. The company is pushing ahead with the onechip 6801, twochip 6802-6846, and
expandable multidevice 6809.
The company is pinning its memory hopes on the 16,384-bit dynamic
6616 model, which "has the highest
priority in Austin. If we get it in the
next quarter, then we'll be okay,"
says Stein. Planners continue to mull
over the question of plunging in fully
with bipolar memories for computer
customers. Motorola already has the
emitter-coupledlogic 1046 memory,
and will test the water for chargecoupled devices, under cross-license
from Fairchild, this year.
With the dust settling from activity of the past year, the division's
future looks bright from the inside.
An outside opinion comes from Sal
Accardo, long-time Motorola follower on Wall Street who is vice
president of Kidder Peabody and Co.
"Motorola management evidently
has allowed Stein to do what he had
to do, tightening up and instilling
more discipline."
"But the critical test will come
with an economic downturn," he
warns. Such dips hurt Motorola
worse than its competitors: losses in
the 1974 — 75 recession alone hit
nearly $ 30 million, Accardo estimates.
0
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Probing the news

Military

Microprocessors to get mil specs
Air Force data will be ready by year's end for three 4-bit
devices—AMD's 2901A, Intel's 8080A, and Motorola's 6800
by Ray Connolly, Senior Editor

The first military specifications for
Air Force microprocessors are set to
emerge from the Defense Electronics
Supply Center no later than the end
of this year. They could come
earlier, says the supply center's C.
Robert Jackson, if the Rome Air
Development Center in New York,
which has final responsibility, completes the complex paper work
sooner. Then the supply center
expects to accelerate its program,
approving specs for four devices each
year.
Under consideration are three
first- generation devices, all selling
well in the commercial marketplace.
They include two 8- bit, n-channel
metal- oxide- semiconductor devices— the 8080A developed by Intel
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., and the
6800 from Motorola Semiconductor
Products Group of Phoenix— and
the 2901A 4- bit bipolar slice developed by Advanced Micro Devices of
Sunnyvale, Calif.
All three microprocessors will be
covered under the military's general
specification for microcircuits, MILM- 38510, and will bear that nomenclature plus three digits and Air
Force identification. Thus Motorola's 6800 will become the MIL- M38510/400 ( USAF). Similarly, the
8080A will be relabeled the /420
(USAF), while the 2901A becomes
the /440 ( USAF).
Costs. The costs of mil-spec-qualified microprocessors are expected to
be significantly higher than those of
their commercial counterparts as a
result of the battery of tests, including burn- in, proposed under MILSTD- 883, the long-time standard
covering test methods and procedures. Also contributing will be the
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proposed requirement for devices to
operate in the standard mil- spec
range of — 55°C to + 125°C— a
sharp increase from the 0°C to 70°C
of the commercial marketplace.
Less certain than the cost increases is how many manufacturers
will bother responding later to military requests for quotes. As one
manufacturer's man put it, " As long
as private orders keep industry busy,
any RFQ for just a few hundred
pieces— even a few thousand — is
going to be ignored."
Still to be heard from is the industry's own standards organization, the
Joint Electron Device Engineering
Council. JEDEC, jointly sponsored by
the Electronic Industries Association
and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, formed its JC43 committee on microprocessors
early this summer. The committee
addressed the standards issue at an
Aug. 22 meeting at Sunnyvale,
Calif. [
Electronics, Aug. 18, p. 59].
JEDEC staff member Jack Hessman
says the council expects to respond
to the proposed mil specs. The utility

of an industry response to the supply
center is still uncertain: the microprocessor industry's explosive growth
almost defies any single group to
keep up with it. Also, the JC-43
committee is too recently formed to
have made any decisions.
The customers who install microprocessors in their own systems
appear to hold the key to both military and industrial standardization
problems, contends JC-43 chairman
Gordon Smith of Rockwell International Corp. Smith and his panel
colleagues agree that there is ample
room for standardization but want
more user guidance to help them
determine how far they can go.
The new JEDEC committee expects
that reviewing mil-spec proposals
will become one of its important
tasks. But, like the supply center and
the Rome development center, it is
proceeding cautiously until it gets
more user help in what Smith calls a
sticky area produced by a proliferation of microprocessor architectures
for 4- bit, 8- bit, and 16- bit mos and
bit-slice devices.

The Army- Navy game
Making difficult the military's development of microprocessor specifications
is what one observer in the Directorate of Defense Research and Engineering
calls "the historical problem of each service playing its own game." The
Army has no microprocessor standardization effort at all, he points out, while
the Navy has a program for qualifying software under way at the Naval
Avionics Facility at Indianapolis as part of its standard electronic modules
program. That leaves the Defense Electronics Supply Center working only to
Air Force needs. "The obvious consequence of all this is that the government
is making its own problems more difficult with a proliferation of specs that
are going to require smaller quantity buys at higher prices," concludes the
observer.
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R6500: the third generation
microprocessor system
Now you can move up to the proven 2MHz
performance of an NMOS 8- bit microprocessor, the R6500 from Rockwell.
Third-generation R6500 architecture
and instructions with 13 powerful addressing
modes make it easier for you to design
more functions in, more cost out. And the
R6500 is design-compatible with systems
you may now be using.

R6500 economics are on your side
Smaller R6500 chips and single 5V power
supply keep costs down as performance
goes up. To get the right fit, choose from
10 software-compatible CPUs, eight versatile I/0s, ROMs, RAMs, and memoryI/O-timer circuits.

Rockwell adds solid development
support
For fast and efficient system design,
Rockwell offers SYSTEM 65— one of the
smartest and lowest-cost disk-operating,
complete development systems available.
It's equipped with two mini-floppies, resident two- pass assembler, text editor and
monitor/debug package.
KIM- 1, TIM, timeshare, complete documentation, plus extensive applications
engineering are also available.

Rockwell is delivering in
volume now

R6500 DIP circuits are already being produced in quantity with Rockwell's N-channel, silicon- gate, depletion load process. All
of the initial family of 18 different chips will

be in volume production by the 4th quarter
of 1977.
And new chips are in design. The first,
now in prototype production, is afullystatic 32K ROM.

A Rockwell one- day seminar can
get you started
Plan now to attend afree, one-day seminar
at acity near you. You'll see the SYSTEM 65
in operation and get all the information you
need to start designing the R6500 into
your application.
CITY
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Philadelphia
Washington D.C.
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10/19
10/20

For your reservation or R6500 brochure,
send the coupon below or write: D-727-F,
Marketing Services, Microelectronic
Devices, Rockwell International, P.O. Box
3669, Anaheim, CA 92803, U.S.A. or
phone ( 714) 632-3729.
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Rockwell International
..where science gets down to business

Plan to attend a1hour R6500 briefing at WESCON.
Offered daily at 9:00, 11:00, 2:00, 4:00, San Francisco
Civic Auditorium, Room 303.
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card- edge connectors in sizes
for 20 to 50 conductors.
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terminating flat cable and
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I/O interconnections between
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Plus off- the- shelf availability
from experienced distributors,
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experience of the people
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mass terminations.
For more information
on Scotchflex products
call 612-733-3350
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Scotchflex socket connectors
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connections or rack and
panel applications.
"Scotchflex" is a registered trademark of 3M Co.
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Technical articles

Data
converters
latch onto
microprocessors
by Lucinda Mattera,

Components Editor

The rapid rise of the microprocessor has thrown
components for analog data conversion into a turbulent
state of change. Indeed, with an ever-increasing number
of functions being crammed into an ever-diminishing
space, they are no longer components in the traditional
sense so much as miniature systems. No matter what the
technology, though— monolithic chip, hybrid circuit,
module, or board— the goal is devices that interface as
easily as possible with microprocessors through appropriate lines of communication for addressing, data transfer, and control.
Everything is happening so fast that many designers
are becoming confused by the different devices with
which the different manufacturers are deluging the
market, as well as by the terminology whirling around
them. Most engineers realize what adata converter does.
Their confusion begins as soon as it does more.

bus-compatible latches for storing data and to come in
configurations that make them easier to put under
microprocessor control, thus simplifying the software.
(See " How converters interface with microprocessors,"
p. 84.) Such converters are called microprocessor.
compatible or microprocessor-oriented devices.
To handle more than just asingle channel of data, as
is often necessary in an application involving amicroprocessor, more circuitry is needed. The component now
begins to resemble asystem and to relate to the microprocessor as aperipheral. Such adevice is coming to be
known as a microperipheral or, more specifically, an
analog input/output system— an input system if it
converts analog data to digital, an output system if it
does the opposite.
An analog input system is nothing more than an
analog data-acquisition system, but one that is microprocessor-compatible. It is generally made up of: an analog
Unscrambling the terminology
multiplexer, an a-dconverter, address decoding logic for
In effect, a data converter is an interface device, channel and device selection, control logic, timing
linking the analog and digital worlds. Any analog- to- circuitry, and buffered latches at the output for storing
digital converter, as well as any digital- to-analog
the converted data. There may also be a sample-andconverter, may in principle be interfaced to amicroprohold circuit between the multiplexer and the converter
cessor if it does not matter how much hardware or and perhaps even an instrumentation amplifier to permit
software is used. But to make things more convenient for some signal conditioning.
their users, many converters are beginning to include
An analog output system also can handle two or more
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Analog I/O on the move. Anywhere from 30% to 40% of all microprocessor
applications will require an interface to the real world of analog data. So manufacturers of analog data-conversion products, whether monolithic chips, hybrid
circuits, modular devices, or analog boards, are fast making their devices directly
microprocessor-compatible. For example, Signetics is making the first selfcontained monolithic 8- bit digital-to-analog converter ( bottom left) to be microprocessor-compatible. Meanwhile, Burr- Brown has put the first complete 8- bit analog
input/output systems ( below) in IC-compatible packages. For the first time, Datel
has squeezed an entire microprocessor-compatible 12- bit data-acquisition system
(far right, center) into an IC- like package. And Micro Networks will shortly have an
8- bit buffered a-d converter ( bottom right corner) that can be programmed over a
wide range of inputs. Boards carry the full interface, so they are dedicated to a
single microcomputer and slip right into the same card cage, as shown for Datel's
units ( top center). Boards may provide both input and output analog channels,
only input channels, like the Burr- Brown unit ( bottom center), or only output
channels, like those from Data Translation ( top right corner).
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How converters interface with microprocessors
A converter interfaces with amicrocomputer like any other
peripheral and computer— through a multifaceted interconnection involving both hardware and software. In the
case of the converter, the interface deals with three kinds
of signals: control, address, and data. All three types of
signals are needed to: select the channel to be converted
in multichannel systems, initiate the conversion and determine when it is complete, and transfer the data.
Data transfer involves digital signals, but those of the
converter must be compatible with those of the microprocessor's data bus. To save gates, all microprocessors
have a three-state data bus so that, besides the normal
logic low and logic high, the bus has a high-impedance
state that looks like an open circuit, permitting a number
of channels to share it. For the most efficient operation,
therefore, the converter should provide compatible threestate logic for transferring data directly to this bus or
accepting data directly from it.
In addition, the data bus may be made up to 4, 8, or 16
binary bits. If the bus word is wider than the converter
word, the most significant bits of the bus may simply be
ignored. But if the converter word is wider than the bus,
the digital data must in effect be multiplexed between
converter and microprocessor. This sort of scheme usually
requires not only latches for data storage, but also more
than one microprocessor cycle, as well as provision for
sequencing the operation.
Addressing is merely the process by which the microprocessor selects the converter alone in a single-channel
application or the analog channel to be converted in
multichannel applications. Typically, amicroprocessor has
a 16-bit address bus, making over 65,000 unique address
codes available. Once the microprocessor has selected
the converter by addressing it, the converter must respond
by putting data on or taking data off the data bus.
Control signals are the read or write commands from the
microprocessor. They indicate whether the addressed
location is to accept data or supply it, and they also can
verify the validity of the address code and sometimes even
the data-bus code.
Besides the various signals required to make the interface, there are different ways to handle data transfer. The

two techniques most widely used for converters are
accumulator input/output and memory-mapped I/O, with
direct memory access running third.
In the first method, data is transferred between the
accumulator register of the microprocessor and a register
associated with the converter. The technique requires
special I/O instructions, although address decoding is
easy because separate control signals keep all I/O
addresses isolated from memory addresses.
In contrast, a memory-mapped converter looks like just
another memory location to the microprocessor. This
method keeps programming simple and makes for applications flexibility, since no special I/O instructions are
needed, and only memory- reference instructions are
required to access data. So despite the fact that full 16-bit
addresses may need to be decoded, many of the new
microprocessor-compatible converter products are memory-mapped devices.
The third technique for data transfer, direct memory
access, is best reserved for high-speed applications. It
requires aseparate controller that steals part or all of the
microprocessor cycle, controlling the bus and transferring
data directly to memory. A lot of extra hardware may be
involved, so in general the method is further restricted to
applications involving large amounts of data.
This data, control, and status information may be
exchanged between the microcomputer and its peripherals in several ways: interrupts, polled I/O, or direct
memory access. With the last of these, the I/O device
takes over and controls the information transfer entirely. In
polled I/O, the microprocessor both initiates and controls
the transfer by interrogating each peripheral with an I/O
instruction.
With interrupts, the peripheral initiates the transfer, but
the microprocessor retains control of it. Interrupts may be
vectored or nonvectored. For a nonvectored type, the
microprocessor steps and then polls all peripherals to find
the one that caused the interruption and needs servicing.
With a vectored interrupt, on the other hand, the interrupting peripheral sends out the address of its service
routine, so the microprocessor need not poll all other
peripherals.

channels, but it tends to use a full d-aconverter for each
channel of output. A two-channel system has two d- a

sor-compatible, so they usually require three-state
buffers to talk to the microprocessor data bus, as well as

converters, and so on. Other elements are input datastorage latches, plus logic for address decoding and
perhaps control, and possibly even output buffers for
driving loads directly.

one or more so-called interface chips to get the appropriate address and control signals. But some notable
exceptions to this rule already exist, and many of the
coming generation of devices will be microprocessorcompatible. That said, the differences between the
component technologies are mainly in performance and

Differentiating the technologies
Even with the terminology sorted out, the user still
runs into confusion over various components technologies because of the heavy competition among them for
his attention (see " Analog 1/0: a budding business,"
p. 86). For a similar circuit function, he may choose
from monolithic chips, hybrid circuits, modular devices,
and even complete analog boards. But once the differences between them are known, he should find the choice
fairly straightforward.
At present, most conversion products— whether monolithic, hybrid, or modular— are not directly microproces-
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degree of functional complexity.
Monolithic devices are low-cost general-purpose units
and have the greatest applications flexibility. By the
same token, they also require the most know-how on the
part of the user.
In da converters, chips tend to serve 8bit applications, although some 10bit parts and a couple of 12- bit
parts are available. Most of these units are currentoutput devices, fast to moderate in speed and with
settling times ranging from under 100 nanoseconds to
400 ns or so. However, only a sprinkling of devices
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1. Choice of output channels. Current-output 8- bit digital-to-analog converter from Advanced Micro Devices has atwo-channel multiplexer
at its output, so that the user may select different output ranges or loads. The bipolar chip settles in less than 150 nanoseconds.

include avoltage reference and still fewer provide both a
reference and an output amplifier— though this situation
is changing. Prices currently range around $ 8to $ 20.
As for a-dconverters, nearly all the single-chip successive-approximation type need one or more external
components, such as a voltage reference, acomparator,
and/or a clock. Most are 8- bit devices, the rest are 10
bits, and none reach 12 bits. Their conversion times
range from fast to moderate, anywhere from about 20 to
40 microseconds, and prices run from $ 10 or so to $ 30.
In contrast, single-chip integrating a-d converters are
pretty much self-contained, usually requiring only afew
external passive components and sometimes a reference
or aclock. They are primarily intended for instrumentation applications, so accuracy is fairly high and so is
resolution- 10 to 13 bits. Speed is another matter;
conversion times are slow to very slow, taking from tens
of milliseconds to several hundred milliseconds, although
some of the chips include automatic zero correction and
full-scale calibration in their conversion cycle. As arule,
prices are low, ranging from about $ 7to $ 25.
For high resolution at high accuracy, the a-dconverter
of either kind often comes as two or three parts, with its
analog and digital circuitry on separate chips. By and
large, the successive-approximation units are three-chip
sets having a resolution of 8 or 10 bits and moderate
speed. In contrast, two-chip integrating converters
produce 11 to 16 bits and are slow, taking from 20 ms to
over 10 times as long. Considering their high performance, prices for these integrating sets are very reason-
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able, mostly around $ 10 to $ 25 in small quantities.
In general, hybrids offer the user both higher performance and greater functional complexity than a single
chip, and they give him it in a single tc-compatible
package. Most of the converters are complete, requiring
no external components, so they are easier to use than
monolithics but do not have quite the flexibility, and
they cost more.
Hybrids for convenience
Resolutions for hybrid d-aconverters range from 6to
16 bits. Settling time can be as fast as 0.5 its for an 8- bit
part or 100 its for a 16- bit part. Price depends on
performance, so the range is wide, from about $ 20 to
$150 or more.
Hybrid a-d converters are largely successive-approximation devices, although some 16-bit integrating types
are available. For successive-approximation parts, resolutions mostly span 8to 12 bits, with conversion times of
under 1its to about 50 its. Again, cost is sensitive to
performance, and price ranges from around the $40
region to under $ 300.
Furthermore, some of the newer hybrid devices are a
complete system in the guise of asingle plug-in component. They may perform all the multiple functions of
data acquisition and signal conditioning for several channels of input, or they may be entire multichannel analog
data output systems. Prices for these system- like devices
are high— approximately $ 100 for 8- bit units and several
hundred dollars for 12- bit units. But designing with
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Analog I/O: abudding business
The best available guess is that at least one in three
microprocessor applications will require an analog interface, to handle the 80% of analog measurements that will
run into acomputer— almost invariably amicrocomputer.
So the growth of the analog input/output market clearly
depends on how quickly the microprocessor comes into
its own. This year it probably totals around $50 million, but
experts hesitate to make predictions even for next year.
Manufacturers of the analog I/O components roughly
divide the market into three major categories: industrial,
instrumentation, and commercial. Industrial, of course,
encompasses all types of process control, where hopes
for growth are highest. Instrumentation is also a broad
area, covering test equipment, medical electronics, envi-

them is easy, and many of the latest parts are directly
compatible with most of the popular microprocessors.
At the component level, modules are the ultimate in
performance, combining high resolution and high speed,
often with a high degree of functional complexity. But
unlike monolithics and hybrids, they take up a lot of
board space and are fairly expensive. Still, they do offer
the user high performance in a convenient low- profile
printed- circuit-compatible package having a seated
height of 0.4 inch or so. Dimensions for width and length
vary from Iby 1.5 in. on up to about 4.5 by 6 in. As
might be expected, converter modules are almost always
completely sel f
contai ned.
Modules for high performance
Modular d-aconverters are available as both currentoutput and voltage-output devices in resolutions of 6 to
18 bits. Settling times range from 2 to 750 ns for
current-output units and from 5 to 250 ets for voltage
types. Price depends on performance, of course, and
varies from $ 12 to $ 1,000 or more.
A-dconverter modules come in successive- approximation, integrating, and even high-speed parallel versions,
with resolutions of 4to 16 bits. Conversion times run the
gamut with: ultrafast video- like speeds of 40 to 100 ns
for parallel types at 4 to 8 bits; superfast to moderate
speeds of 1to 400 ¡is for 6-to- 16-bit successive-approximation devices; and moderate to slow 300-as to 250- ms
speeds for integrating units at 8 to 14 bits. Prices, too,
vary widely, from about $ 30 for a6- bit unit to more than
$1,000 for a I6- bit part.
As for packing the multichannel function of an entire
data-acquisition system in a single plug-in package,
modules were the first components to do so, easily antedating hybrids. These units are mostly 12- bit systems,
less often 8- and 10- bit parts. Their input capacity is
either 8or 16 channels, and their throughput rates are
very fast— ranging from 25 to 125 kilohertz. Depending
on resolution and speed, they sell for about $ 200 to $ 750.
A few arc even directly microprocessor-compatible.
The next rung up the ladder brings the user to analog
boards, which are compatible with the single- board
microcomputers now gaining wide market acceptance.
These boards are complete analog uo systems, providing
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ronmental control', and even weather monitoring. Commercial applications are mainly in the automotive area
now, but could branch out into control systems for the
home in the future.
Most industrial applications require resolutions of 12
bits or more, as well as reasonably fast speeds because
several channels of data must usually be converted; so
they are being served mainly by hybrids, modules, and
boards. Instrumentation also usually needs 12 bits or
more, though 8bits Ls good enough for some tasks, but its
speed requirements are generally more relaxed; so all four
types of components share in this market. Chips pretty
much dominate commercial applications, as they are
chiefly 8bits.

multichannel analog- to-digital and/or digital- to-analog
capability. Since they also incorporate the full digital
interface, they are always dedicated to a particular
microcomputer and require the least engineering of all
the microprocessor analog components.
Of the four technologies for analog uo, monolithic
devices are setting the fastest pace in the race to win the
most users, as is only to be expected. Semiconductor
makers recognize that the future of monolithic data
converters is intimately tied to the microprocessors and
are scrambling to get in the running with chips that ease
the task or interfacing.
Most often this interface aid takes the form of turning
the converter into what looks to the microprocessor like a
memory location-- in other words, turning it into a
memory- mapped device complete with data latches and
chip-select plus read/write functions.
This may seem minimal but is not. The real advantage
of achip is that it provides ageneral-purpose function at
low cost. So the manufacturers are reluctant to make
chips so functionally complex as to narrow their market.
Also, the more complex achip becomes, the greater the
chip area required, and generally the lower the yields.
Bipolar vs C-MOS
As aresult, too, most makers are sticking with the two
tried-and-true processes for converter products— astandard bipolar linear or complementary-mos technique.
Although there is asmattering of other technologies out
there, these two are by far the dominant, and for good
reason. Both are fairly mature and well-behaved, so costs
can be kept down.
The standard bipolar process yields circuits of such
accuracy and stability that even quality analog components like a voltage reference can be included in them.
The process also can handle high-speed current
switching and provide high-compliance outputs suitable
for driving real loads. c-mos is a denser, low- power
technology that is better suited to digital functions. It is
slower than the standard bipolar approach, and analog
components made with it are merely adequate. Rather
than competing with each other, though, these two technologies have found their own niches, with standard
bipolar serving the needs of high-speed high-accuracy
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In contrast, the Fairchild chip is an ultra- low-cost
bipolar
design aimed primarily at automotive applica(MSB) 071
IDo ( LSB)
tions like engine control and passenger convenience funcBUSY OUTPUT
DIGITAL -OUTPUTS
tions. In hundreds, price is under $ 5, dropping to the $ 1
range for production quantities. To be dubbed the
2. Superfast. This buffered 8- bit successive-approximation analogµA9708, the device is a six-channel analog processor
to-digital converter made by TRW LSI Products has an amazingly fast
that relies on amicroprocessor for its digital intelligence.
conversion time of 400 nanoseconds. Built with high-speed bipolar
Including an on-chip sample-and- hold circuit, it employs
technology, the unit holds power drain to 400 milliwatts.
apulse- width conversion scheme to provide 10 to 11 bits
applications and c-mos serving those applications where of linearity and takes about 300 e to do an 8- bit
greater functional complexity and low cost are primary.
conversion. Fairchild is supplying samples of the device
Since data converters are a mix of analog and digital
now and expects it to be in production by year's end.
circuitry, just about every other lc technology has been
The firm is also planning acompanion analog output
used for them, too, but to afar lesser extent. For ahigh system, the µA9706, to be available the first quarter of
degree of digital circuit density, as required for, say, a 1978. It will be an eight-channel, microprocessorsuccessive-approximation register, some companies have compatible, 6- bit d- a unit employing a digitally
turned to p-channel mos. A p-mos chip is most often the controlled, variable- frequency method of conversion.
digital half of a two-chip a-d converter set. For the Two of the 6-bit outputs may be cascaded and then
analog half of that set, some makers are using mixed weighted to get 12 bits of resolution at 12- bit linearity.
processing, which puts bipolar transistors and field-effect Again, price will be rock-bottom, down in the $ 1- to-$ 2
transistors on the same chip and may be either abi-FET range.
or bi-mos approach. The idea is to combine the high
Other variations of these monolithic analog input
impedance of a FET input with the exceptional linearity chips are likely to appear within the next six months.
of abipolar output.
They will probably be c-mos and have an on- board 8- bit
About to break on the scene is integrated injection successive-approximation a-d converter. Besides micrologic. It seems aviable technique for getting the density processor compatibility and multichannel input capacity,
needed for digital circuitry and the linearity needed for they may offer an integral sample-and-hold circuit, but
analog all on one chip. A remote possibility is n-channel may require an external voltage reference. Price, though,
mos technology. It is probably the cheapest way to is likely to be higher— in the range of $ 35 to $40.
deliver complex functions on asingle chip, but there are
The 8- bit d- aconverter chips
no commercial devices as yet.
Coming devices, largely c-mos and bipolar chips, are
In single-chip converters, there is heavy action in 8- bit
converging mainly on the 8- bit area. Interfacing should d-a units, particularly the self-sufficient ones. Signetics
be fairly simple, because 8- bit converters are directly Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., has just announced the first
compatible with the 8-bit data buses of 8-bit micropro- self-contained 8- bit d-aconverter to be microprocessorcessors. Besides adding this direct microprocessor compatible. Designated the NE5018, the device is priced
compatibility, their manufacturers are also minimizing low— only about $ 10. Besides an internal reference and
the number of external components their converters 8-bit data latch, this standard bipolar chip includes an
require and reducing supply requirements to a single output amplifier and has acommendable settling time of
voltage. Even with these extras, prices are coming down.
2microseconds.
Early next year, Motorola Semiconductor, Phoenix,
A deluge of new chips
expects to have its microprocessor-compatible 8- bit d-a
A big surprise is the emergence of the first complete converter on the market. Also a standard bipolar chip,
microprocessor-compatible data-acquisition systems on a the MPUDAC will include an internal reference as well
chip.
as an output amplifier.
In a few months, there will be two— from National
Other companies prefer to retain the flexibility of a
Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., and Fairchild current output, leaving it to the user to select the output
Semiconductor, Mountain View, Calif. Both are 8-bit amplifier that best fits his needs. This is the approach of
devices and are expected to be priced at afraction of the Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., which
cost of similar hybrid units.
is readying apair of microprocessor-compatible 8-bit d-a
Coming this month is National's ADC0816, a converters for sampling in the fall. Both are standard
medium-speed c-mos chip. Besides a multiplexer for bipolar chips with current outputs that settle in under
accommodating 16 single-ended channels, the unit has 150 nanoseconds. One device ( the AMD6080) will be
ANALOG INPUT
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3. Self-contained. Fabricated with integrated injection logic, this 10- bit successive-approximation analog-to-digital converter from Analog
Devices is the first such unit to be self-contained. It includes acomparator, aclock, an internal reference, and even buffered latches.

able to handle six different binary codes, while the other
(the AMD6081) will accommodate eight different codes.
Furthermore, the AMD6081 ( Fig. 1) has atwo-channel
multiplexer at its output, enabling the user to select
different output ranges or output loads.
Getting remarkable speed out of its bipolar process is
TRW LSI Products of Redondo Beach, Calif. The firm has
just introduced apair of 8- bit successive-approximation
converters: the TDC-1001J with an extremely fast
conversion time of 400 ns, and the TDC-1002J offering a
more toned-down time of 1 µs. Both units ( Fig. 2)
include acomparator and aparallel-output buffer register, but require an external clock and reference.
Linearity is within ± 1
/ least significant bit, and power
2
consumption is afairly conservative 400 milliwatts.
The first company with commercial Pt. devices will be
Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass. Next month, the
firm is announcing its AD571, the industry's first
completely self-contained 10- bit a-dconverter ( Fig. 3) to
be made in monolithic form. It is a successive-approximation design, including a voltage reference, a d-a
converter, aclock, comparator, control logic, and output
latches for microprocessor hookup. Price will be less than
$25. As afollowup, Analog Devices will bring out an 1
2t.
8- bit high-speed d-aconverter before next year, aiming
it, too, at microprocessor applications. Settling time for
this voltage-output device is expected to be 1to 2its and
selling price low— from $ 5to $8.
At National, the major thrust for the coming year will
be in low-cost 8- and 10-bit c-mos devices for mediumspeed applications. The company will shortly have apair
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of microprocessor-compatible c-mos chips for instrument applications. They employ a pulse-width conversion scheme and operate from asingle 5-v supply. One is
a 31
/2
digit device, while the other is a 31
4 /
digit part.
Both feature automatic zeroing and polarity selection, as
well as overranging.
Two-chip converters
For the most part, single-chip converters are limited to
resolutions of 8 and 10 bits. For higher resolutions, as
already noted, semiconductor manufacturers often split
the converter into one analog and one digital chip, a
technique that is particularly effective for a-dconverters.
That approach has been used very successfully by
Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif., which offers anumber of
integrating a-dconverter chip sets. The latest device, to
come by the end of the year, is adigital chip for making
a 16- bit binary dual-slope a-d converter for microprocessor applications when used with the firm's ICL8052
analog processor. Made with astandard bipolar process.
the new ICL7104 will incorporate automatic zero, automatic polarity, and overranging. It can convert afull 16
bits in 300 ms, and is particularly suited to applications
involving a universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(Fig. 4). In quantities of 100, price for the pair of chips
is expected to be avery reasonable $ 15.
In integrating a-d converters, Siliconix Inc., Santa
Clara, Calif., makes both single-chip and two-chip
charge- balancing designs. It has just dropped the price
of its single-chip three-digit LD130 d-a converter, a
c-mos device, to under $4 in quantities of 5,000. The
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two-chip sets are 31
2 -and 41
/
2 /
digit designs, employing
p-mos for the digital circuitry and either standard
bipolar or bi-mos processing for the analog processor.
Another company taking the two-chip approach for
the time being is Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas, which
has just introduced an analog bi-mos chip for building a
8- or 10- bit dual-slope a-d converter. The TL505 is
designed for use with the firm's TMS-1000 family of 4bit microprocessors. It includes an amplifier, comparator, reference, and switches, and will be very low in cost,
selling for under $4 in 100-unit lots. By the end of the
year, TI will also have a single-chip three-digit integrating a-d converter in I
2L. One version is expected to
be microprocessor-compatible.
Not on the market yet is a two-chip design coming
some time in the second quarter of 1978 from Harris
Semiconductor, Melbourne, Fla. The set, to form a 12bit successive-approximation a-dconverter, will incorporate automatic zeroing, asample-and- hold function, and
interfacing for microprocessor hookup. For the analog
portion, Harris will be using a bipolar process and a
c-mos process for the digital circuitry.
Hybrids go to systems level
Like monolithics, hybrid circuits are becoming
increasingly complex, as manufacturers upgrade their
hybrid converters with microprocessor compatibility and
on occasion squeeze an entire analog vo system into an
lc-compatible package. It is beginning to become
apparent that the limiting factor here is the package, for
both thick- and thin-film technologies are well up to
providing this higher complexity.
Hybrids usually come in large-cavity (extra- wide)
dual in- line packages, the biggest of which has about 20
pins to a side. But 40 pins are not enough for all the
interconnections needed by the newer microprocessorcompatible analog uo devices. To solve the problem,
those companies making especially complex devices are
double-staking pins along the lengths of the DIP or even
putting pins around all four sides.
Although most hybrid converters are self-contained,
requiring no external components at all, few of them
include the data latches for hooking onto a microprocessor bus. But this situation is changing. Within the
next few weeks, for instance, Beckman Instruments Inc.,
Fullerton, Calif., will have apair of 12-bit microprocessor-compatible d-a converters implemented in c-mos.
Both contain latches. One device is to include both a
reference and an output amplifier, while the other
contains only switching and resistor networks. For a
viable design, Beckman has gone to acustom c-mos chip
for the logic function.
Other hybrid manufacturers are taking their devices
up to systems level. Micro Networks Corp., the first
company to put acomplete data-acquisition system in a
DIP, has just come out with amicroprocessor-compatible
version of this eight-channel 8- bit device. Soon, the firm
will also offer a pin- programmable microprocessorcompatible 8-bit a-d converter that requires only the
addition of an external clock. It can be programmed for
seven input levels, ranging from ± 2.5 to ± 10 v.
Because of the increasing demands of circuit complex-
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4. High resolution. Providing 16 bits of resolution, Intersil's two-chip
dual-slope analog-to-digital converter offers simple microprocessor
hookup, especially for applications involving serial data transfer by
means of auniversal asynchronous receiver/transmitter.

ity, Micro Networks of Worcester, Mass., has found that
asingle layer of interconnections is no longer enough. So
it is developing a multilayer thin-film process— the first
in the industry. The first product made with the new
process will be a four-channel 8- bit data distribution
system, which is already being prototyped and will be in
production towards the end of the year. The device will
include four latched d-a converters, suitable for microprocessor applications, although there are no plans to
include addressing functions in it at this time.
Squeezing I/O systems into DIPs
Another leading hybrid firm, Burr-Brown Research Corp.,
Tucson, Ariz., is already making complete 8- bit analog
vo systems in DIPS— the first devices of their kind. These
thick- film hybrids áre directly compatible with most of
the popular microprocessor chips. The MP20/21 is an
eight-channel 8- bit analog input system, complete with
buffers, a multiplexer, an a-d converter, and even a
programmable-gain instrumentation amplifier for handling low-level signals. A sample-and- hold circuit, if
desired, would have to be external. The MP10/11 is a
two-channel 8- bit analog output system that incorporates address decoding and control logic. What's more,
early next year, Burr- Brown will offer 12-bit hybrid
systems implemented in c-mos. The analog units will
accommodate 16 single-ended or 8differential channels,
while the output units will be two-channel devices. Price
is expected to be in the range of $ 300 to $ 350.
Not to be left behind, Datel Systems Inc., Canton,
Mass., is coming out this month with its analog input
system for microprocessors, acomplete 16-channel ( single-ended-only) 12- bit unit implemented in thin film. It
is the first device of its kind in hybrid form and includes
an instrumentation amplifier, as well as a sample-andhold circuit. Another version, capable of eight-channel
differential operation, will also be available. Commercial
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5. Modular unit. Made by Analogic, this modular 16-channel 12- bit data-acquisition system is one of the few such devices to be directly
microprocessor-compatible. Dubbed the MP6812, it incorporates asample-and- hold circuit and even aprogrammable-gain amplifier.

units are to sell for under $ 300 each in small quantities.
In contrast with the flurry of changes among monolithics and hybrids, modules present astable picture and
one that is likely to remain so for the immediate future.
That is partly because this approach got the jump on the
others. For instance, by now there are several firms
making modular data-acquisition systems, most of which
are 16-channel I
2- bit units.
These modular units usually provide a sample- andhold circuit, some contain an instrumentation amplifier
for signal conditioning, and a very few offer direct
microprocessor compatibility ( Fig. 5). In comparison
with monolithics and hybrids, fewer companies are in the
module business, among them Burr- Brown, Analog
Devices, Datel, and also four Massachusetts companies:
Adac Corp. of Woburn, Analogic Corp. of Wakefield,
Data Translation Inc. of Natick, and Dynamic Measurements Corp. of Winchester.
Since modules perform best of all data-conversion
products, they are the way to go where space is not at a
premium but resolution, accuracy, and speed are. As a
result, many of the analog boards now being commercially produced use one or more modular devices.
Analog boards— the easiest of all
For the most part, boards are I
2- bit systems and may
be bought as full vo units or as only input or only output
units. Since each is designed for aspecific microprocessor, it is the same size as the digital boards in the
microcomputer system.
Depending on the microcomputer, the analog boards
come in a variety of interface configurations. Some
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provide signal conditioning in the form of an on- board
instrumentation amplifier, but no analog filtering. Inputs
are commonly high level ( 10 ynominal) and/or low level
(10 millivolts nominal), with some boards able to handle
current loops or thermocouple signals directly. On the
other hand, analog outputs may be buffered for driving
either voltage or current loads directly, or they may be
geared to drive apoint plotter.
Users tend to favor acertain microprocessor, so they
need only to select the analog board or boards best suited
to their applications. In fact, the analog interface is
developed to such an extent that the user often just has
to slide the board into the card cage and write his
program to have an operating system.
Input boards provide capacities of up to 64 channels
(expandable to over 100 channels with extra multiplexing, of course), while output boards may have up to eight
channels. Some boards can operate from a single 5-v
supply, others require ± 15 v, and still others require all
three of these voltages. Both 8- and 12- bit systems are
available for the microcomputer boards made by Intel,
Motorola, Digital Equipment Corp., National, Zilog,
Computer Automation, Process Computer Systems, and
Pro- Log.
The number of companies offering analog 1/0 boards
is mushrooming. Some of the microcomputer houses—
like Intel, Motorola, and DEC — now have them, and the
list of independent suppliers is growing. It now includes
such firms as: Adac, Burr- Brown, Analog Devices, Data
Translation, and Date'. A few of these companies,
Analogic among them, are even making analog boards
for minicomputers— but that's another story.
LII
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One-chip bipolar microcontroller
approaches bit-slice performance
8X300 combines best of both worlds
with 250-nanosecond cycle time
and powerful instruction set
by John Nemec,

Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif

LI While refinements in the metal-oxide- semiconductor
process have improved the performance of 8- bit mos
microprocessors, the need for really high speed still
drives designers to the bipolar bit- slice machines.
Advances in bipolar Schottky technology, however, now
allow the design of asingle-chip microprocessor with the
computational ability and the performance advantages
that
approach
those
found
in
bit- slice
designs.
The 8X300 microprocessor from Signetics Corp. is the
first such device. Not only does it have a cycle time of
250 nanoseconds, but it also has an improved architecture that makes it extremely efficient; hence its
throughput is vastly superior to those of mos devices.
The interfacing bus structure, for example, is partitioned
into two banks, and in a single instruction cycle the
processor can accept data from a port on one bank,
operate on it, and deposit the result in aport on the other
bank. Since instruction fetching is concurrent with data
operations, and both are executed in one 250-ns instruction cycle, the 8X300 is as fast as bipolar bit-slice
systems on amicrocycle basis.
Moreover, the 8X300 is easier to program than bitslice devices. The powerful instructions have simple
mnemonic representations of the functions they perform,
such as ADD for the addition function, and these
mnemonics can be directly translated into their octal
representation. With these conveniences, several
hundred lines of program code can readily be written by
hand. Consequently, for tasks of less than 500 instructions, no assembler is needed— only asimple conversion
is required to generate the actual program- memory
content.
Its ease of programming and flexible interfacing structure make the 8X300 a natural as a subsystem and
peripheral-device controller— one requiring little additional hardware for such applications. And the speed of
the 8X300 allows it to handle control functions that mos
processors cannot, such as direct- memory- access interfacing, for example.
Novel architecture
The architecture of the 8X300 processor is shown in
Fig. I. The chip includes full instruction-decoding logic
that interprets the particular class of instructions, such
as input/output or arithmetic and logic, and performs
the indicated operation. The decoding and control logic
supplies all internal signals for the processor, as well as
signals on the control lines for directing the data input
and output.
The processor also contains its own program counter,
which is automatically incremented upon execution of
the instruction. The counter may also be left unchanged
or loaded with a new value. Control of the current
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1. High-performance microcontroller. The Signetics 8X300 processor, a bipolar Schottky device with a 250-ns cycle time, is capable of
processing at throughputs rivaling those of bit-slice machines. Fetching of its 16- bit instructions is concurrent with data operations; and with a
bus partitioned into right and left banks, the 8X300 can, in asingle instruction cycle, accept data, operate on it, and deposit the result.

address is provided by the address register and may be
derived completely or partially from the program counter, from the instruction data lines (Alt o through AR4),
or from the output of the arithmetic/logic unit ( lines
AR 5 through AR , 2). Because of this flexible instructionaddress scheme, the order of execution may be altered by
instructions or under conditions determined from
selected data.
The read/write registers
The processor manipulates 8- bit data bytes. Internal
data is stored in eight 8-bit read/write registers— RI
through R6, R11, and an auxiliary register. The auxiliary
register holds one of the operands used in two-operand
instructions, such as ADD or AND, and asingle-bit overflow register stores the carry-over bit from additional
operations.
Further, the addition of the rotate, mask, shift, and
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merge functions to the ALU extends the 8X300's operating capability and enhances its efficiency.
Interfacing with external circuitry is through an 8- bit
bus called the interface-vector bus and consisting of lines
IV 0 through IV,. The bus carries both address and data
information, and the accompanying datavo control
lines tell the external circuitry which of the two types of
information is on the bus. These lines include write- and
select-control, right- and left- bank-signal, and masterclock lines.
Since the interface-vector bus carries addresses as well
as data, I/O ports on the external circuits must be
enabled before data transfer can take place. This is
usually accomplished by placing an address on the bus
under program control and then activating the selectcontrol line, which indicates that avalid address is on the
bus. When presented with an address, each of the
possible 512 1/0 ports either enables itself upon
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2. System design. A typical configuration has memory for program storage and latches for up to 512 directly addressed I/O ports, which are
divided among left and right banks. All addresses and data are carried by the interface-vector bus and directed by control lines.

identifying the address as its own or disables itself if the
addresses do not match.
The processor can directly address all of the uo ports
without the need for adecoder. The bus, and the interface-vector bytes on it, are bidirectional.
Within the processor, the interface-vector bytes are
addressed in a unique fashion. Each byte has an 8- bit
field- programmable address. When a given address is
selected, the byte is automatically designated, and the
8X300 can then communicate with the uo device. Moreover, once enabled, the addresses remain so until the
processor changes them. This direct-addressing feature
as especially convenient if afew ports are to be accessed
frequently. However, if the time required for this operation is an imposition on the user, instruction memory can
be extended so that the selection of ports is automatic
upon instruction fetch.
In extending the memory, an extra field is appended to
each instruction through an additional bus applied to
each uo port. The address field may be as wide as
required to serve all system uo ports and, if necessary, to
serve memory. The address field contains two addresses,
since the interface-vector bus is partitioned into right
and left banks.
Partitioning of the interface-vector bus into two banks
allows the 8X300 to select ports dynamically. The
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processor uses the left- bank (LB ) and right- bank (RB )
data-control lines as master enables for the lio ports, as
shown in the typical interconnect scheme of Fig. 2. Any
two uo ports can be active at the same time provided
they are on opposite banks, and the ports recognize
address, data, and controls only when enabled by the
bank signal to which each is connected. Bank partitioning can thus be considered aninth address bit that is
alterable by the processor within an instruction, and it is
this additional bit that permits direct addressing of 512,
or 29,uo ports.
In a general data operation between two vo ports,
first an address is presented to one bank that enables an
wo port and disables all others on the bank. Next.
another address is presented to the opposite bank.
effecting a similar selection there. Then the operation
between the two takes place.
Instruction cycle
Each 8X300 operation is executed in one instruction
cycle, which is subdivided into four quarter cycles as
shown in Fig. 3. The instruction address for an operation
is presented at the output of the processor during the
third quarter of the previous instruction cycle. If the
system memory is fast enough, the instruction returns to
the processor during the first quarter of the cycle in
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3. Instruction cycle. Two I/O ports may be dynamically selected in
asingle cycle if they are on opposite banks. Complementary LB and
RB control signals change state during first and third quarter-cycles
to accept data from one port and deposit it in the other.

which it is to be executed. The decoded instruction then
directs the operation of the processor throughout the
cycle.
In terms of processing data, the instruction cycle may
be viewed as having two halves, an input and an output
phase. During the first half of the instruction cycle, data
is brought into the processor and stored in an interfacevector latch. Storage is completed during the first
quarter cycle, and in the next quarter cycle the data is
processed through the ALU. In the second half cycle, the
data is presented to the bus and finally clocked into the
designated ho port.
Bank selection during the input and output phases is
independent. Thus data may be received from the right
bank, processed, and then deposited in the left bank or
vice versa, or may even be sent to and from the same
bank. Bank selection during instruction cycles is specified by the instruction.
Much of the strength of the 8X300 architecture lies in
the powerful instruction set that controls the processor.
The instruction words, each 16 bits in length, are made
up of several fields that include the operational code, the
source and destination fields, and the length field.
Instruction fields
The contents of each field can be represented by aset
of octal digits, to simplify the task of coding. These digits
have adirect relation to the specific operations that the
data undergoes in its travel along the 8X300's internal
data paths. The op code for addition, for example, is 01.
In an operation between two i/o ports, the first of the
source field's two digits specifies the bank and the second
prescribes the number of bits to be rotated to the right.
Similarly, the first digit of the destination field again
specifies a bank, while the second digit prescribes the
number of bits to be shifted. The length field specifies
the number of bits to be accepted for operation in the
ALU.

The capabilities of the 8X300 are such that it can,
with few additional devices, perform all the functions
required of an intelligent terminal. Whereas a typical
system of this kind is constructed from many small- or
medium-scale- integrated circuits for the control portion
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of the terminal— cathode-ray-tube display, dot-matrix
graphics, keyboard data entry, and host or mass-storage
interface— and a microprocessor for the intelligence
portion— data manipulation and number crunching— the
8X300 performs most of both the control and intelligence functions. The result is asystem with fewer parts
and far more capabilities for the money.
Intelligent terminal
The 8X300- based intelligent terminal depicted in
Fig. 4consists of four major sections. First is the interface section, which implements the standard RS-232C
interface with the host or main-data storage. The Signetics 2651 programmable communications interface
performs the serial- parallel data interconversion for byte
processing by the 8X300 and for display- refresh
memory. The interface section includes akeyboard that
is scanned by the processor for operator inputs.
The second major section comprises the video circuitry
that generates all pixel, character, and line timing, as
well as the composite video signal. This circuitry also
supplies signals to the refresh- memory address counter
for proper timing of character codes and attributes —
blinking, reverse video, and so on. Synchronization,
blanking, video, and attribute signals are then summed
in the video mixer to produce the signal for driving
standard monitors.
The third section, the refresh memory, stores the
characters to be displayed on the screen. Its characters
are addressed under control of the video-generator
circuitry. The circuitry also provides for timing and
control to facilitate interleaved access to the memory by
the 8X300 processor. Interleaving permits the processor
to examine or modify the refresh memory without
disturbing the on-screen display or the video- refresh
process.
The processor's role
The final section is the processor, the terminal's intelligence center. It performs both the executive control—
managing the other three sections— and the dataprocessing function required by the terminal.
Since the 8X300 controls the refresh memory and
video-generator sections and thus provides the timing for
each frame, all frame- related features, such as scrolling
and command-scanning, can be easily implemented. But
most important, the processor also performs all the data
manipulations— the intelligence within the terminal. The
processor may accept input data from the host or the
keyboard and can then present the data in proper format
by means of the CRT display. Information may be
entered or modified by the user and then returned to the
host after the essential data items have been extracted
from the refresh- memory file. This process, tailored to
the user's needs, may be accomplished fully by the
8X300 microprocessor in firmware.
The basic control program, including keyboard scan,
RS- 232C interface service, edit, scroll, cursor, and so
forth, requires only 502 words of program storage. Thus
the entire terminal can be coded with two 4,096- bit
programmable read-only memories. The balance of parts
for the entire terminal hardware include the 2651
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4. Intelligent terminal. The 8X300 builds an intelligent terminal that, with a total of about only 40 devices, is low in cost while high in
capabilities. Included in the terminal are RS-232C interfacing, keyboard scanning, character generation with attributes, and fully interleaved
refresh memory. The processor manages the other three sections and adds intelligence in data handling and number crunching.

programmable interface chip, the random-access memory for display refresh, a field- programmable logic
array, and several low- power Schottky components, in
addition to the 8X300. The use of about only 40
medium- and large-scale- integrated parts to construct
the complete system contrasts with the over 110 smalland medium-scale- integrated components needed at
present to build dumb terminals.

What is more, it can do so within a single operating
system— all that is needed is to switch from one set of
firmware to another.
The floppy-disk controller, shown in Fig. 5, has basically two major functional parts, plus minor support
functions. The two major sections are the processor and
the control circuit.
The 8X300 communicates with the surrounding
circuits through the interface-vector bus and controls the
Floppy controller
disk drives through command and status registers. OperThe 8X300 can be used in avery practical floppy-disk ating efficiency is high because selected control and
controller circuit that has few parts and offers highly status bits share the same bidirectional i/o register,
reliable control and data transfer and complete inter- allowing both polling (status monitoring) and command
facing with the host processor. The processor's high to take place in as short atime as 250 ns. The processor's
speed enables it to handle any density— single, dual, and high speed allows simultaneous control of several disk
quad formats. With only minor firmware changes, a drives for operations such as overlap seeks, where one
single hardware configuration can accommodate all drive is accessing while another reads or writes data. The
popular disk drives and a variety of host processors. 8X300's limits are reached only during tight- loop data
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5. Floppy -disk controller. High performance of the 8X300 allows it to effectively control afloppy-disk drive. The processor not only handles
track and sector addressing but actually oversees data transfer. It also provides interfacing with the working store or directly with the host.

transfers that have to be extremely fast, but since these
periods are very short, they present no significant system
delays.
The 8X300 builds reliability into the disk operations
by overseeing the actual data transfer, in addition to
positioning the read/write head. The intelligence of the
processor can be used to reread data after it has been
written or even to mask out bad tracks that fail to read
correctly after, say, 10 rewrites.
Efficient operation
Registers within the 8X300 monitor the track and
sector addresses, making seeks and sector accesses highly
efficient. In setting up the data transfers, the 8X300
monitors both interleaved data on the disk and the
system clock for address- mark detection; it then examines and moves data abyte at atime once the controller
circuit has been synchronized with the byte boundaries.
Under control of the processor, disk data may be transferred to working storage ( which can interface directly
with the processor bus) for subsequent transfer to the
host or, if it can be accommodated, transferred immediately to the host.
Very little external logic is needed for direct- memoryaccess interfacing between the 8X300 and the host.
Transfer of data, commands, and status takes place
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through eight bidirectional 1/0 ports that are compatible
with transistor- transistor logic and are supplemented
with additional logic for direct connection to the host.
The protocol is established in processor microprogramming, which may be conveniently altered for avariety of
host types. Total program size for disk control and
interfacing the 8X300 with the host processor is less than
800 instructions.
The other major section, the control circuit, has the
hardware, which does a better job of recovering data
from the disk than microprocessor software could. Functions include phase- locked- loop data separation, cyclic
redundancy generating and checking, data-byte assembly and disassembly, and precompensation for widening
the write pulses applied to the disk. These circuit functions, under control of the 8X300, can easily be
instructed to operate for either single or dual recording
densities, and the system can be expanded to handle
most types of quad-density encoding.
Counting the control circuit as two Lsi devices, the
entire floppy-disk controller can be built from about 12
components. The system is complete in that it not only
controls the access of disk data, but also provides the
interface between any host and any off-the-shelf floppydisk drive, and monitors and checks data transfer for
ultimate reliability.
11]
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Check our prices
on standard circuits;
you'll see a
new side to
SSS CMOS
Let us quote on your standard
CMOS requirements. In fact, ask
for a quote from each of the
major suppliers. Then you decide
who has the most competitive
pricing in the industry.

We think you're in for asurprise.
We've been involved in
CMOS longer than almost anyone. Our facilities have been
developed specifically for the
technology, and they are among
the most modern and efficient
in the industry. This experience
and investment have helped
us become a leading supplier of
high-volume CMOS.
However, our competitive
pricing hasn't made us forget the
importance of customer service.

You'll find us ready to help
with a complete range of application assistance. We also know
how important on-schedule
deliveries are to you, and we'll
pull all the stops to get parts to
you when you need them.
Call or write us today and ask
us to quote. We're warning you,
be prepared for a surprise.
Solid State Scientific Inc.,
Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936.
Phone: ( 215) 855-8400.
TWX: 510-661-7267.

SOLID STATE SCIENTIFIC INC.
All sides of CMOS technology
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Designer's casebook
and C„. The transducer, typically in the range of 0.001
to 100 microfarads, is element Cxin the timing network.
As the transducer capacitance varies in response to the
physical parameter being measured, the output frequency of the 555 varies linearly. The ratio of Rx to Ry sets
the duty cycle, which depends on the frequency range
by T George Barnett
desired.
Laindon, Essex, England
The output of the 555 is presented to the LM322N
timer. This circuit, wired as amonostable multivibrator,
Capacitive transducers often require an expensive capac- and combined with the one-pole resistance capacitance
itance bridge to transform sensed capacitance variations filter, forms a frequency-to-voltage converter. The dc
into a voltage for presentation on a chart recorder or output voltage varies linearly with the input frequency,
oscilloscope. A circuit using two monolithic timers can and has aslope of 0.1 volt per kilohertz. The linearity is
provide both a capacitance-to-voltage interface and a within 0.2% over the output voltage range of 0to 1v.
A 1-kilohm potentiometer connected to pin 7 of the
simple and accurate method for measuring the trans322 adjusts the output pulse width, serving to calibrate
ducer capacitances.
As shown in the figure, the transducer serves as a the system to aspecified voltage at 10 kilohertz or some
capacitive frequency-determining element for the 555 other frequency. To ensure linearity, the collector of the
VREF), so that
timer. This makes it possible to measure transducer output transistor, pin 12, is fed to pin 4 (
capacitances indirectly, while isolating the transducer the amplitude of the pulse at pin 1, the emitter of the
from the scope or chart recorder to minimize the loading output transistor, is constant. The period of the one-shot
effect. The LM555CN timing device is connected in the should be much less than the period of the astable
El
astable mode, its free- running frequency set by Rx,Ry, multivibrator for best results.

Monolithic timers form
transducer-to-recorder interface
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Transducer- to- recorder interface. Two timers determine transducer capacitance, perform capacitance-to-voltage conversion for chart
recorder, while isolating transducer from output-circuit loading. Transducer placed in timing network of 555 astable multivibrator determines
its frequency. LM322 one-shot, which should have amuch shorter period than the multivibrator, transforms frequency into voltage.
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Resistor-controlled selector
simplifies CB channel synthesis
by Peter Saul
Ferranti Electronic Components Division, Lancashire, England

This selector, which can derive up to 256 channels for
citizens' band or amateur- radio applications, combines
the convenience of single-control tuning with the versatility of digital frequency synthesis. A potentiometer
replaces the binary-coded-decimal thumbwheel or rotary
switches normally used to tune a band about any
frequency initially set by a synthesizer external to the
circuit. There are no special layout requirements.
Although some excellent circuits have been developed
using aslotted disk and optosensors, there are mechanical problems involved in making the disk and sensor
mountings, and the systems are generally too complex
and costly. In addition, these systems do not return to
the set frequency after apower-down. This circuit overcomes those drawbacks.
The system uses a potentiometer with 10 turns or
more, an analog- to-digital converter, and straightforward logic designs as shown in the figure. A good choice
for the analog- to-digital converter is the Ferranti

ZN425E, which has an on-chip counter.
A voltage derived by PI (
in the tuner circuit) from the
on-chip voltage, V REF ,is applied to the noninverting
input of the ZN424P low- noise, high-gain amplifier. The
voltage must be converted to its BCD equivalent by the
a-dconverter.
The conversion begins as the ZN425 starts counting in
binary after the initialization from the convert-command
oscillator. The counter is advanced by the clock oscillator, which is gated through the 7400 array. As the
counter advances, a linear ramp voltage is generated at
its output at pin 14. This signal is introduced to the
noninverting port of the ZN424. When the ramp voltage
exceeds the voltage set by PI,the output of the op amp
falls, resetting the flip-flop in the 7400 and terminating
the count. This process is repeated 70 times per second.
The 7475 latches capture the data and drive the 7447
decoder and drivers so that the channel number, from 0
to 63, may be displayed. The 7- bit word also drives the
synthesizer. For 256 channels, two additional 74185
converters are needed, as are an additional 7475, 7447,
and seven-segment display. The actual frequency of the
channel is determined by the design of the oscillator in
the synthesizer.
The circuit returns to its initially set channel after
power-off or power failure, because the same comparison
voltage appears at the noninverting input of the
ZN424P. Temperature and voltage stability are good,
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Single-control synthesis. Voltage derived from V„F by 10-turn potentiometers is converted to BCD equivalent for driving synthesizer. Up to
64 channels are generated by 74185 and ZN425 Additional BCD converters, latches, and displays are needed for a256-channel synthesizer.
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Our new AMPL Prototyping Lab
brings out the best in the
9900 Microprocessor Family

Pm }

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS.
TI's new AMPL* Microprocessor
Prototyping Lab can help you
apply the full potential of the 9900
Microprocessor Family to your
design problems.
You can generate stand-alone
routines for execution on the TMS
9900 target system. And the
AMPL system's modular design
means that you can apply its
capabilities to the TMS 9900
16-bit microprocessor and the
990 Mini/Microcomputer family
now. And, to additional 9900 family microprocessors in the future.
Now, you can move from
hardware breadboarding through
finished application software with
confidence. And with the efficiency possible only with stateof-the-art support. Best of all, you
can do it for hundreds or even
thousands of dollars less than
with other development systems.

velop hardware designs that fully
complement your software
needs. This new development
system combines the power of
the computer with the latest
logic-signal analysis techniques.
In-circuit emulation and logicstate trace are controlled by
AMPL software. It has an
interactive language with
designed-in features to simplify
orientation of the new user, while
providing versatility and support
for the more experienced.

The best in software design
support.
The AMPL Lab is ideal for
software development in both
FORTRAN and assembly language. FORTRAN provides
increased support for your benchmark evaluations, generalpurpose engineering data processing and data reduction. The
combined capabilities give you
fully integrated software and
hardware emulation for straightforard debugging, testing
and firmware implementation.

The best in hardware design
support.
With the AMPL lab you can de-

Ask your TI distributor.
The AMPL Microprocessor
Prototyping Lab and the 9900
Microprocessor Family are available at your nearby TI distributor. Call him today. Or write
Texas Instruments Incorporated,
P.O. Box 1444, M/S 784,
Houston, Texas 77001.
Or call Computer
Systems Marketing
at (512) 258-7111.
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provided good-quality potentiometers are used. Under
extreme combinations of temperature and voltage
changes, aone-channel shift has been observed, but that
is not a serious problem. In addition, it is extremely

Double-ended clamp circuit
has ideal characteristics
by Keith Wilson
Herga Design and Development Ltd, London, England

The quad operational amplifier and the analog multiplexer in this dual-threshold clamp circuit give it ideal
characteristics— in particular, razor-sharp clamping.
Two op amps in the array serve as comparators, determining the relationship of the input signal amplitude to
the high and low reference levels, and the multiplexer
passes one of the three signals, depending on the op
amps' decision. The absence of feedback networks
simplifies design and optimizes performance and ensures
that component values and layout will not be critical.
The ideal characteristics of the clamper are made
possible mainly by the use of op amps. They permit
independent adjustment of upper and lower clamp points
and simplify the solution of any temperature-compensation problems. In addition, the op amps will detect
millivolt- level differences between the input signal and
the set thresholds, so that the multiplexer will accept
signals within the thresholds and pass them undisturbed
to the output but will block signals exceeding the
thresholds.
As shown in the figure, an input signal is introduced to
the noninverting ports of two op amps making up one
half of the LM348 device. The high and low reference
levels are applied to the inverting input ports. The op

15 V

difficult to set the frequency between channels. Power
drain from the circuit is 350 milliamperes, but it may be
reduced considerably if low- power transistor- transistor
logic replaces the standard devices.

amps, operating as comparators, run at open- loop gain
and are powered from asingle-ended supply. Both drive
the CD4052 differential four-channel multiplexer.
Each comparator may be in one of two states at any
given time. Therefore, in combination, both comparators
may assume one of four possible states. The control
signals from the comparators are applied to the A and B
inputs of the multiplexer, which routes the input signal,
the upper threshold voltage, or the lower threshold
voltage to the output amplifier. Thus a hard clamping
action takes place. Between the limits of the clamping
levels, circuit response is linear, as can be determined
from the truth table at the bottom of the figure.
Changes in the channel resistance of the multiplexer
switches are caused by supply voltage and temperature
variations, but are due chiefly to the amplitude variations of the input signal. The purpose of the output
amplifier circuit is to compensate for the amplitude
distortion introduced by the multiplexer switches.
Without compensation, the signal encounters avoltage
divider composed of the switch resistance and the 10kilohm resistor at the input to the output amplifier
(added to improve switch linearity). By using another
10-k0 resistor and the remaining switch in the 4052, the
gain of the op amp can be made to increase proportionately to switch resistance.
Supply voltage changes amounting to several volts
cause negligible change at the output of the op amp.
Temperature variations create errors amounting to only
afew millivolts.
Designees casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published.
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Dual-threshold clamper State of comparators driving analog multiplexer ports A and B determines which of three inputs appears at V.
Circuit response is linear between threshold limits. Truth table describes circuit function.
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TV receiver puts two pictures
on screen at same time
Picture within apicture comes from second signal stored
in bucket- brigade- device integrated circuits;
control IC permits single electron gun to produce the two
by Manfred Ullrich, intermetall GmbH, Freiburg, West Germany
and Max HegendOrfer, Grundig AG, Fürth, West Germany
D Viewers who want to watch a football game while
keeping an eye on another television program will
welcome new sets that provide asoundless inset monitor
picture along with the standard picture. As well as a
second program, the source for the inset can be asignal
from aremote camera, avideo tape recorder, or the like.
Providing two complete pictures simultaneously poses
some tricky technical problems. To begin with, there
must be some way of telescoping astandard-size picture
to the size of the small inset. Also required is some way
for the beam from asingle electron gun to produce two

out-of-phase pictures simultaneously. Complicating the
design is the requirement that the horizontal and vertical
sweep for the inset must be shorter than that for the
large one— roughly five times shorter in the case of a26inch-diagonal screen.
What these requirements point to is ameans of temporarily storing in an analog memory the inset's video
signals and reading them out in the proper sequence
when needed. In a nutshell, that is the key to the
Intermetall/Grundig approach to the picture- in- apicture problem. The design uses two analog memo-

1. Picture in a picture. Grundig's 26 -in. -diagonal color TV set is able to display simultaneously with the main picture a small, 4.5- in.- by- 3- in.
black-and-white inset from another channel, thanks to circuitry on aspecial small chassis built into the large set.
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ries — one for each video field — and a control circuit.
Intermetall designed and builds the two types of chips
for Grundig.
This year's Radio and Television Exhibition in West
Berlin marks the debut of the new feature. On the screen
of a 26- in.-diagonal color set ( Fig. 1), the monochrome
inset is about 4.5 in. wide by 3in. tall. It is deemed too
small to obstruct the main program, yet is large enough
to distinguish faces, channel numbers, titles, and the like.
The picture resolution is 3megahertz, with 58 lines per
field, 64 picture elements per line.
Two signals in
In the signal flow depicted in Fig. 2, the incoming
antenna signal enters the receiver through a 3-decibel
splitter, which prevents the signals in the two tuners
from interfering with each other. The output from tuner
2, the one for the inset picture, goes to the separate video
intermediate- frequency amplifier and its demodulator.
At the output of this amplifier is the inset's composite
video signal.
Both the frame and line pulses for the small picture
come from the synchronization separator. These pulses
go to the controlling integrated circuit, which produces
all the control signals for the two memories. The inset
picture's composite video signal is applied to these two
memories for processing.
The video outputs from the two memories are
combined in avideo summer, which has filters to eliminate any spurious clock pulses. The signal then goes to a
crispening circuit to restore the loss of picture sharpness
that resulted from the digital quantizing process in the

7

memories. This circuit also increases the system's highfrequency response.
All the circuitry from tuner 2through the crispening
circuit is included on asmall chassis that fits inside the
iv set's regular chassis. The inset signal next goes to a
video combiner that blends it into the large picture in accordance with signals from the control lc.
BBDs fill the bill
For signal storage, the most suitable type of memory is
the bucket- brigade device, a metal- oxide- semiconductor
delay line consisting of capacitors interspersed with
field-effect transistors. It is both inexpensive and simple
to manufacture.
However, the conventional BBD line, in which several
hundred integrated capacitor- transistor delay elements
are in series, proved to be too short to store all the
information required for the inset picture. But more
elements in the line would attenuate the signals too
much. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a BBD
memory in which the capacitor- transistor combinations
are in a matrix. With this arrangement, the line of
elements is short, and the signal losses reasonable.
Optical shortcuts help
A small monochrome picture need not have the same
information content as the large color picture in order to
yield sufficient detail and sharpness. In fact, by using a
few optical shortcuts that reduce the information
content, it is possible to simplify the design agreat deal
while reducing the inset picture to the proper size.
Only every fourth scan line is stored in the memory
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2. Small-picture processing. The inset portion of the screen has its own tuner, i
famplifier, and sync separator that process the video signal.
The information is put into the memory Cs by the control IC. Signals from the memories go through asummer and acrispening circuit.
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and processed, which allows reducing the picture format
to a quarter its original height. An equal horizontal
reduction is achieved by writing the lines into the
memory at 1.5 MHz and reading them out four times
faster. Another shortcut is omitting the horizontal and
vertical blanking intervals, as well as several lines along
the picture's upper and lower edges. Finally, the inset
picture is cut abit along its right- and left-hand edges.
Each analog memory, an n-channel aluminum-gate
device that is designated the UAA 1000, packs some
4,000 FETs and about the same number of capacitors
onto a 12-square- millimeter chip. It comes in a 16- pin
plastic package with a minimum storage time of 3.8
milliseconds and amaximum storage time of 35 ms.
The controller, SAA3000, is a p-channel silicon-gate
device integrating about 1,000 FETs onto a chip that is
also 12 mm 2.It comes in an 18-pin plastic package. The
three devices— two memories and the controller— are
mounted on aprinted-circuit board that also contains a
few peripheral devices.
The use of two memories facilitates the storage and
readout of the video signals. While one memory is
releasing the information contained in the first video
field, the other memory is storing the second field in
preparation for releasing it.
The write-in process is always in phase with the signal
from the transmitter of the small picture. Readout is
always in phase with the signal from the main-picture
transmitter. This in-phase condition keeps the inset's
location on the screen stable.

To write into the BBD memory, the write pulses from
the control lc serially put the information in the first
scan line into the memory's uppermost row ( Fig. 3).
Next, the vertical-shift pulses shift the information one
row down. The now-empty upper row of the matrix is
ready to accept the next scan line's information. Then
the two rows are shifted down one row, again vacating
the top row for the next line. Every fourth scan line is
stacked in this fashion until the memory is full.
Stacking the memory
Information readout proceeds in similar fashion, but
from the bottom of the stack. It starts when the beam
from the electron gun is at the beginning of the largepicture line that will contain the first line of the small
picture. At the instant the beam reaches the spot that
corresponds to the left edge of the inset, the readout
pulses begin to shift the information in the first line— the
bottom row— in serial fashion out of the memory. It is
this information, rather than the color picture's video
signals, that goes on the screen to form the black-andwhite inset.
At the beginning of the next line of the large picture,
the vertical-shift pulses again bring the information
down by one position. At the right instant, the pulses
shift the information for the next line out of the memory,
and the process continues until the memory is empty,
completing the small picture.
The primary function of the control circuit is to
generate the signals for the various switching and control
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3. Loading and unloading. Triggered by signals from a control IC, each BBD analog memory is filled one scan line at atime. A vertical-shift
pulse from the control IC causes the BBD to drop the first line vertically, vacating the top row for the next scan. The procedure continues until
the memory is filled. Readout reverses the procedure from the bottom. System contains two memories so one is storing while other is reading.
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Working out the picture in apicture
To find out how viewers would react to the optical shortcuts designed into the picture in a picture and to get an
idea of how the bucket-brigade-device analog memory
should be organized, Intermetall built asimulation setup of
transistor-transistor-logic components. This simulator
(right) with all its digital TTL memory, converter, and
control circuitry filled a man-sized cabinet with nine 19inch racks containing about 5,000 circuits. It consumed no
less than 170 amperes.
The metal-oxide-semiconductor memories that were
developed next helped shrink the apparatus down to just
three printed-circuit cards ( below left) containing the two
BBD devices and only 30 TTL control circuits. This version
consumed less than 1.5 A. After the 30 TTL devices were
replaced by asingle MOS component, the essential hardware for the picture in a picture consisted of only three
integrated circuits— two analog memories and the control
device.
The three chips contained in plastic packages measure
12 square millimeters each ( below right). The n-channel
aluminum-gate analog memory packs 4,000 field-effect
transistors and about the same number of capacitors. The
p-channel, silicon-gate control chip integrates about
1,000 FETs. Work on integrating circuitry external to the
three ICs is continuing.

steps needed to produce the inset. It puts out the write
pulse, the readout pulse, and the vertical-shift pulse. It
insures that the two memory circuits are set alternately
for write-in and readout. It also must cope with the
different and constantly changing phases for the inset
and large- picture controls.
Control IC directs traffic
The inputs to the control circuit are the video and line
signals from the two transmitters for the channels being
received. Usually, the line frequencies of two iv stations
differ from each other by no more than 0.01 hertz. But
the circuitry works even when the frequency difference is
several hundred hertz, which can be the case if one of the
two signals is from avideo-tape player.
To display the signal that is appearing as the inset
calls for an additional tuner, video i
famplifier, and a
sync separator. Since abandwidth of only 0.75 mHz and
simple transmission characteristics will do, both the
tuner and the i
famplifier can be of simple design. The
small bandwidth requirement- 0.75 MHZ vs 3 MHz—
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comes from the readout rate's being four times faster
than the write-in rate.
Pulses with a short rise time and a peak- to- peak
amplitude of about 20 volts are needed to transport the
video information into the two analog memories.
However, the generators— actually start-stop oscillators— and drivers required for these pulses cannot be
integrated because of their excessive power dissipation.
Therefore, they are external to the two memory ics.
Chassis in achassis
To facilitate service and at the same time maintain the
set's modular structure, the picture-in-a- picture circuitry
is mounted in asmall auxiliary chassis ( Fig. 4a). It fits
into the main chassis and connects by plug-in cables. The
small-picture chassis contains astabilized power supply
that produces all essential operating voltages, making it
independent of the main chassis. It also incorporates
the inset's tuner, i
famplifier, and sync separator, as
well as the module containing the analog memory Ics,
the control chip, and the peripheral pulse-driver circuitry
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4. Chassis in achassis. The inset picture comes from aseparate small chassis ( a), containing its own power supply, atuner, i
famplifier, and
sync separator, plus the plug-in module ( b) that contains the two memories, controller, and peripherals.

(Fig. 4b). The picture- in-a- picture chassis is shielded to
prevent stray radiation from the drivers. Large- picture
reception also is possible with the inset module of Fig.
4b removed from the set.
Selecting two channels
The picture- in-a- picture circuitry is being introduced
in Grundig's top-of-the- line models. These sets have
electronic tuners with memory that can hold as many as
16 channel numbers. Direct recall of the stored channel
numbers is by 16 of the set's 26-command infrared
remote-control unit. A key on the hand-held transmitter
(Fig. 5) selects these channels. There are eight additional memory positions for channel numbers for the
inset picture.
There are two keys on the remote-control transmitter,
one for the large picture only and the other for the
combination. The same two keys are used to switch
sequentially through the programs shown in the small
picture.
A three-digit light-emitting-diode display shows both
channels selected. When the set is turned on, the large
picture is automatically set to the first channel, but with
no small picture shown on the screen. The viewer then
may select achannel for the small picture. If the eight
memory positions for the inset picture are not all used,
the channel-switching sequence may be made shorter,
which speeds up channel-access time.
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5. Double selector. Grundig's IR remote-control transmitter can
select as many as 16 large picture and eight inset picture channels.
The viewer may select only the large picture or may shift back and
forth between the large and small pictures.
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IrLDEN IS CELIVIRATING
ITS 75th ANNIVIIISARY

BIG DEAL.

It is abig deal if you consider what's happened in those years. And what
we've learned— from you, our customers.
For instance, along time ago we learned that real service doesn't stop
with delivery. It takes an entire organization of dedicated and
knowledgeable sales people, engineers, manufacturing, quality control and
customer service personnel...All working to meet your special needs.
We've alsa learned to look at wire, cable and cord applications from your
point of view. To provide what you actually need — not what we've got. This
philosophy has led to some exciting technological breakthroughs, ranging
from new insulation and jacketing compounds, shielding methods and
packaging concepts to revolutionary testing methods.
On our 75th anniversary we'd like to thank you for your business. And
the ways you've challenged us.
Right now, you'll find high quality Belden wire products coming through
in the most exciting applications known. And we'll continue to come
through for you in the years ahead. With everything we've got.
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Engineer's notebook
Expanded test inputs increase
4004 processor capability
by Robert F. Starr
Shell Oil Company, New Orleans, La.

Although it was the first commercial microprocessor, the
4004 is still useful in many control and data-acquisition
systems, especially those using binary-coded-decimal
data, for which its 4- bit word is aconvenient match. To
increase its usefulness, a simple and inexpensive multiplexing circuit can furnish the equivalent of an interrupt
feature by gating up to seven extra inputs to the 4004's
test port.
The desired test signal can be selected by means of the
4004's three cm output lines. As generally used, the

designate-command- line instruction ( Du) sets the binary code at the cm outputs to select one of eight randomaccess memories. But here the instruction selects lines To
through T7.
The cm signals trigger their respective 74123 monostable multivibrators. The multivibrators drive the 74151
multiplexer, which routes the desired input line to the
test port.
The duration of the signal generated by the one-shots
is slightly greater than one instruction cycle ( 10.8 microseconds) to ensure that they may be retriggered. Thus,
true logic signals will be generated on the multiplexer's
select lines, making operation more stable. In some
cases, it may be necessary to insert a no-operation
instruction after the DCL command to allow the outputs
of the one-shot to settle before the software attempts to
check the status of the test line.
The circuit can be built for a few dollars. For the
added flexibility it provides, it is well worth it.

Expanded test capacity. Multiplexed test lines increase usefulness of 4- bit 4004 microprocessor. Selection of test lines T0—T7 is
accomplished by software. One-shots are retriggerable, transform processor's pulse output to true logic signal for selecting multiplexer lines.

Wideband preamp and LSI pair
form high-quality counter
by James A. Mears
Dallas, Texas
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A carefully designed preamplifier, when combined with
two new large-scale- integrated circuits, forms a highperformance, low-cost frequency counter with a typical
response of 5 megahertz. Among this counter's many
desirable qualities are ahigh input impedance throughout the frequency- measuring range, a frequency
response that can be extended to 30 MHZ, asingle voltage
supply and, if the displays are powered separately, alow
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power drain that allows battery operation.
As the figure shows, the input signal is applied to the
2N3819 field-effect transistor through a frequencycompensated attenuator. The combination of the FET
and attenuator produces an input impedance of 1
megohm from 0to 30 MHz. The input circuit is protected
from overdrive by the 1N914 diode. Q, is a currentbiased source follower, providing high input impedance,
low output impedance, and high stability even at low
power- supply voltages.

The amplified signal is applied to the cascode amplifier composed of Q2b and
The operating ( bias) point
is Q, is adjustable over a 1-volt range, so that the
triggering voltage may be properly set even with noise
present on the input signal. The signal is then introduced
to the Schmitt trigger composed of Q2, and Q2d. The
circuit has a fixed hysteresis determined by the
TIL209A light-emitting diode ( the LED acts as a lowvoltage zener), which makes triggering precise even with
slowly varying waveforms. This output signal, which will
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1. Frequency counter. A well-designed front end and two LSI circuits permit realization of a high-performance, low-cost frequency counter.
The counter's frequency response is 5 MHz, but can be expanded to 30 MHz. Total cost is $50, half that of competitive units.
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2. Easily adaptable. A slight modification to the input circuit makes it absolutely versatile. The circuit can be configured to monitor the
number of electrical or mechanical events ( a) or as aperiod counter ( b) for measuring input cycle duration or the time between events.
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Ampex, headquartered on the San Francisco Peninsula, is the company that " invented" the magnetic recording industry.

The technology pioneered by Ampex
over three decades has affected many
aspects of our modern lifestyles, and
has established Ampex as a leader in
magnetic recording. Our continued effort in developing new technology has
always been the key to our leadership. Right now
our Advanced Technology, Data Products and
Audio-Video Systems Divisions are embarking on
several new programs. To insure the success of
these programs we are seeking innovative
graduate engineers with experience in the fields
listed below.
Opportunities like this don't happen very often. But
they're happening at Ampex now

Advanced Technology
Division
• electron beam and optical recording
• magnetic recording
• tape or film handling
• servos
• high-bit rate digital circuit design
• optics
• signal analysis
• pattern recognition
• high frequency circuit
• communications theory

Data Products Division

• circuit/systems design of very high-bit rate
systems

• disk read/write systems and equalizing systems
for tape recorders
• codes for magnetic recording
• precision servo systems for both linear positioners and rotating systems
• mechanical design of high precision systems in
disk recorders and in longitudinal, helical and
transverse scan tape recorders

Audio-Video Systems
Division
• analog videotape signal systems
• digital video signal processing
• servo systems
• videotape editing
• professional audio recorders
• head technology
•TV cameras

If you think you have something valuable to offer
in any of these or closely related areas, and if you
would like to join some of America's most talented
engineers, please send your resume or a letter outlining your qualifications to: Ampex Corporation,
AUN: Corporate Staffing Manager, Building 2,
2655 Bay Road, Redwood City, CA 94063. Or you
can send us this coupon and we'll get back to
you. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.
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Manager Corporate Staffing
AMPEX Corporation
Building 2, 2655 Bay Road
Redwood City, CA 94063
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Address
City, State, Zip
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be counted by the Intersil ICM7208, has aduty cycle of
approximately 50%.
The ICM7208 contains a seven-decade counter, a
display multiplexer, a seven-segment decoder, and digit
and segment drivers. Additional circuits within the 7208
serve to blank the display, reset the counter inhibit input,
and switch the display on and off. The device can count
to 5 MHZ, and the circuit draws only 1milliampere or so
at 5 V. A companion device, the ICM7207, supplies a
crystal-controlled time base and other signals for multiplexing the display and controlling the sampling interval
of the 7208.
The output frequency of the crystal-controlled oscillator is reduced to 1.6 kilohertz by the 7207 in order to
multiplex the seven-segment LED display. The 7207 is
also configured to produced a gate signal of 20 or 200
microseconds for the 7208 counter. This count window is
switch-selectable. Leading-zero blanking and an on/off

switch for the display are provided for energy conservation.
The circuit may be simply reconfigured as aperiod of
event counter, as shown in Fig. 2. Additional divider
stages at the counter's input and control-signal channels
may be used to expand the range of the counter to 30
MHz.

This counter compares favorably with other designs.
Its sensitivity at 0.1 mHz is 50 millivolts, decreasing to
200 mv at 30 MHZ. The current drain is 21 milliamperes
at 5 v, neglecting the LED displays. Total cost for this
circuit is less than $ 50; a transistor-transistor- logic
frequency counter would cost twice as much and might
dissipate as much as 40 times the power. Commercially
available units cost $ 200 to $ 300.
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

Bias-current network improves
sample-and-hold response
1 F

by H. F. Nissink
Physics Department, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia

-15 V

A compensating bias-current network greatly enhances
the voltage- holding quality of asample-and- hold circuit.
Connected to the noninverting port of the operational
amplifier, the network detects and restores the charge
lost by the hold capacitor.
As shown in the figure, an input signal is sampled at
the NF510 transmission gate by apulse from switching
transistor Q 1.The sampled voltage appears across C
almost instantaneously and should be stored indefinitely.
However, there is a small loss of charge with time
because of voltage drift at the op-amp output. The drift
is due to the op amp's minute bias current, which flows
into the inverting input. This current lowers the output
voltage and thus the voltage across C.
However, because the bias currents flowing at both
inputs of the op amp are approximately equal in magnitude (although opposite in polarity) over awide range of
input voltages, circuitry added to the inputs can
compensate for the bias-current flow. Specifically, if C,
is made equal to C, each port will look out onto an
identical circuit. Thus small changes in the bias current
at the inverting port, which removes charge from C, will
be countered by like changes in the current at the
noninverting port, which charges C,, and the op amp's
input offset voltage will be minimized.
Of course, because of the inherent properties of the op
amp, the magnitude of the input currents cannot
continue to increase for a constant output voltage. A
condition will therefore eventually occur in which the
current at the inverting poit will exceed the current at
the noninverting port, and the output voltage will fall.
The circuit has ahold time— arbitrarily defined as the
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Charge restorer. Sample-and-hold response is improved if charge
lost by hold capacitor C is replaced. Voltage change across capacitor due to op amp's inverting-port bias current is cancelled by
compensating network. Droop rate, only 100 millivolts per 10-minute
period, may be improved if capacitors C and CIare matched.

time in which the output voltage decays by 100 millivolts— of approximately 4minutes with the values shown
and about 10 minutes if both capacitors are doubled in
value. The decay is independent of the magnitude or
polarity of the input voltage.
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Standard
coming for
phase- angle meters

Stringing together
program cards
for the SR- 52

Die swaging
cuts cost of
electronic hardware

It's news to try
to checkmate
acomputer
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Anyone shopping for a phase-angle meter should be aware that the
National Bureau of Standards at present has no standard to which phaseangle measurements can be referred. But the NBS is working on one. Now
in its laboratory in Gaithersburg, Md., is a phase standard that covers
frequencies of up to 50 kilohertz, producing two sinusoidal signals with a
phase difference accurate to within 0.01 °.Built around Fairchild Semiconductor's 9405 bit-slice microprocessor family, the instrument creates
the phase difference digitally and then calculates the sinusoidal waveshapes
with known phase difference. But it probably won't be ready for use in
calibration for another 6to 12 months.

Here's another trick from Frederic N. Fish III of Tempe, Ariz., for Texas
Instruments' SR- 52 calculator — the card reader may be activated under
program control without halting program execution. Pressing 2nd READ
during the learn mode enters code 96 into program memory. When this
code is reached during program execution, the card reader is activated, the
new program is entered from one side of the card, and program execution
in the new program begins at the step that contained the read code in the
previous program. This means that you can even string cards together
(using small pieces of clear tape on the top surface) to make programs of
indefinite length. Be sure to pay careful attention to which side of the card
is being read, and you may have to provide some manual assistance to
orient the cards properly.

Automatic screw machines usually turn out those small close-tolerance
metal parts that are essential elements of anumber of electronic components and interconnections— the pins for printed circuits and sockets, reeds
for reed switches, connector parts, tips for patchcord sockets and plugs, as
well as header pins and wire-wrap pins. But alittle-known metal-working
process called automatic die swaging could make them for as little as one
tenth the price, producing as many as 600 parts aminute or even more.
For instance, pc pins costing $22 per 1,000 on an automatic screw
machine could be made for about $2 per 1,000 with automatic swaging.
Die swaging involves hammering apart into form by means of aseries of
contouring die cavities— so metal is moved, rather than removed, to shape
the part. Round wire yields solid parts, while strip metal yields tubular
components. At present, only three companies do this work: Auto-Swage
Products of Shelton, Conn., Bead Chain Manufacturing of Bridgeport,
Conn., and Ball Chain Manufacturing of Mount Vernon, N. Y.

If you're achess enthusiast and eager either to play against acomputer or
write chess programs for it, you'll be interested in anewsletter just started
by Douglas Penrod of Santa Barbara, Calif. Patterned after the papers put
out by many computer hobbyist clubs, the Computer Chess Newsletter
depends heavily on reader contributions. Editor Penrod welcomes tutorialtype articles that probe the philosophy and implementation of chess
programming, news reports, book reviews, information on available
programs, and records of titillating games played against acomputer or
between computers. For asample issue, send 75 cents to Penrod at: 1445
La Cima Rd., Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101.
Lucinda Mattera
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NEW GARRY SBC 80/10 UNIVERSAL MICROPROCESSOR WIRE- WRAP INTERFACE BOARD
Garry Manufacturing Cornpany now has available their
new SBC 80/10 Universal
Microprocessor Interface
Board designed to plug directly into the Intel SBC
604 Modular Cardcage/Backplane bus system with power
interface connections for -± 5and =-1-12 volts dc.
The Garry SBC 80/10 Universal Wire-Wrap board provides 38 columns of 44 low-profile socket terminals per
column, with alternate rows of committed ground and voltage wire-wrap terminations. The P/N EP 272-38-15 interface board will accommodate up to 95 16-position I.C.
chips or an equivalent mix of 14, 16, 18, 22, 24, 28 or
40-position I.C. chips.
For complete information concerning the SBC 80/10
and other Universal Microprocessor/Minicomputer WireWrap Interface boards, please contact Garry Manufacturing
Company . 1010 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick. NJ 08902,
201-545-2424.
Use Reader Service Card number.
.?

NEW SERIES OF SOCKETS FOR PACKAGING
8, 14, 16, AND 18 CONTACT DIPs
Has approved MIL- Spec 5-83734

A new series of packaging
sockets that accommodate 8,
14, 16, and 18 contact DIPs.
as well as round-lead ICs with
0.016 to 0.020 inch diameter
wires is now available from
Garry Manufacturing Company of New Brunswick. NJ.
The new sockets have an ultra-low profile, for the most
compact packaging of components.
The insulating bodies of these parts are of SE-0 Grade
Valox: the individual socket terminals are in two precision-machined pieces. The inner contact is gold-plated
beryllium copper. The outer contact is brass, available in a
variety of platings. including gold and tin. Both printedcircuit bifurcated and wire-wrappable terminations ( pins)
are offered; the ends are closed to eliminate danger of
solder or flux wicking.
The new DIP sockets are available off-the-shelf.
For complete information contact Garry Manufacturing
Company, 1010 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08902.
201-545-2424.
Use Reader Service Card number.
\\\\\\\\

We just got
Mary Smith out of
abum wrap.
We gave Mary a pluggable Wire Wrap* board that
worked at a very reasonable price Get all the facts
on our line of packaging panels as well as our line of
other high quality, low cost products. I.C. sockets,
adapter headers, microprocessor boards, racks,
cable assemblies and much more.
Call or write Garry for the name and address of
your nearest distributor or factory representative.
Garry Manufacturing, 1010 Jersey Avenue,
Brunswick, New Jersey 08902. ( 201) 545-2424.

New

'Registered trademark of Gardner Denver Co

We won't pin abum wrap on you.

Sorry
Manufacturing Co

MULTI- UNIVERSAL HIGH- DENSITY
WIRE-WRAPPABLE PACKAGING PANELS
A new line of Multi-Universal
High-Density wire-wrappable
packaging panels, particularly suitable for use in microprocessor and digital-circuit
applications, is now available
from the maker, Garry Manufacturing Co., of New Brunswick, NJ.
These universal panels will accommodate:
.100-inch spacing ( SIP) Single-in-line packages
.300-inch spacing ( DIP) Dual-in-line packages
.400-inch spacing (4K Ram) Memory packages
.500-inch spacing ( UART)
.600-inch spacing ( LSI) Large Scale Integrated Circuits
Designated the MU Series, the new packaging panels
are available with 18 columns of 55 terminals per column,
as plug-in modules P/N EP/80-18/55-15 or they can be
manufactured to a customer's individual "slot" requirements. These panels are available in two to four weeks.
For complete information contact Garry Manufacturing
Company, 1010 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08902.
201-545-2424.
Use Reader Service Card number.
Electronics/September 1, 1977
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Short or long-term instrument rentals give
you flexibility and economy.
GE has over 9,000 instruments available for
immediate shipment: oTek Scopes oBiddle
Megger Insulation Testers oH- PSignal
Generators oHoneywell Oscillographs
oComplete Data Systems oEsterline Angus
Recorders oGE Chart Recorders J Modems
oCommunication Terminals . . .all calibrated
to the manufacturer's specs.
We have over 100 Sales/Service Centers,

GENERAL

and one of them is near you. In addition to
maintaining our Rental Inventory, they can
also repair and calibrate your own equipment.
Don't borrow someone else's GE Rental
Catalog. Call collect (518) 372-9900 or your
nearest Sales/Service Center.

(((QuícKrentai®
instruments
ELECTRIC

ALA. BIRMINGHAM (215) 925-3104• ARIZ. PHOENIX (602) 278-8515 or 8516, TUCSON (602) 294-3139 • CAL. LOS ANGELES (213) 642-5350, SAN FRANCISCO (415) 436-9260 • COL.
DENVER ( 303) 371-1260 • CONN. SOUTHINGTON (203) 621-4059 • FLA. JACKSONVILLE (904) 751-0610 • GA. ATLANTA (404)457-5563. ILL. CHICAGO ( 219) 933-4500 •IND. INDIANAPOLIS (317) 639-1565 • KY. LOUISVILLE ( 502) 452-3311 • LA. NEW ORLEANS ( 504) 367-6528 • MD. BALTIMORE ( 301) 3324700 • MASS. BOSTON (617) 396-9600 Ext. 160, SPRINGFIELD (413) 781-1111. MICH. DETROIT ( 313) 285-6700 Ext. 208 • MINN. MINNEAPOLIS (612) 522-4396 • MO. KANSAS CITY (816)2314377, ST. LOUIS ( 314) 965-7115. N.J. CLIFTON
(201) 471-6556 • N.Y. BUFFALO ( 716) 876-1200, SCHENECTADY ( 518) 385-2195 • N.Y.C. CLIFTON, N.J. (201) 471-6556. N.C. CHARLOTTE ( 704) 525-0311 • OH. CINCINNATI ( 513) 8748512, CLEVELAND (216) 523-6382, TOLEDO (419) 691-35010 OR. PORTLAND ( 503)221-5101. PA. PHILADELPHIA (609)4244450, PITTSBURGH (412)462-7400 •TEX. DALLAS (214) 3577341, HOUSTON ( 713) 672-3570 • VA. RICHMOND ( 804) 232-6733 • WASH. SEATTLE (206) 854-0211 • W.V. CHARLESTON ( 304) 345-0920 • WISC. MILWAUKEE (414) 744-0110 •
PUERTO RICO PONCE (809) 843-4225
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12-bit data system goes hybrid
Using thin-film technology, Datel is first to put aself-contained
12-bit acquisition system in an IC-like package
by Lawrence Curran, Boston bureau manager
Much smaller than equivalent modular products yet about the same in
performance, a multichannel dataacquisition system developed by Da tel Systems Inc. is the first of its
kind in hybrid form. It comes in a
package that is compatible with integrated circuits.
The thin-film device has two
versions: the HDAS-16, offering
single-ended input channels, and the
1
IDAS8, with eight differential
input channels [
Electronics, Aug. 18,
p. 35]. Both are complete 12- bit
data-acquisition systems in 62- pin
metal packages measuring 2.3 by 1.4
by 0.24 inches, and both offer a
combined acquisition and conversion
time of 20 microseconds for a
throughput rate of 50 kilohertz.
Eugene Zuch, product marketing
manager at Datel, says that is probably the fastest speed of any unit
that includes abuilt-in instrumentation amplifier. This amplifier provides gains that are programmable
from 1to 1,000 by means of asingle
resistor— a feature that Datel engineers say will make the units useful
in low-level signal interfacing applications with bridge circuits, transducers, strain gauges, thermocouples, and so on. With these products,
Zuch sees Datel challenging modular data- acquisition systems on
price, performance, and especially
size. At the same time, he says,
"these hybrid products represent a
clear emphasis on staying well ahead
of what the monolithic houses can
do."
At gains of 1 to 10, root- meansquare input noise is less than 0.1
least significant bit and throughput
is 50 kHz; at a gain of. 100, rootmean-square input noise is less than
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0.16 Lss and throughput is 20 kHz.
Throughput drops to 2.4 kHz, with
rms noise less than 0.5 LSB, at again
of 1,000. The slower throughputs are
attributable to the longer settling
times of the instrumentation amplifier at higher gains.
Apart from the amplifier, the
data-acquisition system includes a
complementary - metal - oxidesemiconductor multiplexer, a 10-volt
buffered reference, a sample-andhold circuit, the 12- bit analog- todigital converter, amultiplex address
register, and digital control logic.
These circuits are grouped in two
interconnecting substrates.
The 10-v reference can be used
also for external circuitry— to drive
a bridge circuit, say, or provide
power to atransducer or operational
amplifier. The sample-and- hold circuit includes its own mos capacitor,
"which means that the user doesn't
need an external capacitor to improve the droop and linearity of his
system," Zuch points out.
Besides noise and throughputs,

other important specifications of the
HDAS hybrids are: input resistance
of 100 megohoms, maximum input
bias current of 200 picoamperes, and
input offset drift of 10 microvolts per
°C times the gain. Maximum error
at a 50- kHz throughput is ± 1least
significant bit after calibration,
which is done using external gain
and offset-adjustment trimming potentiometers.
Power requirements for the hybrid
devices are ± 15 y dc and + 5 y dc
at a total consumption of 2.8 watts.
Models HDAS-16MC and HDAS8MC operate from 0to + 70° C, and
are priced at $ 295. The range from
—25° to + 85° C is covered by the
HDAS-16MR and HDAS-8MR,
selling for $ 395, and the range from
—55° to + 100° C calls for the
HDAS-6MM and HDAS-8MM,
priced at $695. Delivery time is eight
weeks. The units will be shown in
Datel's Wescon booth 29.
Datel Systems
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Digital tester gets it all together
Field- service instrument for computer mainframes and peripherals
combines versatile multimeter with counter/timer and logic indicator

by Stephen E. Scrupski, Instrumentation Editor

Already a leader in high-quality
portable service oscilloscopes, Tektronix is aiming to meet other needs
of the service technician with its
model 851 digital tester, acombined
digital multimeter, counter, and
logicstate indicator. Measuring
voltage, resistance, time, temperature, and logic states, and performeu picTION
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ing gated counting, the 851 is
intended not only for servicing
digital logic, but for maintenance of
the electromechanical portions of the
digital peripherals, such as disk and
tape drives and printers.
According to Ted Janus, marketing program manager for the 851,
the instrument allows the on-site
service technician to restore service
about 90% to 95% of the time, the
remaining problems being referred
back to product specialists. He
points out, too, that many on-site
repairs involve alignment, adjustment, and electromechanical troubleshooting as well as electronic maintenance and repair— hence the combined digital and analog functions in
the 851.
The instrument measures the following:
• Voltage: five ranges of dc volts
from 2 volts to 500 volts full scale;
four ranges of ac volts from 2 volts

to 350 volts full scale.
• Resistance: seven ranges from 200
ohms to 50 megohms full scale.
• Temperature: — 55° to 150°C.
• Peak volts: 30 v.
• Frequency: four ranges from 100
kilohertz to 35 megahertz full scale.
• Time: five ranges from 1millisecond to 10 seconds full scale.
• Counting: 99,999 counts.
Logic-state indicators can be used
to probe for signal activity, and to
track down faulty devices, the unit
counts digital transitions in a method resembling signature analysis.
For this purpose, the schematic must
first have been annotated with the
number of transitions that should
occur at each test point, and the
equipment must be driven with a
standard input signal. The technician then checks the number of transitions at each test point and traces
any error back through the circuit
until he finds afaulty component.
The 851 can even measure transition times between two logic levels,
doing so from high to low or vice
versa at the flip of a slope switch.
Both the high and low thresholds are
adjustable from — 30 yto 30 y, and
the control has a preset position for
transistor-transistor- logic levels.
The 851's self-test feature allows
the user to plug the probes into a
receptacle, step through the functions with the front panel switch, and
check that the display shows the
reading correct for each properly
operating function. The unit also
checks line voltage directly from the
socket into which it is plugged, so no
probing of the lines is required.
Price of the 851 is $ 1,995.
Tektronix Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Ore. 97007 [ 339]
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YOU CHOOSE nr
-I
Data Type Lengths ( bits)

48 16

16

Instruction Word Length ( bits)

16.32

16

16,32,48

General- Purpose Registers

16

4

8

18,16

Hardware Index Registers

15

2

8

Maximum Memory Available ( KB)

64

64

56

Directly Addressable Memory(KB)

64

2

56

Automatic Interrupt Vectoring

Standard

N/A

Standard

Parity

Optional

Optional

N/A

Cycle Time ( nanoseconds)

600

800

725

P11101

.
11
79

11/11011

8KB Processor

$ 2200

$2600

N/A

16KB Processor

$ 2800

$3200

$3795

32KB Processor

S4000

$4400

$4995

Multipy/Divide Hardware

$ 950

$ 1400

$1820

Interdata's 6/16
wins the battle
of the specs.

Not only do we cost less than the Nova 3/4 and the
PDP-11/04, we have more features. Just compare: 16
general purpose registers on the 6/16 to simplify programming and reduce fetches . . . only 4in the Nova and
8 in the 11/04; 15 hardware index registers on the 6/16
against 2for the Nova and 8for the 11/04; 64 KB of directly
addressabb memory instead of just 2KB for the Nova 3/4
and 56 KB for the PDP11/04.
What's more; all these hardware features enhance the
nimble 6/16's performance. Its cycle time is only 600
nanoseconds, compared to 800 for the Nova and 725 for
the 11/04.
lnterdata's comprehensive software drives this powerful
hardware full out.You get the field- proven OS/16 MT2, a
real-time, multi-tasking operating system providing instantaneous response to events, while allowing the user to
minimize memory by storing non-critical functions on
disks. And the 6/16 can be programmed in your choice of
FORTRAN, BASIC or MACRO CAL.
All this and save money too, as much as one-third less
than aPDP-11/04 and substantially less on aNova 3/4 . . .
with OEM discounts saving even more.
Get the whole story Just fill in the coupon or call ( 201) 229-4040

Send me 1977 specs on your Model 6/16

E-9

TITLE _

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

•
A UNIT () F

PERKIN - ELMER DATA SYSTEMS
Oceanport. New Jersey 07757, U.S.A.
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BUSS
ELECTRONIC FUSES.
Nearly every type of fuse and fuse holder you need to protect electronic
circuits and devices you can get from us, easy. For example, Buss
Semiconductor Fuses; 700 volts, with extremely low 1
2tand 1p let-thru
values. TRON R Rectifier Fuses, 1/2 to 1,000 amps, up to 600 volts.
Fusetron' dual-element time-delay fuses. Buss quick-acting glass tube
fuses. Buss signal- indicating, alarm-activating fuses. TRON subminiature pigtail fuses. Buss sub- miniature GMW fuses. Buss
telecommunications fuses. Buss military fuses. And
Buss fuse holders and fuse blocks. Get your
hands on exactly what you want. Write us now.
Ask for Buss Bulletin SFB.
R

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING
a McGraw-Edison Company Division
Earth City, Missouri 63045
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Goodbye to TV sync controls
Inexpensive IC combines with precision ceramic resonator
to make vertical and horizontal hold controls unnecessary
by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager
By combining a linear integratedinjection- logic circuit with a precision ceramic resonator, engineers at
National Semiconductor Corp. may
well have sounded the knell for horizontal and vertical hold controls on
television sets, as well as for factory
adjustments of these functions. The
circuit, designated the LM1880, derives both horizontal and vertical
oscillator signals from the same onchip oscillator— a 503.5- kilohertz
circuit controlled by the ceramic
resonator.
Because the resonator is a highly
accurate component, the horizontalscan frequency derived from it is
guaranteed to be within 184 hertz of
the desired 15.734- kHz horizontalscan rate. Since the oscillator is a
voltage-controlled unit that forms
part of a phase- locked loop with a
pull- in range of 600 Hz, the lockup is
assured when the sync signal transmitted by the television station is
received. The TV'S vertical frequency
is produced with similar precision, so
it can be easily injection- locked over
the frequency range from .57.63 to
61.22 Hz— again making lockup a
certainty. Thus the TV manufacturer
has no need to provide adjustments
of the oscillator's free- running frequency, either as a factory preset or
as acustomer control.
In most existing TV sets the
vertical and horizontal oscillators
are not only less accurate, they are
also independent of each other. Typically, their frequencies are set by LC
or RC circuits. More modern sets
use a phase- locked loop to control
the horizontal frequency, but the
oscillator still requires at least a
factory preset adjustment.
The heart of the LM1880 is a
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precision voltage-controlled oscillator that works with a model EX1028 ceramic resonator made by
MuRata Corp. of America, Rockmart, Ga. Resonator frequency is
503.5 kHz ± 2 kHz. The circuit
divides the vco signal by 32 to
produce apredriver output locked to
the negative sync input by means of
an on-chip phase detector.
The vertical output ramp is injection- locked by a sync pulse controlled by a selective gate. Connected to a546-element counter, the
gate opens after the 5I4th count and
waits for async pulse. If none arrives
by the 546th count, an automatic
reset occurs and a vertical output
pulse is generated.
The analog portions of the chip,
which make up about 40% of the

total, include the vco and the phase
detector and are fabricated using a
standard linear process. The rest of
the chip— principally the countdown
circuitry — is implemented in PL.
The device also includes a voltage
regulator to provide a stable 8.75
volts and circuitry to generate a
pulse centered on the chroma burst.
Available now in sample quantities, the LM1880 replaces four to six
discrete devices, aphase- locked- loop
integrated circuit, two potentiometers, and various passive components, according to product marketing manager Charles Smaltz. Smaltz
expects the circuit to sell for less
than $ 1in large quantities.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara,

Calif.

95051

[340]
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High Voltage
Products
from

E E

SILICON RECTIFIERS

11%

111.13
ERIE
I 1>ev

ACTUAL SIZE

VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS

ONE HALF
ACTUAL SIZE

POWER SUPPLIES

• " MINIATURIZATION" is
our specialty
• Custom design
• " In-house" capability
• MIL approved facilities
• Hi reliability
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• Military. Industrial
• Commercial
• CRTs. PMTs• SITs
• I-SITs• LLLTV• Lasers
• Image Intensifiers
• Detectors
• Electrostatic Applications

New products
and contact resistance. The ohmmeter circuit has high- and low-voltage
modes for making measurements in
12
circuits containing semiconductor
devices and for performing diode
checks, plus a front- panel zero
adjust to compensate for lead resistDMM with $ 295 price tag
ance.
The meter is fully protected
can measure resistance
against continuous overloads up to
1,200 volts on any ac or dc voltage
down to 10 milliohms
range and up to 285 ydc plus ac rms
on any ohms range. Overload is
Calling it the most sophisticated signaled by a flashing display, and
instrument in its class, Ballantine recovery is automatic when the overLaboratories Inc. will introduce at load is removed. All current ranges
Wescon its $ 295 model 3028B, a are protected by afast-acting circuit
digit multimeter. The meter is breaker that is resettable by a push
31
2/
root- mean-square- responding on its button on the front panel. The meter
ac ranges, and on its lowest voltage has aone-year calibration cycle and
range of 20 millivolts full scale, it a mean time between failures in
has aresolution of 10 microvolts.
excess of 18,000 hours.
"It's a 31
2/
digit meter that thinks
Push-button controls permit mealike a 41
2/
digit instrument," says surements covering 35 ranges: ac/dc
Fred Katzmann, Ballantine Labs' voltages from 10 e to 1,200 v in 6
president, citing its 10 µV resolution. ranges; ac/dc current from 10 nanoKatzmann says many things went amperes to 2 amperes in 6 ranges;
into obtaining the better resolu- resistance from 10 milliohms to 20
tion— better stability in the refer- megohms in 11 ranges. Automatic
ence-voltage source and power sup- polarity indication with a plus or
ply, careful ground layouts, and the minus sign is standard for all dc
use of a metallized plastic case, functions.
which, Katzmann says, "keeps the
In its ac voltage and current
effects of noise down, so the last modes, the DMM provides rms
digit doesn't ramble on the lowest response for waveforms that have up
range."
to 10% distortion and crest factors of
As an ohmmeter, it can detect 1.2 to 1.6, covering frequencies from
resistance down to 10 milliohms,
15 hertz to 110 kilohertz, and is
which is useful for such measure- usable to frequencies higher than
ments as printed- circuit- board 200 kHz.
traces, transformer coil windings,
The Model 3028B DMM weighs 2
Instruments

digit meter
3/resolves 10 /
IV

Write for new catalog
or call ...

ERE

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 16501
(613) 392-2561
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Here's technical achievement for you...
better living for you and your family.
We're

particularly anxious to meet you if

people who are experienced in developing

you're a circuit-design, packing and mechan-

state-of-the-art instrumentation, components,

ical, or software engineer—or a specialist in

Tektronix Professional Placement,

and cevices.

Tektronix. Inc.

electron optics, vacuum technology, or materials and processing. But whatever your
technical strengths, if oil- up-the-sleeves engineering appeals to you, we'd like to hear
from you.
At Tektronix you'll find an environment that
emphasizes the individual, and his personal
contribution to technical

development— by

working on projects. not writing about them.
Your work will benefit advanced engineering
throughout the world. Personal professional
growth comes from

working with first-rate

All Tektronix R & 0—financed entirely from

P.O. Box 500E, Beaverton, Oregon 97077

our annual sales of approximately $ 360 mil-

Please send me an application form.

lion— is d.rected toward commercial products. Our community is prosperous, with a
stability of enployment not typical of every
industrial center.
Tektroffix is located just outside of Portland, one of the nation's most liveable cities.
We live in a green land. Mt. Hood and winter
sports are a short drive to the east—the Pacific Ocean is just beyond the forested Coast
Range to the west.
If you're seeking technical advancement and
better living for you and your family, write

Name
Address
City
State

Zip
E

Tèictronix
COMMIT TE f) TU EX(II LENE

to us.
An equal opportunity employer.

For Technical Data circle 121 on Reader Service Card

For Demonstration circle 166 on Reader Service Card

How to defend against attack by air,
Series 1panel sealed lighted pushbuttons are qualified under MIL— S-22885.

FW solid state self-contained proximity cont
provide high reliability and long life.
•••
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New products
pounds, 7 ounces ( with batteries
41b., 1oz.), and measures 81
/
8 by 2%
by 8"/16 inches.
Ballantine Laboratories Inc., P. O. Box 97,
Boonton, N. J. 07005. Phone ( 201) 3550900 [ 351]

$29 panel meter
resolves 31/
2 digits
Only $ 29 each in hundreds ($ 35
each for one to nine), the model
DM- 3100L is a compact digital
panel meter with differential inputs
and autozeroing. The 31
/
2digit
(2,000-count) instrument covers the
range from — 1.999 volts dc to 1.999
dc with amaximum error of 0.2%
of reading + 1 count at 25°C.
Maximum temperature drift of gain
is 0.01%/°C. The meter has an input
impedance in excess of 100 megohms and can tolerate a continuous
overvoltage of ± 150 NI and an intermittent overvoltage of up to 300 v.
Commom-mode rejection ratio is 80
decibels from dc to 60 hertz with a
1-kilohm source imbalance. The
instrument uses half- inch light-emit-

OF

HONEYWELL

Resistive
Networ k
mode I - 05

can be read easily at 20 feet. Dimensions of the unit are 4.4 by 2.4 by 1.2
in. It comes with a standard 6- in.
probe and 4feet of cable terminated
in a phonograph plug. For remote
measurement, an audio patch cord
may be added to a maximum overall length of 100 feet.
Other models are available with
ranges up to 212°F and accuracies to
within 1°F.
Resistive Network Inc., 294 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 02139. Phone Robert Mulcahy
at ( 617) 547-4711 [ 353]

Chart recorder ignores
battery-voltage changes
ting-diode displays.
Datel

Systems

Inc.,

1020 Turnpike St.,

Canton, Mass. 02021. Phone Gene Murphy
at ( 617) 828-8000, Ext. 141 [ 354]

Digital thermometer
sells for $ 98

FREEPORT. ILLINOIS 61032

DIVISION

company sells for $ 98, complete with
probe and five AA batteries.
Robert Mulcahy, a partner in
Resistive Network Inc., says the
model - 05 is intended for such jobs
as finding hot spots in circuits and
measuring the boiling point of
solvents in degreasing operations. It
is accurate to within 2°F over its
range of — 67°F to 185°F.
The thermometer provides relatively fast readings, with a time
constant of less than 3 seconds in
stirred oil. The display, which is
updated every 0.2 second, is a0.43inch light- emitting-diode type that

Digital thermometers for industrial
use generally sell for $ 200 or more.
But the first product from a new

A battery- powered chart recorder
designed to be built into portable
instrumentation is not affected by
changes in battery voltage from a
peak of 13.9 volts to alow of 10.5
(almost depleted). Weighing only 4
pounds, the 102 XLA DCH is a
single-channel instrument having a
position- feedback galvanometer with
amaximum over-all error of 0.5% of
full scale. Chart movement is held to
within 2% of the set speed.
Aimed principally at medical-elec-

RO SWITCH products axe available
ilwide through Honeywell International.
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ELIMINATE NOISE
PROBLEMS WITH DELTEC S

New products

COMPUTER
POWER
CONDITIONER
5KVA FOR LESS THAN $ 1,500
Only One Computer Power Conditioner Eliminates Ail Noise Problems.
Noise on a computer power line causes data and memory loss as well as
mysterious crashes and errors. This noise can pass through voltage regulators and dedicated power lines.
Deltec DLC Series computer power conditioners eliminate noise and
regulation problems. Unique shielding provides 120 dB ( 1,000,000:1)
reduction for: Transients— Voltage Spikes— Ground Loops— Line Noise
caused by RF Ior EMI (
radiated noise).
The DLC regulates voltage within 3% over a 30% input voltage range.
RANGES:

L

1200VA - 30KVA 10
9KVA - 90KVA 30
DELTEC, 980 Buenos Ave..
San Diego, CA 92110

.

Phone ( 714) 275-1331

11111111M

CORPORATION

LARGEST RADAR INVENTORY IN THE WORLD

AN ALT- 6-7-8
AN-APG-33
AN APG-51
AN APN-69
AN APN-102
AN APN-169
AN/APC1-50
AN/APO-55
AN/APS-20
AN/APS-31A
AN/APS-42 - 45
AN/APS-64
AN ASS- 4 9
AN CPS- 68
AN CPS- 9
AN DPN-32
AN FPS- 6-8
AN FPS- 14-18
AN FPS- 20 - 75
AN FRC-39
AN/FRT- 15
AN ,GPA-30 ,
AN GPA-126
ANIAP0-4A - 10
AN/MPG- 29
AN/MM-19
AN/MPX-7
AN'MSQ-1A
AN/SPA-4A
AN/SPA-8
AN/SPN-5
AN/SPS-511
AN/SPS-6C
AN/SRW-4C
AN/TPN-1 V17
AN/TPS- ID, E
AN TPS- IOD
AN IFS- 28
AN 1M- 34E
AN IFS- 37
AN TPX-21
AN UPA 25-35
AN UPX-4-6
AN UPX-14
HIPAR
MK- 25
NIE. Ajax
Nike -Hetcules
SCR- 584
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AUTOTRACK ANTENNA SCR- 584
RADAR SYSTEM
360 deg AZ 210 deg EL. 1mil. accuracy. Missile vel.
;Neel, and Elsw. rassi. Antplidyne control. Handle up
to 20 ft. dish. Conspl. control chassis. ALSO in stock
10 crn. ran mounted red. system. Conical scon. PP1.
6ft. dish. 300 pg. ins', bk. on rode, $50.
RF SOURCES
17-27 KHL 200 W CW
125-450 KHz 4 KW CW
2-30 MHz 3 KW CW
4-21 MHz 40 KW CW
24-350 MHz 100 W CW
80-240 MHz 500 W 2-3 uS
175-225 MHz 300 KW I, 20 uS
200.2000 MHz 40 W CW
210-225 MHz 1MW 5 stS
385-575 MHZ 1.5 KW CW
400-700 MHz 1KW . 03 DC
930-1500 MHz IKW . 06 DC
900-1040 MHz 5-10 KW . 006 DC
1.2-1.35 Gliz 500 KW 2
1.5-9.0 Getz 150 W CW
Gliz 10 KW . 002 DC
2.7-2.9 Gliz IMW IuS
3.1-3.5 GIN IMW 1.3 uS
2.7-2.9 GIN 5 MW 2-3 teS
4.4-5.0 Gllz 1KW CW
5.4-5.9 GHz 5 MW . 001 DC
6 GH: 1MW IuS
6.2-6.6 GM: 200 KW . 37 soS
8.5-11 GH: 200 W CW
9.375 GH: 40 KW . 5-1-2 uS
8.5-9.6 GH: 250 KW . 0013 OC
15.5-17.5 GH: 135 KW . 33-1-3 uS
24 Gliz 40 KW . 15 uS
35 GHz 100 KW . 1uS

us

MODUIIIBTORS
25 KW 5.5 KV 4.5 A; . 0025 DC
144 KW 12 KV 12 A; . 001 DC
250 KW 16 KV 16 A; . 002 DC
405 KW 20 KV 20 A; . 1DC
SOO KW 22 KV 28 A; . 001 DC
IMW 25 KV 40 A; . 002 DC
3 MW 30 KV 60 A; 30 toS
10 MW 76 KV 135 A; . 001 DC
66 MW 160 KV 400 A; 00
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TRACKING SYSTEMS
K RANO
X SAND
X SAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
S SAND
S BAND
S SAND

Astro-Med, Atlan-Tol Industrial Park, West
Warwick, R I. 02893. Phone ( 401) 828-4000
[355]

10-MHz logic-state analyzer

Circle 124 on reader service card

SYSTEMS &
SPARES

tronic applications, the recorder
meets the frequency- response specifications of the American Heart
Association. It has a 50- millimeterwide channel across which it writes
with a heated stylus. The 102 XLA
DCH measures 4by 6by 6.25 inches
and sells for $425. Delivery time is
30 days.

MONOPULSE SE 40 KW E-34
NIKE AJAX/HERCULES
HIRES MONOPULSE MOO IV
OCA PAR II
FIRE CONTROL 250 KW M-33
AIRBORNE 50 KW APG-32
MOBILE 40 KW AN M170-29
BEACON 100W AN/DPN-62
10' DISH 500 KW AN/MPO- i8
250 KW AN/MPO-10A
250 KW AN/MPS-9
SEARCH SYSTEMS

KU BAND AIRBORNE 135 KW B-58
X SAND WEATHER 250 KW AN/CPS-9
X BAND WEATHER 40 KW AN/SPN-5
X RAND 7 KW AN/TPS-21
X BAND ON DOPPLER AN/PPS-9/12
C BAN& FIGT FOR 1MW TPS-37
C BANE' 285 KW AN/SPS-5111/0
S BAND HEIGHT FINDER 5 MW AN/FPS-6
S BAND COHERENT 1MW AN/FPS-18
S BAND 1MW NIKE AJAX/HERC
LBAND 40' ANTENNA 500 KW AN/FPS-75
LBAND 500 KW AN/TPS-ID/GSS-1
UHF 1MW HELIHUT TPS-28
C BAND TRACKER
Pwr I5MW
Ronge: 250 mkt,
Re, pararnp
(
Molar 5" " A" scopes
10' clIsh ..r.th ', near of orc polornotIon

offers powerful triggering
It is hard to program many logic
analyzers so that they can get inside
nested loops. But the triggering
controls on the model 1610A logicstate analyzer deal with this and
other problems by allowing the user
to specify asequence of up to seven
32- bit words as a trigger condition.
Furthermore, each word in the
sequence may be repeated up to
65,536 times. The delay feature of
many other analyzers is thus seen to
be a degenerate two- word sequence
in which the first word is the trigger
word and the second word is adon'tcare repeated N times.
Capable of capturing 10- mega1111111.11111111111 \ '. 7. 4,.,1:1

SPARE PARTS IN STOCK
P-Olte Apr, Hercules, M-33, MPS- 19,
TPS-10D, FPS- 6, FPS- 8. SCR- 584, HIPAR,
UPX-6, TPN-12- 17, PAR II, UPA 35, GPO -i,
MPS- 9, FPS- 18. FRC - 39 Many TO., write

TM- ID,

SEND FOR FREE 22 PAGE CATALOG

»Et

Radio
Research
Instrument
Co., Inc.

L.

L. ._.,

LI`
LLL.
LLÀ_L

L3C.
JD
LJU
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ge

2 Lake Avenue Est , Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 792-6666 • Tel*. 962444
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hertz data, the 1610A can be
programmed in binary, octal, decimal, and hexadecimal formats. It
stores 64 32- bit words of which 20
can be seen at one time. Two control
keys allow the user to roll the display
to see all of the words.
Other features of the analyzer are
a trace-compare mode in which one
full trace is stored for comparison
with a later one, timing capability in
which the time between events is
measured and displayed, and a
threshold- adjustment scheme that
divides the 32- bit data input into
four 8- bit groups, each of which can
be set to a different threshold. The
1610A sells for $ 9,500 and has a
delivery time of six weeks.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [3561

Be sure
you're ushig the most
up-to-date
GE miniature lamp
design data.
Out-of-date information could affect your designs adversely and new
data on new lamps could lead the way to new ideas. Take a minute to
check the dates on these seven catalogs be sure you've
got the most up-to-date information at your fingertips, and help you
pick the best GE miniature lamps for each of your design needs.
• All catalogs are free. • Data and information is current.
•Organized for quick, easy, accurate reference. • Saves you valuable time.

II- Glass
edge Base

TOPICS
Instruments
United Systems Corp., Dayton,
Ohio, has reduced the price of its
DigiTec 8320 time interval counter to $4.500. The unit has a
single-shot resolution of 1 nanosecond and can resolve 1 picosecond in its time-interval averaging mode. ... Dana Laboratories Inc., Irvine, Calif., has
added four options to its model
9000 microprocessing counter/timer: selective gate control,
synchronous window combined
with selective gate control, pulseparameter measurement capability, and remote programming.
...Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass., has cut the prices
of its 43/
4digit panel meters by
10% to 20% while reducing many
other second- generation DPM
prices. Some 43/
4digit units are
now only 2% to 3% more expensive than their 3'/2- digit equivalents. .
Pbl Electro-Optics
Inc., New London, N. H., has
introduced its model RP-800
fiber-optic reflectance photometer for the monitoring and measurement of relative reflectance
and relative spectral reflectance.
The $795 instrument uses a bifurcated light guide to take light to
and from the sample whose
reflectance is being measured.
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#3-5257-11
Halogen- Cycle Lamps
Revised April, 1977. The 12 pages
feature greatly expanded data Including
specifications, characteristics, design considerations
an selection guide.

#3-7070
Miniature Lamps
Revised April, 1977. Features almost 100 new lamps not previously
listed; covers almost 600 lamps,
40 pages.

#3-5259R2
All- Glass Wedge Base Lamps
Revised March, 1977. Contains all
specifications and data for 11
newest wedge base lamps plus
revised drawings and engineering
specifications on the full line.

#3-6383
Farm Tractor Seale° Beam Lamps
Revised Septembei, 1976. Four
pages feature the expanded line
farm equipment, including diagrams of lamp beam patterns.

#3-6016
Sub-Mlniature Lamps
Revised May. 1976. Includes latest
data on more than 194 lamps of Va .
diameter and smaller, 28 pages.

Form 5000
Miniature, Sealed Beam
and Glow Lamps
Revised February, 1976. Features
36 pages of technical lamp data
covering 950 lamps, both miniature
and sealed beam. Lists lamps in
numerical order

To get your free GE lamp
catalogs today.
—

Z
;
:u-r>

#3-5211
Sealed Beam Lamps
Revised September, 1975. Lists
electrical and physical specifications, applications and numerical
index in 16 pages.

Call your local GE Miniature Lamp Products Dept.
Specialist. Or write: General Electric Miniature
Lamp Products Dept. # 3382, Nela Park, Cleveland,
Ohio 44112.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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New products
Semiconductors

Chip performs
error checks
10-MHz device uses on-board
ROM to implement most
common error-checking codes
An important factor in using communications-oriented peripheral devices or systems is the technique
available to check the data stream
for errors. While many of these
peripheral devices can handle one or
more protocols, they need external
circuitry to change cyclic- redundancy-check error codes.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp. has developed a multipurpose
CRC generator/checker integrated
circuit that is capable of implementing most of the common errorchecking codes, including synchronous- data- link control, 6- bit bisynchronous, 8- bit bisynchronous,
and such specialized schemes as the
airline reservation system code. The
lc accomplishes the implementation
by a mask alteration of an on-chip
read-only memory.
Designated the 9411, the lowpower Schottky device operates at
speeds up to 10 megahertz and is
designed for use in disk storage
systems, digital cassette and cartridge systems, and general data
communications systems.
The 9411 is a programmable
device that operates on serial data
streams and provides a means of
detecting transmission errors. According to Krishna Rallapalli, advanced products manager at Fairchild, it is designed to accommodate
eight 16- bit polynomial codes, and a
3- bit control input selects one of the
eight. The ROM decodes the selected
polynomial to establish the appropriate interconnections on an on-chip
16- bit register with a gating network. Use of aROM instead of hardwired decoding permits the device to
offer any other generator polynomials by means of asimple change of
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mask, Rallapalli points out.
The 9411 can be easily programmed to generate such numbers
as maximum- length pseudorandom
numbers using irreducible generator
polynomials, Rallapalli says. It handles any polynomial up to the 16th
order. An error- detector circuit
monitors the register for all zero
conditions and automatic right-justification is incorporated for polynomials of any order less than 16.
Cyclic checks are used with many
tape cassettes and cartridge systems,
Rallapalli points out. Most of these
units can read data in both the
forward and reverse directions.
However, if the same check circuitry
is used to validate data in both directions, invalid error indications occur.
To preclude this, the 9411 includes
codes for reverse checking, one for
the SDLC code and another for the 8bit bisync code.
The 9411 is priced at $9 each in
quantities of ahundred and is available from stock.

part and is priced more than 10%
below the Intel memory.
Key to the price- performance attractiveness of the S4015-3 in particular and v-mos devices in general
is their high circuit density, which
allows amuch larger number of dice
per wafer than other mos configurations. In terms of chip size, the Fairchild bipolar unit is 61% larger than
the AMI part, while the Intel memory
is 87% larger.
Before this year is out AMI expects
to add at least four more products to
its v-mos line: a30-ns version of the
present RAM, two 4,096- bit static
RAMS, and a 65,536- bit read-only
memory. The present product sells
for $ 6.20 each in hundreds.
American Microsystems Inc., 3800 Homestead Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. Phone
Tom Edel at ( 408) 246-0330 [ 4131

Monolithic v-f-vconverter
goes up to 1megahertz

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., 464
Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. 94042 [ 4111

1,024-bit V-MOS RAM has
45-nanosecond access time
The S4015-3 1,024- by- 1- bit static
random-access memory is the first
commercial RAM product of AMI's
new V-groove metal-oxide- semiconductor technology. As such it will
undoubtedly be subjected to extremely close scrutiny — even by users who are waiting for its 4,096- bit
successor to come along. Speedcompetitive with the bipolar Fairchild 93415/25 and the n-mos Intel
2115/25 RAMS, the 45- nanosecond
memory has adecided price edge: it
is 36% cheaper than the Fairchild

The A-8404 is amonolithic voltageto- frequency and frequency- to-voltage converter with a maximum
frequency of 1megahertz. Requiring
only six external passive components, the device converts voltages
from 0to 10 yinto apulse train with
a repetition rate proportional to the
voltage. Subject to the 10-v and
1- MHz maxima, transfer functions
can be tailored by selecting the
passive components suitably. The
A-8404 operates from asingle supply
voltage in the range of 5to 18 ydc.
It has a maximum nonlinearity of
0.4% at 1MHz and offers the equivalent of 8- bit accuracy. Housed in a
14- pin ceramic dual in- line package,
it sells for $ 12 in small quantities.
Intech / Function Modules Inc., 282 Brokaw
Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. Phone ( 408)
244-0500 [ 417]

MOS device performs SDLC
and other protocols
Designed to simplify the interfacing
of digital systems with synchronous
data-communications channels, the
SMC COM 5025 is a program-
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VECTOR-PAK. ENCLOSURES
COLORFUL BEAUTY OUTSIDE — VERSATILE & ACCESSIBLE INSIDE

—BEST FROM EVERY ANGLE—

Beautiful and affordable cases, unmarred by screws
or fasteners. Instantly accessible interiors with slip
out covers. Optional ventilation, handles, stands,
slides and mounting holes. Recessed front and rear
panels. Styling, finish and details can be modified
to make the case uniquely yours. Low in cost.

Fully adjustable interior mounting systems for any
card, module or device within size limitations. Cards
or modules insert from front or rear, vertically,
horizontally, or top down. Circuit cards, modules,
guides, connectors, ribbon cables are available. Send
for catalog.
Rugged—Reliable— Versatile

• 15 STANDARD SIZES, • 11 COLORS IN TEXTURED VINYL OR ANODIZE
• 11 STANDARD INTERIOR MOUNTING SYSTEMS, • ONE WEEK DELIVERY IN STANDARD CASES
VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY, INC., 12460 Gladstone Avenue, Sylmar, CA 91342, phone ( 213) 365-9661, twx 910-496-1439
530577

Visit us at Wescon Booth es 1535-1537
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Yes
MINIATURE CERAMIC TRIMMERS TYPE
CDS. This new range of miniature ceramic disc
trimmers has been designed to meet the require
mens of mechanical and electrical reliability when
the available space is minimal 5rnm in diameter
and 4.4mm maximum height they are designed tor
applications such as electronic docks and watches
but, in addition available tor other conventional
uses Ranges 0.9 to 25pF.

MINIATURE UHF TRIMMER CAPACITORS
TYPE PTLI/TUT: This range of trimmers was lest
developed tor the UK Ill satellite The ability of the
capaators to operate over awee frequency range
enanies them to be used even into the microwave
region with complete confidence. Actual self
resunance frequency at C max type PTU ,11 is
4Gflz.) Capacitance range 0.2oF to 3pF. Printed
circuit chassis and strip line styles available

OXLEY

lOmm AIR DIELECTRIC SOLID ELECTRODE
MINI TRIMMERS: This range of OXLEY sub
miniature air dielectric trimmer capaators have
both stator and rotor assemblies machined front
solid bar eliminating practically all soldered mints
Capacitance values from 2pF to 25pF.

The most
versatile
range
of trimmer
capacitors

See them on STAND1016/8WESCON
Oxley Incorporated

PLAZA SUITE 900 3250 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90010 PHONE ( 2131 383 8270 TWX 1910321 2903

OXLEY fiD

Oxley Developments Co. Ltd.

LILVERSTON CUMBRIA
LA1290G
ENGLAND
C. BLES COLES ULVERSTON TELEX 65141 TELEPHONE 0229 52621

Circle 170 on reader service card

we make all of these...

'iv 1Ill all
Crystals. ovenized oscillators, TCXO's, VCXO's,
and ahybrid crystal oscillator only . 200" high
in afrequency range of 2.5 KHz to 30 MHz.

No

We don't want to brag about our
capabilities, people, facilities, price or delivery...

Not Much
Call ( 913) 631-6700 or write P.O. Box 913,
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201.
Electronic Research Operations
Speidel Division of Textron Inc.

Spee TEXTRON
Circle 171 on reader service card
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Í
THE

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE
ON MANAGING ENGINEERS

The growing
challenge of
motivating, training,
and utilizing the EE

If you hire, fire, manage, motivate, train, or educate EEs,
here are some facts that you should know:

• 74% of 1,300 engineers surveyed this year by Electronics believe that electrical engineers in the next
decade will not attain the professional status of physicians or lawyers;
• 55.4% think that employers practice age discrimination;
• 5/.5% are only moderately satisfied with their engineering careers;
• Over 45% said that their companies do not have adequate dual ladder systems for engineers
who prefer to stay in technical assignments;
• Fewer than half of those responding-45.3%—said that employers usually recognize engineering
contributions appropriately;
• 49.4% feel underutilized in their present positions;
• Many engineers believe that promotions are slow in coming.
These are just a few of the findings from the Electronics survey of engineers' attitudes. Such career- oriented
attitudes will be analyzed at the Electronics Conference on Managing Engineers at the Fairmont Hotel
in San Francisco on November 8th, and at the McGraw-Hill Corporate Headquarters in New York City
on November 15th. You can't afford to miss the opportunity to learn more about the significant role
managers must play in successfully handling these emerging EE career problems.
Conference Program:
9:00-9:30 AM • Electronics Career View Survey
What are 1,300 electrical engineers' attitudes toward
the engineering career, its satisfactions and
frustrations? What is the impact of the microprocessor
on the way EEs do their jobs? What are the future career
trends, both professional and technical?

stay up-to-date with current technologies—especially in
the field of microprocessors? Is there too much theory
and not enough practical application?
Part II: The corporate world: How do you deal with the
underutilized EE? The problem of career anxiety?
Career motivation? Is the ' dual ladder' amyth?
1:00-2:15 PM • Luncheon

10:00-11:00 AM • The Thompson- Dalton Study
of the Four Stages of Career Development

2:30-3:30 PM • Is competency
assessment the wave of the future?

How do you get acompany to recognize the problem of
obsolescence—the corporation's and the individual's?
What is the relationship between age and performance?
How can you educate management to include the EE's
career in its planning?

Is it possible to identify the successful performer? What
are the pros and cons? The alternatives?

11:00-1:00 PM • Coping with the problems
of education, motivation, and utilization of the EE
Part I: The academic world: Can engineering schools

3:30-5:00 PM • Performance Appraisal
Should performance appraisal become an integral part
of the career development program? Is forced turnover
an effective means of achieving high performance? Is it
possible to quantify performance so that the individual who
is of most value to the department receives the best salary?

Your registration fee includes the Electronics 140- page survey of over 1,300 electrical engineers ( the survey will not be
sold independently), and the magazine's three-part editorial analysis of the Career View Survey.
Among the speakers will be:
*James D. Bruce, MIT •Gene W. Dalton, Paul H. Thompson, Brigham Young University

•George Klemp, McBer and Co.

•John Porter, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory •C.R.Wischmeyer, Bell Labs
Other speakers to be announced
Send registration form to:
McGraw-Hill Conference & Seminar Group
1221 Avenue of the Americas— Room 3677
New York, New York 10020
(212) 997-4930

THE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE ON MANAGING ENGINEERS
The growing challenge of motivating, training, and utilizing the EE

E-1

San Francisco, November 8, 1977, Fairmont Hotel
-

New York, November 15, 1977, McGraw-Hill Corporate Headquarters
Please send me further information
Conference fee: $ 250

Academic fee: $ 150

Company address

Name
Title

Company telephone
Signature

Company
Check one: _

Payment enclosed

Please bill me directly

Please bill company

Cancellation policy: Cancellations made less than seven days prior to the conference are subject to a $ 25 fee.You may, if you wish, send a substitute in your place.
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New products

mable, multiprotocol controller that
implements all major protocols including bit-oriented types such as
SDLC, HDLC, and ADCCP and byteoriented types like Bisync and
DDCMP. The universal synchronous
receiver/transmitter is a 40- pin
monolithic device built with the
COPLAMOS n-channel silicon- gate
process. It operates at speeds up to 2
megabauds.
For bit- oriented protocols, the
COM 5025 provides bit stuffing and
stripping, automatic frame character
detection and generation, and residue handling. For byte-oriented protocols, the unit features automatic
detection and generation of sync
characters. Options include error
checking, variable- length data, and
an idle mode to transmit flag or sync
characters or to mark the line. The
cost of a COM 5025 device with a
typical set of options is $ 61.40 in
quantities of 500 to 999.
Standard Microsystems Corp., 35 Marcus
Blvd., Hauppauge, N. Y. 11787. Phone ( 516)
273-3100 [ 418]

RELIABILITY
IS ALWAYS THERE WITH

ELORG RESISTORS
complying in full with MEC Standards
by dimensions, ratings and tolerances.
THE WIDE RANGE OF ABOVE 50 TYPES
OF FIXED AND VARIABLE WIRE AND NON-WIRE
RESISTORS includ!ng
• S2- 33I Compact Metal- Film Reststors (0.25 W and 0.5 W
dissipation, with maximum temperature factor of
500x 10 -6 1/°C).
Packed in adhesive tape and bobbins. Color markings.
• VS-0.125b Carbon Resistors, with mean temperature
factor of 1400x 10 -6 11 °C.
Packed in adhesive tape and bobbins. Color markings.
• S5-5 Mini- Size Wire Resistors, with temperature factor
of 1 . 1.5x10 -4 1/'C.
• Thermoresistors
• Photoresistors.
• Varistors.

8-bit a-dconverter
runs at 2.5 megahertz
Capable of completing an 8- bit
analog-to-digital conversion in only
400 nanoseconds, the TDC-1001J is
a monolithic bipolar device with an
input range of 0 to — 0.5 volt. The
unit requires an external clock
signal, a voltage reference, and a
compensating capacitor. It needs
nine clock periods per conversion at
a typical clock rate of 22.5 megahertz. All output bits are available
one clock period after a status line
indicates " ready to convert." There
are no missing codes. Accurate to
within half aleast significant bit, the
TDC-1001J sells for $ 175 in lots of
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DISPLAYED BY ELORG AT " WESCON-77"
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS' EXHIBITION
IN SAN FRANCISCO,
September 19 to 21, 1977
Booth No 1062

WELCOME!
Le7r/Q,G* 32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya
121200 Moscow
USSR
Tel. 251-39-46, Telex 7586
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New products
100 to 999 units. A similar unit with
a 1- microsecond conversion time—
the TDC-1002J — sells for $ 75 in the
same quantities. Both have a delivery time of 60 days or less,
depending on quality.
TRW LSI Products ( E2/9085), One Space
Park, Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278. Phone
William Koral at (213) 535-1831 [ 414]

TI adds low-power and
low-noise bi-FET op amps
Texas Instruments has expanded its
line of bi-FET op amps by adding
two new series: the low- power
TL061 and low- noise TL071. The

three units in the TL061 series draw
a maximum of 0.2 milliampere per
amplifier; they feature aslew rate of
3.5 volts per microsecond. The four
members of the TL071 family have a
noise level of 18 ny per foot Hz.
Texas Instruments Inc., Inquiry Answering
Service, P. O. Box 5012, M/S 308 ( Attn:
TL061 and TL071), Dallas, Texas 75222
(415]

TOPICS
Semiconductors

You've worked hard
on your product. It really is a
better mousetrap. It solves areal
need and it's the best there is. Put it in acase that says
The Best loud and clear. A Zero Centurion Elite' case.
The Centurion Elite is recognized all over the world as the
premium case for technical equipment. Not just because
it looks impressive— but because it gives your instrumentation
all the protection and security of aportable vault.
If you'd like to take recognition one step in adifferent
direction, there's also the Centurion Logolite' case.The
Logolite is an economical case that allows you t0 display your
embossed logo on the outside while protecting your
equipment on the inside.
Both cases are available for two-week delivery in awide
variety of sizes.
Ask for afree demonstration. This is one trap you'll be
glad you fell into.

ZERO

We make you look good.

Supertex Inc., Sunnyvale,
Calif., is offering a family of pchannel and n-channel enhancement- mode V- groove power
metal-oxide-semiconductor fieldeffect transistors. The n-channel
devices have ratings from 45
volts at 1ampere to 60 V at 2 A;
the p-channel units have the
same voltage ratings but typically
only half the current. In thousands, prices range from 59
cents for n-channel dice to $3.63
for a p-channel unit in a TO-3
can.. .. Meanwhile, Siliconix Inc.,
Santa Clara, Calif., has upgraded its Mospower line of
V-MOS devices. The new 2N6657
and 2N6660, which are meant to
replace the VMP 1 and VMP 2,
respectively, contain an on-chip
gate- protection zener and are
therefore totally monolithic. The
earlier units had aseparate zener
chip mounted in the package with
the V-MOS chip. In addition the
new transistors have lower input
currents and lower on-state resistances than their predecessors: 100 nanoamperes vs 500
ns, and 2.5 ohms maximum vs
3.0 ohms maximum... .Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, Texas,
has developed a new type of
monolithic analog-to-digital converter. Called the TL505, the unit
is meant to be used with microprocessors similar to Ti's
TMS1000 series. Analog elements in the TL505 include an op
amp, a comparator, a voltage
reference, analog switches, and
switch drivers. Logic for the dualslope conversion is performed by
the associated microprocessor,
or it can be implemented with
discrete components. The converter is $3.90 each in hundreds.

Zero Corporation • Burbank, CA 213/846-4191 • Monson, MA 413/267-5561

Call Me, I'm Interested circle 130

Mail Catalog circle 173
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1. Majestic redwoods, largest living thins 2. The countryside. 3. Clustersof Cabernet Sauvignon
settings is less than an hour from Santa Rosa.

4. Downtown Duncan's Mill

5. Sating on San Francisco Bay. The farthest of these

We'll let you work in Santa Rosa.
We'll let you live in paradise.
This is not atravel advertisement.
It is an invitation to engineers to
consider what surely must be a
unique opportunity— the pursuit
of acareer with ahigh technology
optics company situated in one of
man's more favored spots.
Santa Rosa. Who could ask
for anything more?
Luther Burbank came to Santa Rosa
because the climate was ideal for
developing and growing the most
fantastic variety of fruits and flowers the world has ever seen. Jack
London came to Santa Rasa to write
novels of high adventure from his
"Wolf's Lair." Chalks Schulz came
to Santa Rosa to create "Peanuts."
Our President came to Santa Rosa
to found OCLI because that's
where he wanted to live.
Santa Rosa basks in the California
sun just an hour's drive from San
Francisco. It is the wine country
It is the redwood country It is the
flower country It is the country of
wild blackberries and Gravenstein

apples and Santa Rosa plums. It is
where you would want your children to grow up.
Here the air is clean and the people
are friendly. The open spaces are
all around— hills and meadows
and vineyards and orchards.
OCLI. High technology
in the country.
OCLI— Optical Coating Laboratory Inc.— came to Santa Rosa in
1951 because the founder of the
company would live nowhere else.
Not surprisingly, some very talented people wanted to live there,
too, and today, OCLI has grown to
be the dominant company in optical coating. Its technical products
help man solve the mysteries of
outer space. Its commercial products help man make photocopies
and photographs. Its technological
lead in the industry is generally
recognized as commanding.
Its list of firsts in commercial
¡products, in aerospace research, in
light filters, in laser technology in

solar energy could only have been
achieved by highly talented, motivated technical professionals living and working in an environment that is, in aword, ideal.
You can share in this enterprise.
Because of its success, OCLI needs
more good technical professionals.
Electrical engineers. Mechanical
engineers. Process engineers.
Sales engineers. Program managers. Physicists. Chemists. Experienced people and beginners.
OCLI wants people who are happy
with their current job, but who can
recognize a truly superior opportunity. People who want to work
for the leading optical coating
company. People who want to live
in Santa Rosa.
Since such people— people like
you—probably have no need for a
resume, all we ask is that you send
us afriendly letter telling us about
your abilities. Write to P. D. Lang,
OCLI, 2789 Giffen Avenue, Santa
Rosa, CA 94501. Please do it now.

OCLI

OPTICAL COATING
LABORATORY, INC.
An Equal' Opportunity Employer MIF.
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New products
temperature rise will be determined
mainly by the chip size and the dieattach voids, not by the package as a
whole. Because of the consistency of
the temperature constant from chip
to chip of a given device type, this
method is useful for comparing
different die-attachment procedures,
Tester measures transient
the company points out.
thermal response to check
To sense chip temperature, the
DAE 200 uses the forward voltage
transistor-substrate bonds
temperature characteristics of a pn
junction under constant current conA die attachment evaluator from a ditions. After heating the device with
California firm, Sage Enterprises asingle-shot power pulse, the instrument computes and displays the
Inc., uses the transient thermal
response of a chip to check the change in the base- emitter voltage,
quality of the bond between an npn which is directly proportional to the
bipolar transistor die and the sub- junction temperature rise.
By comparing readings on differstrate to which it is attached.
According to Bernard Siegal of ent devices, says Siegal, it is possible
Sage Enterprises, voids in the bond with the DAE 200 to screen out
between the semiconductor chip and potentially defective and unreliable
the device package header are often
units in avery quick and nondestrucdifficult to detect by the traditional tive manner.
Available 60 to 90 days after
technique, thermal resistance testing, but are readily sensed by the receipt of order, the DAE 200 is
transient- thermal- response tech- priced at $ 5,150 each.
nique of the DAE 200.
Sage Enterprises Inc., 1080 Linda Vista Ave.,
With the new method, the device Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [ 391]
under test is heated by asingle pulse
of power that is made slightly wider
than the thermal time constant of
Dry plasma etcher
the semiconductor chip. Since this
constant is usually several orders of includes optical monitor
magnitude less than that of the
A new dry plasma etcher with aprepackage, apulse of the proper width
heated chamber and an automated,
will heat only the chip and the chipsequential, de-scum and etching cyto- package interface. Thus the chip's

Packaging & production

Thermal unit
tests die bonds

•

de also features a novel photocell
detector for monitoring the etching
process and determining when it is
completed. The optical subsystem
lets the operator determine when the
reaction is complete regardless of
changes in plasma conditions, starting temperature, layer thickness,
layer composition, batch size, and
wafer spacing. In this way the model
421 avoids under-etching or overetching and keeps rework to a minimum. The unit can etch silicon
nitride, polysilicon, tantalum, tantalum nitride, tungsten, titanium- tungsten barrier metal, and molybdenum.
It has acapacity of 50 4- inch wafers.
Tegal Corp., 860 Wharf St., Richmond, Calif.
94804. Phone ( 415) 232-1757 [ 395]

Solderless terminal strips
mount on pc boards
The IS series of terminal strips for
printed-circuit boards uses screwactivated clamps to provide solder-

less termination of wire leads. Available with 4, 8, or 12 positions, the
strips are made of polyamide with
silver-plated brass contacts. Wire
sizes from 14 to 30 AwG can be
accommodated.
O. K. Machine and Tool Corp., 3455 Conner
St., Bronx, N. Y. 10475. Phone ( 212) 9946600 [ 397]

Front-loading receptacles
mamma no••••

PLOW

ro ntsr

•
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ease test-probe insertion
•

o

Four new front- loading receptacles
designed to function with all Ostby
and Barton snap- in unpluggable test
probes make it easy to change and
replace the probes in awide variety
of situations. Included in the new
group are solder-cup, crimp- type,
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1977Answer Book.
It makes your
job easier. $25.
"WHO MAKES
WHAT?"

"WHERE ARE
THEIR NEAREST
SALES OFFICES?"

wrapped- wire, and male- pin models.
The solder-cup and crimp- type units
are available in press- fit and cemented- in versions.

"WHAT COMPANIES
MAKE THE
PRODUCTS
INEED?"
(See alphabetical directory

of 4000 products)

\"WHO
ARE THEIR
DISTRIBUTORS?"
/ "WHAT ARE
THEIR
LOCAL
PHONE
NUMBERS?"

Ostby and Barton Co., 487 Jefferson Blvd.,
Warwick, R. I. 02886. Phone ( 401) 739-7310
[396]

(See alphabetical
directory of
over 5000
manufacturers)

Tiny connectors are
less than 1/16inch thick
Four connectors, with two, three,
four, and six contacts, consist of a
male plug and a female receptacle
both less than A6 inch thick. The
plugs and receptacles are respectively 'A in. and 'At in. high, while
lengths range from 1
/
8 in. to / in.
The connectors are already finding
wide application in medical equipment, hearing aids, transducers, and
high-density assemblies. They are
made of gold-plated brass pins and
sockets mounted in a high- temperature thermoplastic body. Prices
range from $ 1.25 each in singles
down to 25 cents each in thousands.
Delivery is from stock to two weeks.
3 8

"WHO /
M Nt • I: ‘ CTl RES
THIS TR.‘DE N.%111E?"
(See Directory of
Trade Names)

Microtech Inc., 1420 Conchester Highway,
Boothwyn, Pa.

19061. Phone Howard W.

"HOW CAN I
GET THEIR
CURRENT
CATALOGS FAST?"
(See directory of catalogs by
product and by company,
including catalog inquiry cards
for 5-second ordering)

Peterson at ( 215) 459-3566 [ 393]

ler-Jr!i!
el I

Electronics Buyers' Guide

Computerized system tests
analog and digital circuits
Capable of performing both static
and dynamic functional tests on
analog, digital, and mixed circuitry,
the GR 1796 computer-controlled
test system can check and troubleshoot printed-circuit boards, subas-

1221Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Yes, send me acopy of Electronics Buyers' Guide. I've enclosed
(
USA and Canada only, elsewhere send $ 35). Full money
back guarantee if returned within 10 days.

$25

Name
Company
Street
City
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New products
_

RELIABILITY
IS ALWAYS THERE WITH

semblies, and complete assemblies.
The system employs a high-speed
controller with dedicated memory
for each driver-sensor pin to provide
the megahertz rates needed to test
dynamic logic. Among the special
features of the new system is a
digital input/output electronics
package that can switch rapidly
from drive to sense while synchronizing itself with the unit under test.
The digital uo unit operates through
a universal scanner that allows both
digital and analog driving and measuring capability at each uo pin.
The GR 1796 is fully compatible
with GenRad's CAPS VIII diagnostic software.
GenRad

Inc.,

300 Baker Ave.,

Concord,

ELORG CAPACITORS

Mass. 01742. Phone R. T. Szpila at ( 617)

complying in full with MEC Standards
by ratings, temperature factors and tolerances.

Unit measures line and gap

A BROAD CHOICE OF ABOVE 40 TYPES
including
• K10-78 Ceramic Capacitors ( 22 to 47,000 pf)
rated for voltages up to 50 V
• Electrolytic Capacitors
• Oxide- Semiconductor Capacitors
• Film- Capacitors
DISPLAYED BY ELORG AT " WESCON-77"
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS' EXHIBITION
IN SAN FRANCISCO,

369-8770, Ext. 117 [ 394]

widths on IC photomasks
Claimed to be more accurate and
repeatable than filar and imageshearing devices, the model LWM
MicroRuler measures line widths
and gap widths on photomasks used
in the manufacture of integrated
circuits. It is accurate to within 1
microinch and has aresolution of 0.1
gin. To use the MicroRuler, the
operator places two cursors on a
cathode- ray- tube display over the
edges of the line or gap to be
measured. Precise placement is not

September 19 to 21,1977
Booth No 1062

WELCOME!
32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya
121200 Moscow
USSR
Tel. 251-39-46, Telex 7586
134

C ircle

134 on reader service card
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critical, as the machine will automatically find the exact position of
the line or gap edge and will then
measure and display the width
directly on the CRT screen. The
model LW M sells for $ 25,000.

111111111111111 111111111

What good is a
Micro-Computer
if you can't make it work?

Florod Corp., 3341 West El Segundo Blvd.,
Hawthorne,

Calif.

90250.

Phone

Marty

Compton at ( 213) 679-8201 [ 398]

Sputtering unit also heats,
evaporates, and etches
The IV! 5500 Model 4619 sputtering deposition facility is capable
of sequentially or simultaneously
depositing material from up to five
sources. It also has provision for
preheating substrates, for sputter
etching them, and for sequential
evaporation of materials that are not
readily sputtered.
The model 3619 can handle large
quantities of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5- inch
wafers— of both round and square
shape. Its working height is about 3
feet, making it extremely easy to
load and unload.
International Vacuum Inc., Oak Street, Pembroke, Mass. 02359. Phone ( 617) 826-3195
[399]

r

TOPICS

A P Products Inc., Painesville,
Ohio, is now molding its Great
Jumpers socket terminations with
a plastic that meets Underwriters
Laboratories standard 94V-0 for
flammability. There is no change
in price. ... Elfab Corp., Dallas,

Texas,

has

introduced

a new

Startup time on micro- computers
can be a real problem. We know
that. That's why we've developed
The Mini- Micro- Designer. The first
complete package of hardware,
software and educational materials.
All with one purpose: to speed
microprocessor system design.
How? By providing the only
microprocessor test and development system with solderless
breadboarding capabilities. At its
heart: the 8080A processor chip,
providing all signal functions. A
panel that monitors the address

•

min

and data busses of the microprocessor and allows data I/O
with or without an asynchronous
terminal. And the Bugbook V, E&L's
innovative approach to selfteaching micro- electronics.
So experiment. Design. Test.
Because now there's a system
that's caught up with imagination.
The Mini- Micro- Designer from E&L
Instruments. $ 422.50 suggested
U.S.A. resale price. Contact your
local representative listed below.
OEM and educational discounts
available.

E&L INSTRUMENTS, INC.
61 First Street, Derby, Conn. 06418
(203) 735-8774 Telex No. 96 3536

Authorized Stocking Representatives
Los Angeles. Calif
(213) 377-0975
San Francisco, Calif
(415) 961-2828
Woodbridge, Conn
(203) 397-1461
Denver, Colorado
(303) 534-1356
Orlando, Florida
(305) 351-1841
Chicago. Illinois
(312) 956-8090
Kansas City, Kansas
1913) 649-8952
New York. N Y
1201) 467-8585
Syracuse, N Y.
(315) 699-2651

Dayton. Ohio
( 513) 222-0011
Philadelphia. Pa
(215) 723-8733
Dallas, Texas
(214) 328-5484
Fairfax, Virginia
(703) 273-1803
Seattle, Washington
(206) 938-4166

Vancouver,
British Columbia
(604) 687-2621

•

Canada
Edmonton, Alberta
(403) 455-4122
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 774-6286
or 772-9295

ilia MD MIN BM INS

See us at the WESCON Show. Booth # 1625-27
Circle 135 on reader service card

type of backpanel for low-voltage
or high- current applications.
Called the PWR-Pac System, the
panels

consist

of

as

many

as

eight planes of circuitry with
insulated solid-copper sheets between

them.

They

are

recom-

mended for use in logic circuitry
where voltage control is critical.
.Stevens Products Inc., East
Orange,
produce

N.J., is now able
pilot- run quantities

to
of

coil bobbins that operate
temperatures up to 180°C.

at

"LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE:' WE BUILD
HIGH POWER PULSE GENERATORS.
We build acomplete line of high power pulse
generators that provide radiated or magnetic
power-line interference. Our standard generators can produce various combinations of the
following:
>31 kW peak power 0 > 40 kV peak voltage
D > 750 A peak current D < 7ns to 345ns rise
and fall times LI < 25 ns to > 10ms pulse widths
O One shots to MHz PRPs

varian
Electronics/September 1, 1977

velonex
560 Robert Avenue
Santa Clara, Ca 95050
(408) 244-7370

Circle 216 on reader service card
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New products
Subassemblies

4-decade d-aunit
sells for $99
Thin-film hybrid
converter designed
as feedback element
Users of high- resolution, tracking
analog- to-digital converters will be
interested in the low price of the
four- decade binary- coded- decimal
digital- to-analog converter now being introduced by Hybrid Systems
Inc., Bedford, Mass. This thin-film
hybrid unit is designed for use with
tracking a-d converters as a feedback element in such applications as
weight- balancing systems, precisionthumbwheel-switch encoding to control power supplies, and voltagetuned oscillators.
The model DAC327-4-BCD, with
aprice of $ 99 in quantities of 1to 9,
is $ 50 less than competitive units
with similar performance, says
Wayne Peacock, Hybrid Systems'
president. It includes an internal
reference, gain- trimmed output amplifier, switches, and thin-film ni chrome resistor ladders. The only
thing it lacks that is included in
higher- priced d-aconverters is resistor- programmable voltage outputs.
Says Peacock, " We designed and
built the DAC327 to be a fourdecade unit, instead of using the
fallout from more expensive 14- and
16- bit binary designs." The DAC
accepts an overrange input that

increases its resolution from 1part
in 9,999 to 1part in 15,999. Operating from standard ± 15-volt analog supplies and a + 5-v digital
supply, the device produces a shortcircuit- protected
output
of
+ 11.999 y at 5 milliamperes for a
complementary digital input of
11,999. If the user wishes, he can
increase the positive analog supply to
19.0 y and apply a complementary
BCD input up to 15,999 to obtain a
15.999-v output range.
At 25°C, nonlinearity is less than
0.01% of full scale, and differential
nonlinearity is less than 1 least
significant bit. Gain is factory-calibrated to within 0.1% of full scale,
initial offset is no more than ± 10
millivolts, and pins are provided to
allow external adjustment of both
offset and gain by the user.
Settling time to within 0.01% of
full scale is 8 microseconds for a
change of 1Iss and 30 i.ts for afullscale change. The converter, which is
housed in a24- pin metal dual in- line
package, is available from stock to
three weeks.
Hybrid Systems Inc., Crosby Drive, Bedford Research Park, Bedford, Mass. 01730
Phone Larry Lauenger at ( 617) 275-1570
[381]

Analog multipliers
hold error to ± 2mV
An analog multiplier's accuracy is
generally given as apercentage of its
full-scale output, which means that
the actual voltage error at its output
depends on the signal level. Not so
for the new MCM 1509 series of

modular analog multipliers from
General Magnetics. Designed for
low- frequency operation over the
range of dc to 100 hertz, they are
accurate to within ± 0.5% of the
theoretical value expected or to
within ± 2 millivolts, whichever is
greater, and they maintain this level
of performance over their entire
operating temperature range.
No external circuitry is required,
and signal inputs are completely
isolated. The transfer function is the
standard XY/10, with full-scale
inputs and outputs of ± 10 v. Input
resistance at both X and Y terminals
is 20 kilohms, while output impedance is on the order of 1ohm. The
units operate from astandard supply
voltage of ± 15 ydc, with an overall
current drain of 25 milliamperes.
There are four temperature ranges
from which to choose: + 25 ± 20°C,
0to 70°C, — 25 to + 85°C, and — 55
to + 125°C. The latter two versions
have a maximum offset voltage of
±4mv, and accuracies of ± 1% are
available. Intended for printedcircuit- board mounting, the modules
come in hermetically sealed metal
cans measuring 2.5 by 1.8 by 0.6
inches.
In quantities of 1 to 24, prices
start at $ 175 each.
General Magnetics Inc., 135 Bloomfield Ave.,
Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 [ 382]

Instrumentation amplifier
offers true isolation
In the past, if a designer needed a
high degree of input/output isolation
in combination with a true threewire- input instrumentation amplifier
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We know your needs.
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Zero-risk trial offer.
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New hardware,
software and
applications
Bectronics
Book series

1. Microprocessors
What you must know about
available microprocessor
téchnology, devices, information, 4th printing. $ 8.95

2. Applying
Microprocessors
2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to
video games. $9.95
Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
1. Send me
2. Send me
per copy.
3. Send me
per copy.
4. Send me
$12.95 per copy.
5. Send me
at $ 15.95 per copy.

CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS

LaRge scale
IntegRation

LSI
LSI
LSI
LSI

CIRCUITS
foR electRonics
en ineeRs

XS OF
• • u
COMMUNICCIDONS

daTa ---daTa
daTa
daTa
daTa
daTa
daTa Bectronics
dam Book Series

Bectronics
Book Series

3. Large Scale Integration
Covers the basic technology.
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system
design and applications. $ 9.95

4. Basics of Data
Communications
Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key
areas. $ 12.95

'111 .

•11 •

copies of " Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy
copies of " Apolying Microprocessors" at $9.95

5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulating
Circuits. Saves design
drudgery. $ 15.95

Charge to my credit card:
D American Express
E Diners Club
D BankAmericarti
D Master Charge
Acc't No.

copies of " Large Scale Integration" at $9.95
copies of " Basics of Da:a Communications" at

Date exp.

On Master Charge oily,
first numbers above name
Name

copies of " Circuits for Electrorics Engineers"

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies.

Company
Street

Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the boo::
is returned after ten-day trial examination.

City

0 Payment enclosed

Signature
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New products

WIRE
STRIPPERS

• •••
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.
3 456/3

No machine or method can handle all flat cable insulation removal needs.
Realizing the problem, Carpenter Mfg. Co. has developed a series of
strippers . . . each designed to perform a specific stripping task on a
specific type or size of flat cable. Flat cable cut-off tool also available.
FREE WIRE STRIPPING SERVICE
All we require is a3-5 ft. sample of your wire and strip specifications. Your sample
will be returned to you stripped, together with acomplete report as to unusual characteristics of the wire and recommendations as to what equipment will best serve in
stripping that particular wire.

AlellePENTER MFG. CO., INC.
Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, N.Y. 13104
Phone 315/682-9176
Circle 138 on reader service card

NEXT TO THE SPHINX ( WHO, AFTER ALL, IS A
RELIABLE HYBRID) WE KNOW MORE ABOUT HY—
BRID RELIABILITY THAN ANYONE;
AND THE SPHINX ISN'T
TELLING, WHILE WE LAY
IT ALL OUT IN THE
LATEST RAC DATABOOK —

riON

AMPLIFIER

.:•..' :
SEN. 0

.--• co. •
01.1 •

he had to cascade an instrumentation amplifier and an isolation
amplifier. Now the model 3456B
isolated instrumentation amplifier
combines these two functions in one
module. The unit, which includes an
isolated power supply, has a differential input plus a separate input
common. Other isolation amplifiers
have either committed noninverting
inputs or op-amp inputs.
Key specifications of the 3456B
include amaximum gain nonlinearity of 0.02% at a gain of 100, a
minimum common- mode rejection
ratio of 110 decibels at again of 100,
and an input offset voltage drift of
less than 1microvolt/°C at again of
1,000. The amplifier gain can be
programmed from 1to 1,000 with a
single resistor. The 3456B sells for
$165 in small quantities. A similar
unit, the 3456A, which has an input
offset voltage drift of 2.2 itv/°C at a
gain of 1,000 sells for $ 145. Small
quantities are available immediately;
larger quantities have a delivery
time of four to six weeks.
Burr- Brown, International Airport Inoustrial
Park, Tucson. Ariz. 85734. Phone Naresh

HYBRID CIRCUIT DATA, WINTER ' 76-77
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE COMPILATION OF ANALYZED DATA
EVER ASSEMBLED ON THE RELIABILITY EXPERIENCE OF HYBRID
CIRCUITS, THIS 360- PAGE VOLUME CONTAINS BOTH DETAILED AND
SUMMARIZED INFORMATION ON:
•FIELD OPERATION— RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION—
BURN- IN AND SCREENING
•300 DEVICE TYPES- 35 MANUFACTURERS
•TTL, CMOS, P- AND N- CHANNEL FETS—SSI, MSI AND LSI
•DATA FOR FAILURE RATE PREDICTION PER MIL-HDBK-217B
•OVER 30 PAGES OF SUMMARIES AND TEXTUAL ANALYSES
ORDER BY CATALOGUE NO ( MDR- 5) FROM THE RAC AT $ 50 ($ 60 NON-U.S.)

RAC

Reliability Analysis Center
RADORBRAC • Griffis% AFB • NY • 13441 • Tel ( 315) 330-4151, Autovon

587-4151

Shah at ( 602) 294-1431 [ 383]

1-megahertz v-fconverter
drifts less than 15 ppm/°C
Two families of low-drift voltage- tofrequency conversion modules include units with maximum frequencies of 100 kilohertz and 1 megahertz. The 460 family, with 1- MHz
full-scale output, features a maximum nonlinearity of 0.015% over
the six decades from 1 hertz to
1MHz. It includes the model 460L,
which has a maximum gain drift of
15 ppm/°C. In small quantities,

RAC is a DoD Information Analysis Center Operated by HT Research Institute
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prices for 460-series units range
from $ 135 for the L unit to $ 90 for
the J, with its drift of 50 ppm/ °C.
The 458 family covers the five
decades from 1Hz to 100 kHz with a
maximum nonlinearity of 0.01%. Its
highest- performing member — the
458L — has a maximum gain drift of
5 ppm/ sC and a small-quantity price
of $ 99. The 458J drifts a maximum
of 20 ppmtC and sells for $ 72.
Analog Devices Inc., Route 1Industrial Park,
P.O. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062 [384]

TOPICS
Subassemblies
Analogic Corp., Wakefield,
Mass., has increased the versatility of its AN5400 data-acquisition and distribution system by
redesigning its power input so
that if can operate from 110, 120,
and 240 V ac lines at frequencies
of 47 to 400 Hz. The original
system could only operate from
120-V 60- Hz lines. ... Adtech
Power Inc., Anaheim, Calif., has
announced a family of seriesregulated power supplies with
efficiencies of 53% to 56%. Conventional linear supplies have efficiencies of 32% to 43%. Units in
the Energy Miser family sell for
less than 10% more than conventional units. ... Datel Systems
Inc., Canton, Mass., has introduced a universal hybrid active
filter, the FLT- U2, that uses three
operational amplifiers to obtain a
second-order transfer function.
The units, which have a 3- megahertz gain- bandwidth product,
also contain a fourth, uncommitted op amp.

Electronics/September 1, 1977

New MCL power generators
feature flexibility, high
output, minimum distortion.
Main frames for 115 VAC and for 208/220/240 VAC operation.
Six standard front panel plug- ins provide frequency range from
10 MHz to 2500 MHz with a minimum output of 65 watts. Two
optional plug-in modules are available which produce 100 watts
narrow-banded.
Single knob tuning for each plug-in provides exact frequency
selection. Front panel, direct frequency readout is accurate to
± 1percent.
Solid-state mainframe desicned for minimum components,
optimum reliability. Residual A V1 held to . 1percent, eliminating
nearly all AM distortion in output waveform. Generates continuous or 1KHz square wave pulsed output. External AM signal generator can be added with
single plug-in connection. External pulse circuit is TTL compatible. Automat c VSWR protection.
Write or call for your 4- page
powe , generator brochure: Tom
INC
Rys, MCL, Inc., 10 N. Beach,
LaGrange, IL 60525. ( 312) 3544350.

Circle 139 on reader service card

1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
Who makes what? Over 4000
products, more than 5000

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

manufacturers with their local
contracts and distributors,
directory of trade names and

Yes, send me a copy of The Answer Book. l's e enclosed
$25 c
USA and Canada only, elsewhere send $35).
Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days.
Name

catalogs, post-paid inquiry

Company

cards for 5-second ordering of
current catalogs.
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New products
Microprocessors

Chip controls
peripherals
LSI circuit can interface
with floppy-disk memories
or communications devices
Capable of operating in either the
synchronous or asynchronous mode,
a two-channel serial input/output
controller developed by Zilog can be
used to control floppy-disk memories
or communications peripherals. The
controller— designated the S10 and
contained on a chip measuring 200
mils square— was designed initially
to work with the Zilog Z-80 microcomputer system. But " it interfaces
easily with almost any 8- bit microcomputer," says Roger Badertscher,
director of the components department at Zilog.
In planning the peripheral device,
several architectures were considered, including programmable logic
arrays as used in several other
devices on the market, according to
Ross Freeman, head of the design
team. But such techniques did not
provide the logic density necessary
for dual channels, Freeman says.
Zilog engineers opted for a primarily random- logic approach implemented with straightforward nchannel silicon-gate depletion- load
metal-oxide-semiconductor processing. The chip contains the equivalent
of about 10,000 devices, although it
is designed according to relatively
loose layout rules ( 5 micrometers).
This complexity enabled Freeman
and his associates to build a serialdata- interface controller with adata
rate 10 to 15 times that of any
similar device now on the market,
according to Badertscher. In a
system with a 2-to- 2.5-megahertz
clock rate, the data rate of the S1
0is
500 kilobits; in a4- MHz system, it is
800 kilobits.
Each channel of the 40- pin, 5-volt
device has four control lines that
may be used for modem control. The

140

two input lines in each channel may
be programmed to serve as either
transmitter or receiver enables or
general-purpose inputs. Each channel also has five control registers to
select the various operating modes
and options, two status registers, and
two programmable sync-character
registers.
Use of the asynchronous mode
allows the transmission and reception of 5to 8bits per character, plus
optional parity, which may be even
or odd. Synchronous byte-oriented
protocols are handled by the S10 in
several modes that allow character
synchronization to take place with
one or two characters or with an
external sync signal, says Freeman.

Suitcase instrument helps
maintain microcomputers
The µScope 820 microprocessor system console is aportable instrument
that provides active control over
microprocessor-based systems for
fast troubleshooting, be it in the lab,
on the production line, or in the
field. Based on Intel's new 8085
microprocessor, the 820 will initially
be used to service systems built
around the popular 8080A. How-

Zilog Corp., 10460 Bubb Road, Cupertino,
Calif. 95014 [ 361]

Graphics plotter prints
8,192 dots per second
Designed to be driven by an 8- bit
microprocessor with a minimum of
software overhead, the EX- 810
printer/plotter can plot 8,192 dots
per second with up to 512 dots per
row in its graphics mode. It can also
function as an 80-column alphanumeric printer with a speed of 160
characters per second. The unit is
equipped with arrucompatible con-

ever, it has been designed to be easy
to reconfigure for the service of
systems that are built around other
microprocessors.
The system's suitcase-type carrying case measures 19 by 15.5 by 7
inches and contains its own power
supply along with storage space for
personality probes, manuals, and
other material. The basic unit is
priced at $ 1,520; aprobe set for the
8080A sells for $480. Delivery time
is 90 days.
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. Phone Rob Walker at (408)
246-7501 [ 364]

16-channel data-acquisition
unit interfaces with 6800
troller that takes care of all the
internal timing functions necessary
to drive the printhead and advance
the paper. The unit, which prints on
5-inch electrosensitive paper, sells
for $ 795 in small quantities.
Axiom Corp., 5932 San Fernando Rd., Glendale, Calif. 91202. Phone Simon Harrison at
(213) 245-9244 [ 363]

The MP21 is acomplete 16-channel
data-acquisition system designed to
interface directly with 6800, 650X,
and F8 type microprocessors.
Housed in a quad in- line package,
the hybrid unit is completely selfcontained. It includes a 16-channel
analog multiplexer, a high-gain instrumentation amplifier, an 8- bit
analog-to-digital converter, and all
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ASSOCIATE

ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMS
RELIABLE LOW PRICED CHAMBERS

MILLED AND DRILLED
CUSTOM CAST-EMC SHIELDED WINDOWS
CUSTOM CAST- EMC SHIELDED WINDOWS consist of blackened
MONEL knitted wire mesh cast into a homogeneous, one piece
ACRYLIC substrate per LP- 391C. Type I Class C.
Individual windows on asingle panel can be MILLED to specifications
and holes DRILLED for mounting. Conductive gasketing material is
mounted around display windows to provide EMI RFI shielding and
environmental sealing.
CUSTOM CAST- EMC SHIELDED WINDOWS provide excellent E and
plane wave shielding, maximum light transmissibility, resistance to
moisture, delamination, shock, vibration, temperature and pressure
changes. Non- reflective finishes, Rohm and
Haas colors and reticles are available.

E CKNIT'

Circle

Low cost liquid CO2 cooled BK series
chambers from 1/2 ft 3 to 27 ft 3 working volume. Temperature ranges from — 100°F to
+425°F with control stability ± 1/
2°F. All
with RFI free, solid-state controls, forced
air circulation, adjustable high temp failsafe, stainless steel interiors, all as standard items. Automatic programmers,
various size viewing windows, access
ports, and liquid Nitrogen ( LN2) cooling
are optional additions.
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EASTERIE DIVISION - 1.79 SARROSASTREE1 CRANFORD, ?
IJ07G16
WESTERN DIVISION - 4:7 OLIVE STREET SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101

on reader service card

Now from Digitalalow-cost paper tape reader.

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION CHAMBERS
For those customers with
longe • test requirements,
Associated offers the most
complete line of self contained mechanical, cascade refrigeration chambers — the SK and FK
Series.
Ranges
from
—120°F to + 350°F with
control stability
1
/
2°F.
Bench top units in1, 2, 5, 8
ft 3 and floor models in 14,
33, and 64 ft 3 Associated
also offers a complete line
of temperature- humidity,
salt spray test component
chambers and walk-in
rooms

WHIM Il'if I1 Ii Tri il F1

sysiems

360 MERRIMACK ST, LAWRENCE MA 01802. ( 617) 683-9501

Circle 177 on reader service card

The PRS01, Digital's new low-cost, portable
paper tape reader for high performance terminals.
Now you can easily load your programs, bootstraps and diagnostics into any make or model of
computer or terminal you currently own through an
approved 20 mA interfac -e. Available in 300 baud and
2400 baud versions, the small ( 12" x8") and light (3kg)
(6.5 lbs.) self-contamed unit can go just about anywhere you need an input device. All for amere S750.
For complete information on the PRS01, call your
nearest Digital office; or write Digital Equipment
Corporation, Traditional Products, 125 Northeastern
Boulevard, Nashua, New Hampshire 03060.

d
Circle 178 on reader service card
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New products

CMOS Crystal Oscillators
in low profile TO-5.
Frequency range is 10 kHz
to 300 kHz (divided outputs to
1kHz, low as one cycle per
month available). Low milliamp
current consumption. Accuracy ± 0.01%. Shock 1000 g.
Hybrid thick and thin
film chip and wire design is
rugged and ideally suited
for portable equipment. Details
in Gold Book & EEM.

STATEK

.
"1
1111111111.1111Po""

CORPOF?ATION
512 N. Main
Orange, California 92668
Telephone: ( 714) 639-7810
TELEX 67-8394

Circle 142 on reader service card

necessary address, data-, and control- bus interfaces. Because it is
compatible with the previously mentioned microprocessors in both timing and logic level, it requires no
external logic. Only one external
component is needed: aresistor to set
the gain of the instrumentation
amplifier. If the resistor is omitted,
the amplifier is set up to have again
of 2. The MP21 sells for $ 195 in
small quantities and $ 140 each in
hundreds. Delivery of the data
acquisition unit is from stock.
Burr-Brown, International Airport Industrial
Park, Tucson, Ariz. 85734. Phone C. R.
Teeple at ( 602) 294-1431 [ 365]

between ahigh-speed processor subsystem, such as the MC10800 4- bit
arithmetic-and- logic unit slices, and
system main memory or peripheral
equipment. The chip contains its
own ALU to generate memory
addresses and handle the bidirectional transfer of processor data.
Specifically, the device contains six
4- bit registers, an ALU with encoded
function and operand select logic,
and data- transfer circuitry. It performs a total of 13 basic ALU functions and 17 data- transfer operations
on seven possible operands, according to the company.
Like all current MC10800-family
devices, the MC10803 is directly
compatible with all units in the
MECL 10,000 series. It is housed in
a 48- pin quad in- line package and
sells for $ 40 in hundreds. Delivery of
the interface circuit is from stock.
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P. 0.
Box 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. Phone
Jerry Tonn at (602) 962-2515 [ 367]

TOPICS
Microprocessors

The 1977
Answer Book.
It makes your
job easier.
$25.
•Over 4000
products.
• More than 5000
manufacturers
with local sales
offices, reps/and
distributors.
• Directory of Catalogs with
postpaid inquiry cards for 5- second
ordering of current catalogs.
Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N Y. 10020
Yes, send me a copy of The Answer Book.
I've enclosed $ 25 ( USA and Canada only,
elsewhere send $ 35). Full money back
guarantee if returned within 10 days.

itri

Computer with 16 kilobytes
of memory sells for $ 1,899
The Horizon- 1 microcomputer is a
high-speed unit with 16 kilobytes of
random-access memory, a disk controller with one Shugart minifloppy
drive, and full extended disk Basic.
It is built around a full- speed
(4- megahertz) Z-80 microprocessor
and sells for $ 1,899. A kit version
goes for $ 1,599. The Horizon- 1 is
equipped with a serial input/output
port for connection to any terminal
that operates at a standard baud
rate. A version with two Shugart
minifloppy drives sells for $ 2,349
assembled or $ 1,999 for the kit.
North Star Computers Inc., 2465 Fourth St.,
Berkeley, Calif. 94710 [ 366]

Unit connects fast
processors and memories
The MC10803 is an integrated
circuit that provides an interface

Name
Company

MITS Inc., Albuquerque, N. M.,
has developed a timesharing Basic package for microcomputers
that provides instantaneous keyboard response even when the
system is supporting the maximum number of users. In its
largest configuration, the package runs eight programs simultaneously. A typical four-terminal
system sells for less than
$12,000. ... National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., is offering anumber-crunching
LSI circuit to perform the complex numerical operations in a
microcomputer system. The
MM57109 is basically a scientific
calculator without a keyboard or
display. A p-channel MOS device,
it sells for $ 12 each in hundreds.
...Facit-Addo Inc., Hartsdale,
N. Y., has announced a compact
optical tape reader for use as an
input peripheral in microcomputer
systems. The model 4031 is an
asynchronous machine that can
operate at any speed from 0 to
120 characters per second.

Street
City

State

Zip
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1977 Answer Book.
Your guide to the
U.S. electronics marketplace.
$35.
"WHO MAKES WHAT?"

"WHAT COMPANIES
MAKE THE PRODUCTS
INEED?"

"HOW CAN IGET THEIR
CURRENT CATALOGS
FAST?"

(See alphabetical directory
of 4000 products)

(See directory of catalogs
by product and by company,
including catalog inquiry
cards for 5-second ordering)

"WHERE ARE THEIR
NEAREST
SALES OFFICES?"
"WHO ARE THEIR
DISTRIBUTORS?"
"WHAT ARE THEIR
PHONE
NUMBERS?"
(See alphabetical directory —
of over 5000 manufacturers)

"WHO NIANt TACFURES
THIS TRADE NAME?"
(See Directory of

Trade Names)

Special no-risk offer. If The Answer Book is not everything
we say it is and more, return the book to us within
fifteen days and we will refund your $35.
Electronics Buyers' Guide ( EBG) is as easy
to use as your telephone directory. The U.S.
electronics marketplace is at your fingertips
awaiting your call or letter.
To order from our Directory of Catalogs,
simply circle the corresponding number on
the Inquiry Cards and mail. This way you get
current catalogs. The Answer Book's
objective: Make your job easier.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
CI Yes, send me acopy of The Answer Book.
I've enclosed $ 35. Full money- hack guarantee
if returned within 10 days.
D l've enclosed $ 47 to include airmail.

wen]

Name
Company
Street
City
State
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Cl assified

section FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT

CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta
Joe Lane
404/892-2868
Boston
Holt Buchanan
617/262-1160
Chicago
Bill Higgens
312/751-3733

Cleveland
Mac Hueste . .
Mike Taylor ..
Dallas
Shirley Klotz .
Denver
Mac Huestis . .
Detroit

216/781-7000
214/742-1747
303/837-1010
313/873-741n

Houston .... Mike Taylor
Los Angeles Stan Kassin
New York . Larry Kelly
Philadephia. Dan Ferro

713/659-8381
213/487-1160
.212/997-3594
215/568-6161

OPPORTUNITIES

Pittsburgh
Dean Genge .. 412/391-1314
San Francisco. M.E Kenny . . . 415/362-4600
Stamford
Holt Buchanan . 203/359.2860
XEROX 400 TELECOPIER . . 212/997-6800

engineen

MAJOR NON-IMPACT
PRINTER DEVELOPMENT
A
. growth opportunity for both non-impact and
i mpad printer speciali
sts
Computer Peripherals, Inc., the joint venture company of Control Data Corp., NCR Corp., and ICL. Ltd., has several kes
openings in along term high technology program destined to make significant contributions to the state of the art. Impact
printer specialists will also have opportunities to extend their expertise into the non- impact area.
NON- IMPACT DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER, INK ;ET TECHNOLOGY
You will be responsible for ink jet technology
development for low speed non- impact printers,
including direction of astaff of engineers, technicians.
and design and draftine personnel. A BS degree plus a
minimum of 10 years related experience including
project management. and low cost design engineering
are required.
PRINCIPLE ENGINEERING SCIENTISTS
*Ink Jet Technology Selection. design & development of
materials and processes
*Electrostatic Phenomena Extensive research in electrostatic deflection of ink droplets
*Fluid Mechanics Properties, flow, boundary. modeling
and analysis of hydrodynamics
SENIOR ENGINEER, EPG
You will be amember of atechnology team which will
establish and provide design approaches for use in
electrophotographic high speed printer products. Two to
six years of EPG design and development experience with

specialization in EPG image development and fusing
needed. BS degree in engineering or physical science or
equivalent experience required.
MANAGER, MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT
Leading the team responsible for development and
application of mechanical aspects of ink jet technology.
you will have asubtantial annual budget, and aoaf, of
approximately 10 engineers, technicians and support
personnel. A BSME, MS preferred, plus aminimum of 10
years' related experience, including accountability for
the design of aportion of amanufactured product are
required. A background in low cost design and project
management is also desirable.
PRINCIPE SCIENTIST
Eity-tropholographic printers
Lead a technology development team in establishing
design approaches to new products. Ten years' EPG
design and development experience with specialization
in EPG image development and fusing required. A BS in
engineering or physical science is also required.

Engineering
Opportunity
Senior RF
Design Engineer

Growing midwest corporation with a solid reputation
as
an
innovative
technological leader is currently seeking a Senior
Technical Project Engineer
to
assume
immediate
supervisory responsibilities
in RF design. An up-to-date
familiarity with RF design in
the " L" band range and
strong problem solving capabilities are essential.
If you're astrong believer in
the " hands-on" approach
to supervision and would
enjoy receiving an earnings
and benefits package that
reflects your standing as a
professional and your specialized knowledge of RF
design, please give me a
confidential ( collect) call or
drop aresume to me:

Robert L Davis Co.
Management Consultants
17000 W. Ten Milo Road
Southfield, Ml 48075
(313) 557-1115
Local Interviews
Will Be Arranged

IMPACT PRINTER DEVELOPMENT
accountability for aportion of amanufactured product
experience in project management and low cost design

MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
You will be responsible for the development 01 a new
generation of band printers utilizing low cost innovative
designs, in addition to responsibility for development of
band printer paper stacker. Your background must
involve the ability to direct a staff of approximately
eighteen engineers, technicians and design and drafting
personnel. Position requires BSME or the equivalent
(MSME desirable) and aminimum of ten years' previous
related experience including previous design

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Mechanical production design background including
mechanical processes as they apply to design. and value
engineering techniques. Proven product development
experience with expertise in mechanisms, structures.
electromagnetics. electronic packaging/cooling, and
value engineering. ABSME or th equivalent plus 4-6years
related design and manufacturing experience.

ELECTRICAL (Electronics) ENGINEERS
A strong background in electronic circuit design including digital logic design, microprocessor design, and programming is
required. We are looking fr aBSEE or th equivalent with 3years' design experience and the ability to direct engineering
support personnel, design analog and digital circuits. AC power, and servi mechanisms.
These positions, both in the non- impact and impact areas, offer exceptional career potential, competitive salaries and
excellent benefits. For confideritial consideration, please forward your resume including salary requirements to:

COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS. INC.
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Mr. Bob Brown
1480 N. Rochester Rd.
Box
Rochester. Michigan 48116 t
l-313-651-8810

Manufacturers
Representatives
in

EUROPE
are looking for additional lines in the
fields of Telecommunications, Computer
Peripherals
and
Mi•
croelectronic Production Equipment.
Handling Direct Sales to End-Users
and OEM's, establishing of Dealer/
Distributor Network, all Promotional
Activity. assistance in setting up European Operation for U.S.-Manufacturers.

George R. Furrer
33, Ch. Grange- Canal
CH- 1208 GENEVA
SWITZERLAND
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Engineers...
are you
pigeonholed?
We won't keep you pigeonholed in the same old assignment,
year after year. After all, variety is the spice of a life's work.
And we have acommitment to it. We make our living selling
variety: command and control systems, complete air defense
systems, radar systems, sonar systems, computer systems and
much more. We're part of acompany of 36,000 people, active
in more than 550 major product areas in 80 technologies.
Plenty of room for developing interests, plenty of room for
growth.
Our Systems Division engineers enjoy technical diversity
because of our program variety, and growth opportunities
that we're steadily expanding. They benefit from the technically
oriented management which put us on our strong growth
curve. And they enjoy agood professional environment, where
many of our people wear 10, 15, and 20 year service pins.
Any more good news? Well, yes. We're hiring now.
For quick action, reach for your phone instead of your
resume... call Richard Navarro collect ( 714) 871-4080, Ext.
2136 between 8A.M. and 4 P.M. Monday through Friday. Or
send your resume to: Professional Employment— Ground
Systems Group E , 1901W. Malvern, Fullerton, CA 92634.
U.S. citizenship required • Equal opportunity MF HC employer

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Communications System Engineers. Must
understand hardware/software interaction,
signal processing, spread spectrum.
Senior Systems Engineers. Tact;cal,
strategic system application ot radar,
sonar communications, electrooptical software, data processing and command and
control technologies.
Communication Analysts. Lead/direct
application of systems theory, applied math,
estimation, probability to communication
system problems.

Electronics/September 1, 1977

Data Processing and Software Analysts.
System level data processing architecture
analysis, design, performance evaluation
for multisensor systems.

Senior Air Defense Engineers. BSEE, Math
or Physics, project management experience
in real-time hardware software systems.

Display System Engineers. Long term opportunity to lead display product definition/
selection for military C&C Systems.

Hardware System Engineers. Large scale
data processing, peripheral, display systems design, specification, integration
checkout.

Radar Systems Engineers. Lead/direct
radar system conceptual design/analysis.
Integration of radar, weapon, command
and control systems.

Systems Analysts. Systems Theory, applied
math background. Variety of problems
requiring modern analysis techniques.
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

ENGINEERS:
NEW GROWTH MEANS
NEW OPPORTUNITY!
New long-term growth at Litton Systems Amecom Division means fresh career
opportunity for ambitious engineers who seek professional advancement.
Check out these immediate career openings at all levels:

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
*Real-time hardware controller subsystems
*Real-time systems processing
*Assembly, Fortran, micro- code languages

RF ENGINEERS
*Microwave communications and receiving systems
*High Sensitivity DF Receivers
*Solid state microwave component design

ANALOG AND DIGITAL PROCESSING ENGINEERS
*LSI application
*High speed data conversion
*Power supplies

ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
*State of the Art ESM/ECM
*Signal processing

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN ENGINEERS
*Advanced digital subsystems including TDM
*RF and analog subsystems including frequency synthesis and FDM techniques
*Microprocessors and related real-time operating systems software
*Voice switching systems

ELECTRONIC WARFARE PROCESSING HARDWARE
*Microwave subsystem design
*Circuit design — RF, video, analog, high speed A/D converters
*EW digital subsystem design— signal sorting, microprocessors/microcontroller
design, computer interfacing
*Project engineering/design supervision

South?-technical/professional placement network- fee paid. Murkett
Associates, Box 527, Montgomery,
AL 36101.

POSITIONS VACANT

Electronics Engineer to maintain
scientific instruments used in
chemical research. Experience with
magnetic resonance and mini- computers preferred. Should have
experience with R.F. and digital circuits. Recent graduate will be
considered. Salary negotiable. Send
resume to DR. G.L. Boshart, Department of Chemistry, The University of
Chicago, 5735 S. Ellis Avenue.
Chicago, IL 60637. An AA/E0 Employer.
Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station needs Electrical
Engineers to perform defense
systems analysis/operations research in client- oriented environment. Computer Modeling and
electronic
system
simulation
experience desired. MSEE/MSIE required. Send resume to: MR. R.P.
Zimmer, Engineering Experiment
Station, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Electronics/Communications Expert

Small international electronic communication security equipment
manufacturer has opening for communication expert with technical or
engineering background in all
aspects of telecommunications,
audio and recording systems.
Experienced in demonstrations and
presentations. Capable of travel. N.Y.
headquarters. Salary open. 12121
682-5915.

WHERE
DO YOU
FIT?
In today's job market, that
is. One way to see if you're
in demand is to check the

FIELD ENGINEERS
Openings for field engineers, domestic and foreign assignments in Electronic Warfare
and/or Telecommunications.
U.S CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED. All positions.
Litton Systems offers excellent compensation, benefits, growth opportunity, and a
professional work environment. Please send your resume including salary history in
confidence to:

l•

Litton

J.J. FitzGerald
Amecom Division

opportuni-

ties contained in ELECTRONICS' Classified Section.
Another way to get a
reading on your value is
to place a blind ( box number) Position Wanted ad
there. The cost is low (
only

$1.25 per line) and the
results are often rewarding.
For

more

information

LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.

call or write:

5115 Calvert Road, College Park, Md. 20740

ELECTRONICS

An Equal Opporturuly Employer M/F
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employment

Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: 212/997-2556
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HP and YOU ... in OREGON!
Hewlett-Packard's Corvallis Division, responsible for the
development and manufacture of the most advanced personal calculator products,
has challenging career opportunities in the Development and Component Departments.
Development
Engineer/MTS
Experienced engineer to coordinate
development of advanced technology
for IC packaging arid hybr'cl. Experience in IC processing ( packaging) or
hybrid development necessary. Requirements: BS/MSEE: BS/MSME.

Circuit Design
Engineers
NIOS Circuit Designes must be capable
of carrying NMOS or CMOS from logic
to finished parts. Requirements: BS/
MSEE with at least 2 years' experience.
Must have been responsible for at least
1NMOS or CMOS design.

Product
Marketing Engineer
Duties will be to implement distribution roll out of a new Hewlett-Packard
product. You must manage the growth
and maturity phases of the product
life cycle. Requirements: We strongly
prefer an MBA with electrical undergraduate degree.

IC Product
Development Engineers
The individuals we are seeking will be
responsible for the coordination of
new chip development, device modeling and yield analysis and cost reduction engineering on proctiction circuits. Requirements: BS/MSEE, Solid
State Physics or related area; work experience in IC design or application is
preferred.

MOS Frocess Engineers

Manufacturing Engineer

This opening in our LSI operation entails " hands-on" opportunities in the
areas of diffusion and photomasking.
The successful candidate will report to
the process engineering manager with
responsibility for medium volume production. Our commitment to engineering excellence provides ample opportunity for state-of-the-art process development. Requirements: BS/MSEE,
ChemE with 1-4 years' experience desired.

We are looking for an individual to
support new product introduction and
on- going fabrication of plastic and
mechanical parts. Contribute to product design by consulting on manufacturibility of fabricated parts: determine
fabrication processes and arranges for
tooling. Requirements: BSME or equivalent combination of education and experience; plastic tooling design desirable.

Test System
Support Engineer

Electronic
Tool Engineers

The individual we select will be responsible for evaluating the LSI testing requirements for the Components Department, support of existing SENTRY
test system, and coordination with
chip designers on test programs. Requirements: BS/MSEE, CS or related
area plus 3-5 years' experience in automated test equipment and/or IC circuit
design_

Design, debug and document test instrumentation and assembly machinery
controls for subassemblies and components. Positions require strong background in digital. Requirements: BSEE
or equivalent.

Components Engineer
Responsibilities for this assignment
will include process or packaging support engineering and/or yield/reliability analysis plus testing, as well as the
development and coordination of new
product introductions. Requirements:
BS.'MSEE. ChemE • Solid State Physics
wir hre aced experienced preferred.

Semiconductor
Tool Engineer
Responsibilities include tooling and
machine
design
for manufacturing.
Write specifications, do feasibility
tests on major process machinery design and modification. Responsible for
all shop drawings and documentation.
Requirements: BSME or equivalent experience; design experience in vacuum
and chemical handling equipment desirable.

Corvallis is situated in the beautiful Mid- Willamette Valley, 1Vz hours drive
Iron the Oregon Coast, the Cascade Mountains and Portland. the beautiful
City of Roses. Corvallis provides a university atmosphere with skiing, fishing, sailing and hiking in the picturesque nearby surroundings. The Pacific
Northwest provides the opportun.ty to learn, explore and be challenged

Production Engineer
Duties include cost reduction, line support, production documentation, vendor liaison, product failure analysis.
Requirements: BS/MS in Engineering
preferred with 3 or more years' experience.

HP offers outstanding benefits, including flexible working hours, cash profit sharing and stock purchase program. Interested candidates should send resume in
confidence to Mr. Y. Shimomura. 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, Oregon 97330.
An equal opportunity employer.

Corvallis Division

HEWLETT iek PACKARD
Electronics/September 1, 1977
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Product
Engineer

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
The continued growth and expansion of the Product
Engineering Office of the Electrical and Electronics Division has created new positions for degreed engineers in
our Advanced Electronic Controls Engineering Department. The requirements are for:

Monolythic / Hybrids
Openings exist for both junior and senior level
monolythic ( MOS and bipolar) and hybrid product
engineers. You will assist component and instrument
engineering groups in the development and transfer
of IC's to IC Manufacturing. Provide product
sustaining support to IC Manufacturing as required
to meet commitments while achieving production
quality, cost and yield goals.
Requires BSEE or equivalent professional
experience plus aminimum of three years experience
in MOS, bipolar, or hybrid product engineering.
In support of our development and
manufacturing of precision electronic
instrumentation, Tektronix designs and produces
custom, in-house state-of-the-art MOS, bipolar and
hybrid linear and digital IC's. Located near
Portland, Oregon we are within atwo hour drive of
the Cascade Mountains and Ocean Beaches. The
close-by nature playgrounds and the City of Portland
provide avariety of recreational and cultural
interests.
Salary is open. Benefits include educational
support, insurance and profit sharing programs.
Send resume and salary history to Roy
Epperson, TEKTRONIX, INC., P.O. Box 500, EM26,
Beaverton, OR 97077.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

Tektronix®
1,01,1eAlf TED To EXCFIlI MI

ELECTRONIC DESIGN ENGINEERS
Candidates must have 3-8 years of experience in digital
hardware and software design, servo background and
systems design experience. Transducer experience
necessary for a few positions. Some analog experience
helpful. BSEE/MSEE preferred.
ELECTROMECHANICAL ENGINEER
Candidate must have strong capability in both electronic
and mechanical systems, servo controls background and
transducer/actuator experience necessary. BSEE/MSME
preferred.
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING DESIGN ENGINEER
Candidate will have had experience in design of electronic
circuits packaging and in the packaging of electronic and
electromechanical devices. Should have knowledge of
plastic molding, metal stamping and manufacturing
processes. BSEE or ME amust.
These positions will be located in our Dearborn, Michigan
facilities they will offer excellent starting salaries and a
comprehensive program of Employe benefits including
fully paid medical, dental and life insurance plans, stock
savings plan and aretirement program.
For immediate and confidential attention please send your
resume to:

)

Semiconductor
Device Physicist
As part of GTE Laboratories our Electronic
Components Laboratory is responsible for
research development and pilot fabrication of
relevant future components. We are presently
seeking aSemiconductor Device Physicist whose
responsibilities will include the characterization
and fabrication of various optoelectronics
devices based primarily on III-V semiconducting materials.
The qualified candidate will have aPhD. in
the area of semiconductor devices and materials
with astrong background in experimental and
theoretical characterization of p- njunction
devices. A familiarity with thin film techniques
and/or knowledge of liquid or vapor phase
epitaxy is highly desirable.
Recognizing the unprecendented demand
for top technical talent we offer an outstanding
compensation and benefits package including a
dental health plan. Our suburban Boston location is at the center of the Rte. 128 technical
community and convenient to rural or urban
living.
We invite you to submit your resume, including salary requirements, to Larry Schnicker,
Personnel Supervisor, Dept. 818-E, GTE
Laboratories, Inc., 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham,
MA 02154.

CEO LABORATORIES

Electrical & Electronics Division
Attn: Salaried Personnel
P.O. Box 2053
Room B-160—EEE Building
Oakwood Blvd.
Dearborn, Michigan 48121
o LqUai Oppurtunilv Lrnpkner

Job- seekers
be the first to know
with McGraw-Hill's
Advance
Job Listings
• • •

By haying our weekly ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS sent to your
home every Monday you can be the first to know about openings both in and out of your field. AJL will enable you to
contact anxious recruitment managers BEFORE then* ads appear in upcoming issues of 21 McGraw-Hill publications. To
receive afree sample copy, plus information about our low
subscription rates, fill out and return the coupon below.
ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS / P.O. BOX 900 / NY 10020
PLEASE SEND A SAMPLE COPY
OF ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS TO
NAME

ADDRESS

PICONIORATIO

An equal opportunay employer. M F.

CITY

STATE/ZIP

ENGINEERING LAB
MANAGER
Computer Science
Research

ELECTRICAL
EAGMEER
MS or PhD required with 3-10 years achievement in
performing analog circuit design for key assignments
at B&W's Lynchburg R&D facility. Familiarity with DEC
PDP-11 minicomputer and INTEL 8080 a strong plus.
Most suitable background includes experience on medium to large scale projects, exposure to areas such
as budget control, estimating, scheduling, technical
monitoring on electromechanical projects.

Advanced digital design responsibilities with one of the nation's leading university hardware faculties
Manage
range

hardware
planning,

maintenance

Will design analog circuits and multiplexers, feedback
control; also electromechanical and computer- based
systems. Excellent salary/benefits package. Attractive
location in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Send resume/salary history: L. B. Comp,

systems
in
and

long
and

scale

computing

presently underway

architecture,

specialized

large

including

construction

state-of-the-art

Research is

systems

highly

of

activities
design,

multiprocessors,

processors,

systems

custom

to support

LSI

prog-

ramming and artificial intelligence projects.

Babcock & Wilcox

Candidates

Research and Development Division

should

be

experienced

hardware design and construction

in

both

An MS

P.O. Box 1260
Lynch burgh, Va. 24505

degree in Electrical Engineering or Physics is

Opp.rlunit Employer MI

experience is required including some at the

preferred

A minimum

of

five ( 5)

years

supervisory or management level
The Pittsburgh district's educational, cultural
and recreational opportunities combined with

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

its

comparatively low costs of real estate

and

We are a rapidly growing international corporation with new,
permanent openings in our Atlanta based Research &
Development Division. We need Engineers with the following
experience:

living

University
program.

make

it

an

ideal

and

BSEE or MSEE with minimum, 3 years' experience in ( 1349600 band) data communications ( hardware, software,
modems, etc).

Director of Research Facilities,

send a resume

For
with

considsalary

history/requirments in strict confidence to

Carnegie-Mellon University

APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS

Computer Science Department
Schenley Park

BSEE or ICS with minimum, 3years' experience in data communications. Must be familiar with widely used protocals in
hardware.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
An equal opportunity employer, M/F

This is an outstanding opportunity to make significant
contributions and grow professionally and monetarily within a
high technology growth industry.

emu

Help Us Do Things Right

Please send resume and salary history in confidence to:

P.O. Box 1555
Atlanta, Georgia 30301
Att: Personnel Admin. Mgr.

1
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please

experience

DESIGN ENGINEERS

How to Earn Money As aConsultant
(including specimen contracts) $ 19.
Business Psychology Intl 890/44
Nat. Press Bldg., Washington, D.C.
20045.

The

Salary will be commensurate with

education
eration,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

location

offers a comprehensive benefits

SENIOR PRODUCT
ENGINEER-ELECTRONIC

in

v.—. We have been placing graduate •wwe
ENGINEERS
in
FEE- PAID
positions
THROUGHOUT THE US since
'59 Over 1,000 client companies
we are graduate engineers working full-time for you Send resume
&salary history today or request
application

Suite L1518 Walnut St , Phila Pa 19102
An Employment Agency
Fa All Technical Fields —

I

The DOOR OPERATING EQUIPMEN1 DIVISION of The Stanley Works.
headquartered in Farmington, Conn., is seeking an Electronics
Engineer. The successful applicant must have proven abilities as
project manager on product development programs, and will be
responsible for evaluation of field requirements and problems, for
product design and development, and for coordination with factory on
new design. Must be degreed. with aminimum of five years experience
in electronics: solid state devices, logic circuits, and power control of
fractional H. P. motors. Knowledge of microwave technology and infrared devices helpful Submit your resume, including salary history to:
THE STANLEY WORKS
Corporate Employment, Dept. 901E
P.O. Box 1800, New Britain, Conn. 06050
Local interviews may be arranged at amutually conventient time.
An Equal Opptriimitt Affirmative Action Empl•tner
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151

The big three
in electronics.
eillrilK5Cilleel 3

FRANZIS-VERLAG GMBH
Karlstrasse 41,D-8000 Muenchen 2
phone: ( 089)-511 72 77
telex: 522 301 frzis d
Germany's leading publishing house
for e,ectronics

Elektronlk

Funkschau

The new magazine covering electro-

The leading German magazine covering applied electronics and data processing. Enjoys eminent editorial status and a circulation from 32,000 copies monthly. The contact- card rea-

The big publication in the field of radio,

nics in practice and as ahobby. 30,000

tv, hi-fi and electronics, 26 issues published yearly, with a circulation of
120,000 which includes over 13,000

circulation at the start in 75, increasing
to 122,000 copies in only one and a
half years. Published monthly. It is

copies outside Germany. These are
the guarantee for your successful advertising campaign.

especially conceived for the interested
amateur and all people interested in
hi-fi and electronics as a hobby.

der- service assures your advertisements of greater success.

Visit us at Wescon booth 63
USA: INTA Advertismg. Inc
1560 Broadway, New York. N. Y 10036
phone: ( 212) 575-92 92
USA: Elmatex International
7742 Redlands Street
Suite H 3021
Playa Del Rey, CA 90291

Circle 152 for subscription

United Kingdom: Publicitas Limited
525/527 Fulham Road. London SW 61HF
phone: 01 - 3857723,
telex: 919 223 Almilon
Switzerland: Exportwerbung AG
Neptunstrasse 20. CH- 8032 Zürich
phone: 01-47 46 90, telex 53 327

Japan: International Media Ltd.
1, Shiba-Kotohiracho, Minatoku,
Tokyo, phone: 502-06 56, telex: J22 633
Korea: international Marketing Corp.
C. P.O Box 6533, Seoul, Korea
phone: 74. 75 35

Circle 153 for advertisements
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Circle the number on the Reader
Service postcard that corresponds
to the number at the bottom of the
advertisement, new product item, or
new literature in which you are
interested.

Reader Service
For additional information
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new products or new literature,
use these business reply cards.

Subscriptions & Renewals

To aid the manufacturer in filling your
request, please answer the three
questions.
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Bectronics

All inquiries from outside the U.S. that
cannot reach Electronics before the
expiration date noted on the Reader
Service postcard must be mailed
directly to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer assumes all responsibilities for responding to inquiries.

Please print or type.

Fill in the subscription card adjoining
this card. Electronics will bill you at
:he address indicated on the card.
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check one):
aD Computer & Related Equipment
bD Communications Equipment & Systems
cD Navigation, Guidance or Control Systems
dD Aerospace, Underseas Ground Support

eD Test & Measuring Equipment
fD Consumer Products
gD Industrial Controls & Equipment
h0 Components & Subassemblies

j D Independent R&D Organizations
kD Government

Your design function (
check each letter that applies):
Your principal job responsibility (
check one)
XD Ido electronic design or development engineering work.
t 0 Management
yID Isupervise electronic design or development engineering work.
v 0 Engineering
zD Iset standards for, or evaluate electronic components, systems and materials.
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Electronics
Reader Service

If the cards below have already been used,
you may obtain the needed information
by writing directly to the manufacturer,
or by sending your name and address,
plus the Reader Service number and issue date,
to Electronics Reader Service Department,
P.O. Box No. 2530, Clinton, Iowa 52732.
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Darlington Power Transistors...
Superior Peak Power Handling Capacity
Highly Resistant to Thermal Fatigue
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HITACHI

•Value t7,25°C

Hitachi, Ltd. Electronics Devices Group
6-2, Otemachi 2-chorne, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telopsone: Tokyo ( 270) 2111 Cable Addre.s: "HITACHY" TOKV-0
Telex: J22395, 22432, 24491, 26375

For inquiry write to:
Hitachi America, Ltd.
Chicago Office, Electronics Department

Hitachi Electronic Comporents Europe GMBH
4 Dusseldorf 1, Immermann Strasse 15,

Hitachi Electronic Components ( U.K.) Ltd.
Hitachi HauNe, Station Road, Hayes,

2700 River Road, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

VVest Gef many Telephone. 0211-353073 - 353077

Middlesex, U83 4DR

Telephone: ( 312) 298-0840 Telex: 72-6353

Telex: MR 8587385 ( 8587385 HITA DI

Telex: 936293 ( HITE LECTRO FIVES)

Circe 901 on reader service card

Telephone: ( 848) 8787

Clairex
optical switches
Order any of our standard
designs of optical switches
and we'll give you the
most reliable units and the
best delivery in the industry.
Custom designs take a

little longer. Tell us your
needs and we'll design to
your specifications. We
may even suggest an alternate, more economical
solution.
Clairex optical switches

Optical
Switclles
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are made with hermetically sealed emitters and
detectors for maximum re- •
liability. Glass lenses align
the light beam to improve
target detection, to minimize false triggering from

stray light, and to reduce
dust pickup.
Call ( 914) 664-6602 or
write Clairexe, 560 South
Third Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550.
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Circle 902 on reader service card

